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ABSTRACT 
 
 
This research engages with a contemporary theoretical debate in the literary field, namely the 
ability of fictional texts to contribute to archival records. Contemporary research in archival 
discourse suggests that there are many intersections between fiction and the archive. Using 
Hamilton and others’ seminal text Refiguring the Archive (2002) and Pasco’s “Literature as 
Historical Archive” (2004) as point of departure, this dissertation offers an analysis of the 
South African English translation of Marlene van Niekerk’s Agaat (2004, translated 2006). In 
both form and function, the novel is viewed as a simulation of an archive. In Agaat, Van 
Niekerk has compiled a fictional archive of two indigenous South African cultures through 
her portrayal of the two main characters: Afrikaner culture during apartheid as embedded in 
the focalization of Milla de Wet and remnants of Khoi and/or San culture as emerge from the 
fictionalised subjectivity of her coloured housekeeper-nurse, Agaat. Through a conceptual and 
theoretical exploration of archival discourse, I argue that literary texts, such as Van Niekerk’s 
novel, have the potential to refigure (or creatively redefine) the archive and to enhance its 
scope and relevance, especially as South Africa undergoes transformation.  
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1. THEORISING THE ARCHIVE  
 
 
The word archive (as noun) invokes a range of meanings, including an idea, an institution, 
and an accumulation of physical or virtual objects. As a verb, it can refer to a profession, a 
process, or a service. Yet archive has certain conventional and predictable meanings in 
society. In its customary usage, it has both an architectural and a material component. It refers 
simultaneously to the place in which records are kept, that is, the building or room in which 
they are housed, and to the records so kept, usually a collection of documents such as letters, 
official papers, photographs, and recorded material, reserved for their historical interest1
 
. 
Thus, there can be no archive without an external, durable location, where information can be 
safeguarded against erasure.   
Archives typically operate in a state context. They are usually governmental institutions, 
since, with the exception of certain private documents, (such as those from churches, private 
institutions, companies and families) the majority of material held in archival custody 
concerns the workings of the state. Indeed, archive is derived via French from the Latin 
archiva, which has its etymological origin in the Greek arkheia, meaning ‘things kept at the 
public office’, the plural of arkheion, the ‘ruler’s house or public office’, which is in turn 
derived from arkhē, referring to the ‘beginning or government’.   
 
Owing to their official status, archives have long been regarded a hallmark of history and 
historiographic production. Their role as talismans, that is, their almost ‘magical’ allure, is 
one of their most prominent features, especially where this concerns their importance as an 
instituting imaginary (Mbembe 2002: 22). As an institution, archives find their origin in 
aporetic form as monuments of, and memorials to, the collective memory (Khanna 2003: 271) 
of society, or the accumulated memories of all members of the national body. Archives thus 
function as the locus of the spirit of the nation. They are bearers of society’s shared memory 
because they constitute “the safe house of the national narrative” (Khanna 2003: 271).  
 
However, archives have a more sinister application: official records are a powerful resource to 
shape and control a nation’s collective memory and, in doing so, to manipulate the foundation 
of a historical metanarrative. André Brink observes that the confluence of innumerable 
                                                 
1 Encarta World English Dictionary (London: Bloomsbury, 1999), p. 90. 
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records and recording of memories contained in archives (or their publicly sanctioned account 
of the past) inevitably “debouches into history [and] facts” (Brink 1998: 30 - 31). Not 
surprisingly, archives were once regarded as ‘open windows’ to the past and were taken to be 
neutral and undisputed sources of truth. This is partly due to the once prevailing beliefs that 
archives contain the principal sources of historical evidence and that historiography is a 
science that makes objective use of these supposedly ‘accurate’ records.  
 
The archiving process is a biased one, since only selected information fulfils the criteria of 
‘archivability’ and is judged as worthy of preserving, while other information is discarded. 
Any record is consequently “the product of a judgement, the result of the exercise of a 
specific power and authority, which involves placing certain documents in an archive at the 
same time as others are discarded” (Mbembe 2002: 20). Thus, there is always some form of 
authority in control of archives, which refers to the party/ies responsible for the appraisal of 
preservable material. Records are shaped by “many conduits – the people who created them, 
the functionaries who managed them, the archivists who selected them for preservation and 
make them available for use, and the researchers who use them in constructing accounts of the 
past” (Harris 2002: 136). Despite the persistent notion that archivists are merely the keepers 
of archives, in the sense that they collect, catalogue, and oversee the items therein, Verne 
Harris asserts that these individuals are intimately involved in the archiving process. They do 
not simply identify information with archival value, but actively create this value (Harris 
2002: 151) in their attitudes towards, and interaction with material, as well as their level of 
agency and engagement with the policies they are implementing. Archives are therefore not 
simply sites of knowledge retrieval, but of knowledge production. In producing a record, the 
archivist or appraiser does not simply piece together a coherent whole from the odds and ends 
of information at his/her disposal, but actively participates in shaping meaning and the ‘truth’ 
contained in the records. Every record is thus “an extraordinary creation of remembering, 
forgetting, and fantasy” (Harris 2002: 151). Ultimately, the meaning of archives is dependent 
on  
who owns them; on whose authority they depend; the political context in which they 
are visited; the conditions under which they are accessed; the distance between what is 
sought and what is found; the manner in which they are decoded and how what is 
found there is presented and made public (Mbembe 2002: 23). 
 
On a global platform, archives have long been subjected to critical inquiry. Michel Foucault’s 
engagement with records in Archaeology of Knowledge (1972) posits archives as not mere 
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institutions, but rather monuments to particular configurations of power such as society’s laws 
about what can and cannot be said (1972: 129). Archives are thus “the general system of the 
formation and transformation of statements” (1972: 130), the mechanism that controls the 
production of knowledge and discourse and specifies the duration of its validity. Since then, 
arguably the greatest interrogation of this subject has resulted from the publication of Jacques 
Derrida’s Archive Fever (1996), which introduced numerous new avenues of thought around 
archives, especially as regards their threatened status in society.  As a result, archives as a 
subject, have undergone radical revision. Contemporary explorations of their features and 
operations accept that no record is accurate, unbiased, or exempt from ontological flux, and 
that every record produced stands in service of those who created it. The biases inherent to 
archives have become an expression of epistemic violence more generally, especially of the 
coercive impact socially hegemonic truths have on insurgent and/or marginal communities of 
truth with whom they collide (Roberts 2002: 305). As a result, archive has become a 
controversial term, one equally as divisive as practices of history, politics, law and literature. 
 
In South Africa, the apartheid bureaucracy’s manipulation of records and public memory is a 
good example of the forces that control the operations of archives and the creation of history. 
Corruption of records and government secrecy was a modus operandi, with legislation 
restricting access to, and the dissemination of, information on vast areas of public life.2
 
 The 
state created an immense “memory resource” (Harris 2002: 137) in the form of state-funded 
libraries, museums, art galleries and monuments, yet it practiced brutal methods of corrupting 
social memory. These included violent processes of memory erasure such as media 
censorship, various forms of banning, detention without trial, imprisonment, informal 
harassment, and assassination (Harris 2002: 138).  
However, in the post-colonial milieu, the fissures in South African records – literally and 
figuratively – are undergoing transformation. Historians no longer mine the country’s records 
for ‘nuggets of fact’, but instead recognise the archives as sites beset with, amongst others, 
colonial and apartheid biases. The belief in records as repositories of truth that work “to 
provide evidence and to act as source” (Hamilton, Harris, Taylor, Pickover, Reid and Saleh 
2002: 9) has faded. Instead, the omissions and distortions of history are being challenged and 
                                                 
2 These included inter alia the Archives Act, Criminal Procedure Act, Disclosure of Foreign Funding Act, 
Inquests Act, Internal Security Act, Nuclear Energy Act, Official Secrets Act, Petroleum Products Act, 
Protection of Information Act, and Statistics Act (Harris 2002: 137). 
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spaces are being opened in the nation’s archives to accommodate a transformed and ever-
transforming society. The country has seen a prolific rise in institutions and projects designed 
to fill “apartheid-fashioned gaps in social memory” (Harris 2002: 143), such as the 
establishment of oral history and tradition projects, which challenge established social and 
political views and aim to supplement a deficient South African archive. Heavy use has been 
made of archival holdings by bodies such as the Truth and Reconciliation Commission, the 
Commission for the Restitution of Land Rights, the Investigation Task Unit and Attorney-
General’s offices (Harris 2002: 145). The outcomes of the TRC, for instance, which relied 
mostly on oral testimony, illustrate the benefits of challenging South Africa’s history. Since 
its inception in 1995, the commission has acted as a colossal archive in its attempts to the 
“‘activate’ public memory” (Brink 1998: 35) and excavate the numerous silences that 
accompany apartheid. 
 
1.1 The intersection of fiction and the archive  
 
Of all avenues available for an investigation of archival theory, fiction is a most suitable and 
valuable method, although the archive is not a subject typically associated with the domain of 
literature, or the interpretation of a work of fiction. On a purely structural level, it is 
significant that archives are not mere compilations of data, but follow a specific design for the 
creation of a narrative of the past. They contain “pieces of time to be assembled, fragments of 
life to be placed in order, one after the other, in an attempt to formulate a story that acquires 
its coherence through the ability to craft links between the beginning and the end” (Mbembe 
2002: 21). This method for the creation and ordering of material to be preserved bears a 
striking resemblance to the composition of narrative and plot in fiction, thereby opening up a 
cornucopia of possibilities for a comparison of these superficially contrasting disciplines. 
 
Every corpus of fiction, like every archive, is marked by the absence of “certain territories of 
experience (…) and certain regions of the past” (Brink 1998: 30), which remain unvisited, or 
are visited only rarely. Many fractures exist in the corpus of South African literature and 
countless “silent places invite exploration” (Brink 1998: 30). Such exploration is imperative 
in order that South Africans may come to terms with the past and advance towards the future. 
If fiction writers in post-apartheid South Africa are to succeed in rethinking and reworking 
the silent landscapes of the past, they must do so by mining the archives – where this 
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concerns not only actual records, but also every work of fiction that offers a perspective on 
the past – for alternative versions of history. 
 
The use of archival theory in fiction thus also corresponds with contemporary inquiries into 
the role of testimony in literature. Since the holocaust and, closer afield apartheid,  literature 
has increasingly become an act of recording, witnessing and testifying, seeking to confront  
trauma in our collective consciousness and to tell individuals’ stories, often with a view to 
uncover the truth or achieve healing. Globally, ours is an age of witnessing and testimony has 
become “the literary – or discursive – mode par excellence of our time” (Felman & Laub 
1992: 5). In South Africa, the efforts undertaken by 
 
the Truth and Reconciling Commission, 
for example, has made testimony as a discourse an important part of the country’s attempts to 
come to grips with its past.  
Fiction’s investigation of the past is unique in that it has the ability to revise or offer a 
revision of history. This is known as the Vergangenheitsbewältigung, which according to 
Helize van Vuuren refers to ‘getting to grips with the past’ (1997: 57), or as Philip John 
(2000) puts it, to the process of ‘working through’, or ‘mastering’ the past (2000: 49). The 
Vergangenheitsbewältigung was a cultural phenomenon in the nineteen sixties in Germany 
(approximately fifteen years after the Second World War) in which the past was scrutinised in 
the wake of the destruction faced by the post-war generation.  
 
This phenomenon heralded a radical rereading and rewriting of history. Literature produced 
during this time endeavoured to view history afresh and to revise it from the perspective of a 
new political and social order. Essentially, the careful review of history at the centre of the 
Vergangenheitsbewältigung is comparable to contemporary scrutiny of the contents and 
operation of archives. This renewed consciousness of the past led the way in determining how 
history was subsequently excavated as a creative source. Henceforth in literature, historical 
material was presented differently, allowing for the inclusion of minority groups and their 
culture, language and religion (Van Vuuren 2002: 272). In South Africa, something of this 
type of reinvestigation and empowerment of the past has come to operate in post-colonial 
South African fiction, especially the Afrikaans prose of the last decade. It is particularly 
evident in a novel such as Marlene van Niekerk’s Agaat (2006), where the past is re-examined 
in the light of the present.  
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1.2 Fiction’s ability to refigure the archive 
 
As Carolyn Hamilton and others remind us, the archive – all archives, every archive – is 
figured (2002: 7). ‘Figured’, where applied to archives, designates how every record is subject 
to certain interpretations, representations, symbolisms, imaginings, patterns, calculations, and 
considerations, both those its creators (where this refers to the apparatus, the people and the 
institution that create them) and those who view them (2002: 7). While Foucault alerts us that 
the archive “cannot be described in its totality” (1972: 130), since it is impossible to describe 
exhaustively the archive of a society, a culture, or a civilisation, the figured status of the 
archive makes it possible to speak of the archive in general. Since the nineteenth-century, 
Thomas Richards (1993: 11) reminds us, the archive has been envisioned as a utopian space 
of comprehensive knowledge. It has been figured as a fixed place, or a discrete institution, the 
collectively imagined junction of all that is known or knowable. In this study, the singular 
form is thus used to indicate the positivity that governs the production of records. 
 
More than simply employing archival discourse, literature is uniquely equipped to refigure the 
archive. This ability of fiction was recently demonstrated in various studies. Two particularly 
valuable investigations include Sarah Nuttall’s study of the implications of the archive as a 
narratological technique in fiction and Ronald Suresh Roberts’s exploration of the novelist as 
(self-) archivist. Nuttall promotes the experimental use of archival theory in fiction and argues 
for the existence of a different, symbolic record: the literary archive, or fiction that (often 
self-consciously) incorporates the workings of the archive. She asserts that it is possible to 
use to the fecundity, the instability, of literary texts to rethink our notion of the archive 
itself: how we can project the dynamism of the literary project back onto the archive  
so that the border between the literary text and the archive begins to shift and refigure  
(Nuttall 2002: 283).  
 
According to Nuttall’s definition, the literary archive is found wherever fiction distorts the 
boundaries between the values held by the archive (hegemonic, with the façade of a single, 
abiding Truth) and fiction, regarded as subversive and presenting the existence of multiple 
‘truths’. Simplified then, it is a work of fiction deliberately imitating the workings of an 
archive, with the intention of exposing the discursive practices of the official record. The 
value of the literary archive resides in its creative amalgamation of art and archive. The 
archive has the ability to retain information, which makes it “an important repository of 
“cultural memory” for writers (Nuttall 2002: 290), while fiction, in return, contributes 
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“archival possibilities capable of releasing different kinds of information about the past, 
shaped by different record-keeping processes” (Hamilton et al. 2002: 10). When the archive’s 
benefits are combined with fiction’s power to creatively reimagine history, new ways are  
created to reflect over, and interpret, the past.  
 
Ronald Suresh Roberts argues for a different correlation between archives and fiction. He 
posits the author (his/her creative imagination) as a living archive, possessing “a facility that 
works upon while it stores fragments of perception – an archive that is formative of the 
artefacts it possesses (produces) and, by extension, of the society that constitutes it” (2002: 
304). The author’s selection and control of his/her material mimics the processes by which 
any archive is compiled, and indicates the way in which s/he is at once an architect of 
meaning and a product of his/her milieu. Nevertheless, as novelists need make no claim of 
factuality in their work, writers are instrumental in bringing “peculiarly creative contributions 
to the archive” (2002: 304).  
  
Fiction’s ability to redefine the archive resides in its capacity to reimagine what constitutes 
meaningful historical and cultural evidence, and to offer new resources for uncovering the 
past. In his article, “Literature as Historical Archive”, Alan Pasco (2004) argues that while 
literary works do not normally provide exact information about historical events, they do 
serve particularly well for insight into the common opinions, attitudes, and daily lives of 
people living in a specific historical milieu. Fiction can document those dimensions of human 
existence that fall outside the scope of historiographic documentation, making it a valuable 
supplementary resource to official records of the past. While official records can provide 
information regarding a period’s key economic, social, political, and cultural mechanisms, 
fiction can accommodate the unique personal accounts of individuals, those small and 
seemingly negligible stories that can contribute greatly to the creation of a more 
comprehensive account of a particular milieu and add greater dimension to our understanding 
of the past. Literature can provide information concerning the way individuals think and feel 
about themselves and others, and their perceptions of the time in which they live, as well 
their states of mind, attitudes, beliefs, convictions, emotions, prejudices, and conscious and 
unconscious mental processes. Thus, fiction has a significant creative contribution to make to 
the discipline of the archive. Not only can it enrich, enliven and enlarge the corpus of 
historical information existing today, but by passing ‘fact’ through artistic vision, it can 
arrive at new or, at the very least, different insights.  
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These abilities make literature a symbolic artefact, or archive, one equipped to portray 
different areas of human experience than conventional records are capable of doing. Indeed, 
Michelle Perrot argues for the legitimacy of fiction as a record and maintains that “novels 
(…) may be consulted as legitimate historical sources because they reveal more fully than 
other sources the ideals of private life that fascinated their perspicacious authors” (Perrot in 
Pasco 2004: 389).  
 
Fiction also has the ability to extend the boundaries of the archive beyond its elementary 
implications outlined above and to determine what other implications might fall within the 
compass of this term. It is able to widen and shift the concept ‘archive’ and to make the term 
porous to a multiplicity of interpretations and applications beyond its customary meaning as a 
repository of supposed ‘fact’ or ‘truth’. Fiction makes it possible to  
look beyond the idea of archives as physical records, so as to engage the idea of the  
taken-for-granted, often implicit ‘archive’ that is the foundation of the production of  
knowledge in the present, the basis for the identities of the present and for the possible  
imaginings of community in the future” (Hamilton et al 2002: 9). 
 
However, interpreting a work of fiction from or about another historical period as an imitation 
of an archive is not to assume a direct link between literature and the archive. The accuracy 
and reliability of the fictional record is not in question, since fiction is not less dependable 
than official records simply because it is ‘invented’ in an author’s imagination. History, and 
the reinterpretation thereof, has long been an important source for historical novels. In a study 
of the historicity of fiction, particularly as manifests in the oeuvre of author André P. Brink, 
Hennie van Coller (1988: 167) contends that the author and the historian are both narrators of 
what is absent and of which only traces remain. The principal difference between the two 
entities is their respective views on fact. Whereas the historian determines fact according to 
what is demonstrably ‘true’ and referentially verifiable, the fiction writer is at liberty to depart 
from the documented facts. S/he may interpret historical fact in any number of ways within 
the fictional system, following which they become new ‘truths’. In post-apartheid South 
Africa, the challenging nature of the archive, with its eclectic merger of fact and fiction, 
history and story, is illustrated in the fiction of writers such as Antjie Krog. Reporting on the 
workings of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission in her novel Country of My Skull 
(1998), Krog’s claim that “I have told many lies in this book about the truth” (Krog 1998: 
281) reveals how historical fact, as contained in records, is adapted and distorted for use in 
fiction. Every archive is biased and its content and meaning a matter of interpretation, so that 
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no record can claim to contain the truth. Fiction’s capacity to reflect and comment on the 
mechanisms of society is therefore no less viable because it is based in an author’s 
imagination. 
 
When used cautiously, the principles and values governing the archive becomes an 
experimental device, a useful strategy for the reading and interpretation of a work of fiction, 
or a ‘searchlight theory’ as it were. When applied to fiction, the archive is a symbolic and 
theoretical approach; it is a technique or a device used to represent the mechanisms of 
knowledge production and preservation, as well as the information individuals, and the 
greater society, consider worth preserving at any given time.  
 
Once material relating to archives is adapted for use in a work of fiction, it acquires a 
metaphorical nuance and terms such as record, document, repository, or archive attain 
implications beyond the ordinary. The archive thus becomes a metaphorical concern subject 
to many refinements, which include the establishment of various types and categories of 
archives in the fictional space. In fiction, archival discourse may be extended to apply to a 
number of textual elements, including theme, content and the presentation of characters as 
living repositories of cultural and other sources of information. 
 
1.3 Reading Agaat as archive 
 
Agaat is a multi-dimensional novel that has evoked a vast range of readings. Interpretation of 
the novel has occurred mostly on a thematic level (with a focus on prominent themes or 
motives) with singular forays into the allegorical span and the text’s structural composition. In 
this vein, Chris van der Merwe (2004) offers a psychoanalytic reading of the relationship 
between Milla and Agaat, while Joan Hambidge (2004) reads Agaat as a feminist novel 
depicting assertive women destabilising patriarchy. Willie Burger (2006) offers a 
psychoanalytic reading of the novel through his examination of language as the primary 
means of reflecting reality and gaining knowledge of the self and the other. Melodie Slabbert 
(2006) presents a legal-literary reading of the novel by revealing the interrelatedness of law 
and literature. She examines the themes of justice and justification in the novel and argues 
that Agaat offers a striking parallel with the legal and socio-political landscape of South 
Africa over the last fifty years. More recently, Loraine Prinsloo and Andries Visagie (2007 
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and 2009) approach the novel as a post-colonial reworking of the farm novel and are 
particularly concerned with the ambivalent representation of the coloured woman, Agaat.  
 
Offering a broader allegorical reading of themes within the text, Johann Rossouw (2005) 
reads the novel as a condemnation of Afrikaner nationalism and apartheid, as well as a 
resourceful and comprehensive argument for the condemnation of the Afrikaner’s position in 
post-apartheid South Africa. In a much-published debate, Andries Visagie (2005) disagrees 
with Rossouw and reads Agaat as a testimony to a precious Afrikaner heritage. Another 
important contribution to readings of the novel’s allegorical implications is offered by 
Andries Wessels (2006), who views Agaat as a South African version of the Big House novel, 
an Irish literary genre typically depicting the fall of a ‘Big House’, or a family dynasty. He 
claims that the intimate, personal relationship between Milla and Agaat is representative of 
Afrikaner culture and ideology during the second half of the twentieth century.  
 
Rosemary Buikema’s (2006) study of Agaat’s stylistic experimentation offers a departure 
from theme-centred readings. She argues that the novel’s use of poetic language, original 
imagery, new words, and stream of consciousness foregrounds the power of the imagination 
as the primary characteristic of artistic expression. She also adds that the text’s experimental 
style makes valuable contributions to themes of racial and patriarchal violence, literariness, 
and politics. More recently, Louise Viljoen (2008) has approached the hitherto neglected 
concern of the novel’s intricate composition. She examines the nature and function of the 
diary as a leading narratological device and reveals the implications of the text’s metafictional 
foundation.  
 
This dissertation offers an allegorical reading of Agaat in which its form and function is 
compared to that of an archive. Agaat may be viewed as imitating – in both form and function 
– the appearance and workings of conventional archives. Indeed, Marlene Van Niekerk has 
confirmed the archival quality of the novel. In an interview with Sonja Loots, she claims that: 
Met Agaat wou ek ŉ omgewing dokumenteer wat aan die verdwyn en verander is (…). 
 Dit is ŉ geesteswêreld, maar ook ŉ materiële wêreld van sekere boerderypraktyke en -
 instrumente; daarom dat ek drie hulpboeke betrek het (Van Niekerk in Loots 2004: 4). 
The text’s immediate similarity to an archive is the result of the novel’s collative function, 
through which various individual records are assembled into a whole symbolically greater 
than the sum of its parts. In addition to its collative function, the novel’s archival appearance 
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is confirmed by its marked metafictional component, through which the text mimics the 
processes by which knowledge of the past is produced and recorded.  
An initial reading of Agaat reveals that the novel contains numerous repositories of data on a 
range of subjects. These sources include maps and reference works, as well as allusions to 
music, literature, diaries, songs, folk rhymes, and historical and political events. There is a 
distinct inventorial quality to the novel, which manifests in the startling amount of references 
to everything from popular reference sources, to traditional rhymes and songs, plant and 
animal names and technical terms. Its length alone bears testimony to an authorial drive to 
document seemingly the most trivial of details. In its most apparent imitation of an archive, 
the novel is thus a depot of documents, which is “first of all what the archive is – a repository 
of documents from which one is supposed to produce the story of what happened” (Nuttall 
2002: 297). In recognition of the novel’s catalogue appearance, the author has described 
herself as a diligent recorder, something of an encyclopaedist, in her attention to descriptive 
detail.  
Ik ben een echte verzamelaar en bewaarder (…) Ik probeer in mijn roman ook de  
zintuiglikheid van het boerenbedrijf vast te leggen, de geuren, de klanken, ik gelooof  
dat ik zoveel mogelijk van het verleden vast wil houden. (…) Ik geloof dat ik wel iets  
heb van een encyclopedist (Van Niekerk in ’t Hart 2006: 3 - 4).  
 
Following the identification of various depots of knowledge in the text, a closer reading 
reveals that, within a broader context, the objects assume allegorical significance as 
repositories of ideologies and belief systems. It is thus possible to attach cultural and 
historical significance to this information. These various emblems or storage locations of 
historically determined information are underpinned by a shared ideological foundation, and 
embody the novel’s allegorical scope. They become signifiers of prevailing trends of thought, 
as well as the private and collective values of individuals and groups. Subsequently, it may be 
deduced that each of the above depots function as small, individual ‘archives’ of valued 
information, while the text as a whole emerges as the greater ‘archive’, or an assortment of 
knowledge collated from various disciplines and presented to the reader.  
 
This study endeavours to contribute to emerging studies in the broadening of the archive’s 
applications and to endorse the benefits fiction holds for the revision of archival discourse. It 
sets about redefining archive and establishing what other repositories or sites of preservation 
may function as records. Consequently, this study is an experiment in undefining the archive,  
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in order to release it from its predictable and limited usage.  
 
Nevertheless, this investigation acknowledges that the application of material relating to the 
archive is a strategy that must be used with caution. Jacques Derrida, arguably the most 
radical interrogator of archives in the last decade of the twentieth century, warns that any 
deconstruction and reinterpretation of the term archive must respect its values and traditions 
(1995: 1). He argues that the very essence of archive can never be detached from its 
etymological rootedness in the Greek arkhē and arkheion. A term as specific as archive must 
therefore be subjected to revision and refinement if it is to be adapted from its usual context 
for application in literature.  
 
In this study, I use the term archive with recognition of its conventional, disciplinary meaning 
as a source of historical evidence, but argue for the expansion of the term. I suggest that the 
proliferation of records and other sites for the preservation and dispersion of information in 
Agaat act as enduring sites of historical evidence and historiographic opportunity for its 
characters. I argue that these sources of information, in addition to serving as evidence of the 
individual lives of the characters, also serve – for the reader – as archives from which to 
deduce a number of counterhistories (the personal narrative accounts of characters) as well as 
a record of the established features of the socio-political milieu in which they function.  
 
1.3.1 Locating the individual ‘archives’  
 
There is no such thing as a single, comprehensive archive, which can record the entire history 
of a society. According to Harris, any record is “but a sliver of social memory, and the 
archival residue in documents is but a sliver of the documentary record” (2002: 135). This 
reality is reflected in the existence of countless different archives. In South Africa alone, there 
are African, colonial, imperial, apartheid, anti-apartheid, community, cultural and oral 
narrative archives, to name but a few. There are also a number of marginal archives 
containing data not included in the official record. An awareness of the absence and biased 
representation of homosexuals in the official records of church and state, for example, led to 
the creation of The Gay and Lesbian Archives of South Africa (GALA). Other records, such 
as The South African History Archives (SAHA), contain political banners, pamphlets and 
other memorabilia relating to the anti-apartheid movement in South Africa, hitherto 
conspicuous for its absence from state records.  
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Similarly, in Agaat there is not one archive, but many. Indeed, a number of different objects 
and concerns may be regarded as archival sources in Agaat. These include written records 
(whether genuine sources such as the numerous reference works cited, or those produced by 
characters in the fictional realm, such as Milla’s diaries) as well as a variety of performative 
gestures. Due to fiction’s ability to expand the scope of the archive, a significant refinement 
made to the concept of the archive in this study is the inclusion of characters as archives. 
Derrida has argued that the archive, in its strictest application, is not a living memory, but 
rather a location. This is because the archive is not purely a form of remembrance, or an 
anamnesis, but entails consigning traces of information to some external location (2002: 42) 
where it can be accessible to others. However, a work of fiction, in its ability to expand on the 
archive’s implications, makes it possible to consider characters as living ‘archives’, whose 
beings and memories function symbolically as complex databases, or repositories, for the 
accumulation, preservation, and dispersion of information.  
 
Of the numerous archives evident in Agaat, the most apparent is the three reference works 
introduced by the epigraphs. These include the Hulpboek vir boere in Suid-Afrika (1929), 
which may be termed an agricultural archive, in that it contains invaluable knowledge of 
farming matters, passed down from one generation to the next. The novel further includes an 
Afrikaner music archive as composed by the FAK-volksangbundel (1937), and an arts and 
crafts archive in the form of the embroidery book Borduur só (1966), which describes the 
leisure activities pursued by women.  
 
The inclusion of the above documents creates, at least partially, the appearance of historical 
authenticity in the novel. Whereas sources such as the three manuals introduce a certain 
degree of historical accuracy to the text, they are not intended to obscure the fictional nature 
of the text. The original Afrikaans edition of Agaat underlines the fictional nature of the text 
by prominently mentioning on the title page that what follows is a novel. This declaration 
brands the content to follow as fiction and reminds the reader that the fictional characters 
merely perform within a recognisable historical milieu. The inclusion of factual elements 
within the text confirms the principle that the fictional text may contain a good deal of non-
fictional discourse, without losing its status as fiction. This provides a novel such as Agaat 
with referential impact, or the capacity to reflect and comment on reality.  
 
Due to the refinement of the term archive in this study, it is possible to identify and classify a  
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number of different archives in the text. While archives are mostly public entities, they do not 
exist only in an official capacity, but are also a vital component of the “everyday activity of 
identity formation and maintenance by ordinary people” (Hamilton et al 2002: 11). This 
makes it possible to identify a personal archive, or those records of individuals’ private lives. 
The personal archive includes any form in which individuals seek to document their lives. In 
Agaat, it is observable in Milla’s diaries, which do not only contain her most intimate 
thoughts, but are intended to serve as a record of Agaat’s development. It is also evident in the 
range of Agaat’s creative activities, such as her embroideries and her adornment of her living 
quarters. The personal archive raises important questions about the possibilities and effects of 
its inclusion in the archival mainstream, since it “preserve[s] materials excluded from the 
mainstream repositories” (Hamilton et al 2002: 11). However, this type of archive is no less 
constructed than mainstream archives, as it is as much a product of deliberate inclusion and 
exclusion as any conventional archive. As with any official record, the personal archive must 
also be examined in terms of “what counts, what doesn’t, where it is housed, who possesses it, 
and who lays claim to it as a political resource” (Burton 2003: 138). In Agaat, personal 
archives are presented as accessible information sources, not only to the novel’s readers, but 
also to characters within the fictional realm. This condition accentuates the archival quality of 
the records by locating them, like all other records, within the public sphere.  
 
1.3.2 Agaat as cultural and historical archive 
 
Having identified some of the individual archives contained the text, it is possible to read 
Agaat as a site for the preservation of South African, or more specifically, Afrikaans history, 
culture, and politics. The three reference guides invoked by the epigraphs, in addition to 
serving as individual sources of information, may be collectively defined as cultural and 
historical archives. As cultural archives, the various depots of knowledge act as signifiers of 
a given community’s (in this case Afrikaners’) cultural accoutrements, where this relates to its 
customs, practices, and social behaviours. These records also function as historical archives. 
They illustrate a now largely vanished, rural way of life, in addition to the values and belief 
systems characterising the particular historical and political landscape of apartheid South 
Africa. In this manner, the outmoded reference works signal continuity with the past, a theme 
discernable throughout Agaat, where meaning is to be gained in an understanding of the past 
and its significance for the present.  
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The reference works cited in the epigraph are not merely records of their individual subjects, 
but symbolic annals depicting socially and politically prescribed concerns. The embroidery 
book is not only a record of the leisure activities pursued by women, but also an illustration of 
the socially endorsed activities prescribed to Afrikaner women in apartheid society. Similarly, 
the FAK song anthology is not only a catalogue of folk songs, but also a repository of the 
ideologies underpinning its content, such as the importance of religion and the link between 
the Afrikaner’s identity and the land.  The farmer’s guide, in turn, not only records trusted 
farming practices, but also reveals the discourse of land and landownership at the core of 
Afrikaner nationalism and subsequent systems such as apartheid.  
 
Since the above records are combined and preserved in the novel, this renders the text, when 
defined broadly, a cultural and historical archive. As a cultural archive, the novel posits 
Afrikaner culture at its forefront. At times the novel reads like a celebration of, or a tribute to, 
the Afrikaner way of life, whose highest point coincided with the oppression of others, and 
which is since often viewed in a negative light. However, the novel does not simply revisit the 
prime of the Afrikaner, but attempts to identify what is valuable and positive about the culture 
and its members in a milieu in which Afrikanerhood is politically tainted. What is more, there 
is evidence in the text of another culture operating on the boundaries of the De Wet’s lives – 
conspicuous for the way it is never overtly mentioned – the residues of Khoi or San customs 
as practiced by Agaat. As a post-apartheid novel, the text thus attempts to recuperate the 
coloured woman’s marginalised history and narrative. Another important dynamic of the text 
as cultural archive is its preservation and protection of cultures either diminished or 
obliterated in the 21st
 
 century. The text is occupied with the dynamics of Afrikaner culture 
(once a homogenising force) in the aftermath of its lost supremacy. Stripped of its former 
hegemony, Afrikaners have become a marginalised and diminutive community in post 
apartheid South Africa, while the culture continues to be associated with a range of 
disagreeable connotations. Similarly, references to remnants of San and Khoi culture in the 
text occur in spite of these societies having been decimated by South Africa’s long history of 
colonialism. What is more, the force of globalisation has also diminished the value of these 
localised and autochthonous cultures in the global sphere. By preserving some of the 
attributes of the respective cultures, Agaat emphasises their lasting value and counteracts their 
decline in the global arena.  
Agaat is also a historical archive. Spanning the period from the early 1950s to the late 1990s,  
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the text uses the microcosm of the De Wet family and their interaction with the servant Agaat 
to signify the workings of the apartheid dispensation. This is achieved, for example, by 
linking important dates in South African history to the novel’s events. Thus, fictional events 
mirror the conditions of the broader socio-political realm the novel seeks to record and 
review. Agaat is therefore an example of littérature engagée, or literature of engagement, 
which is defined by André Brink as “‘dié literatuur wat aantoonbaar ontspring uit, en ingestel 
is op, ’n herkenbare sosio-politieke werklikheid’” (Brink in Van Zyl 1988: 22), in this 
instance with apartheid. A work of fiction like Agaat therefore does not merely record a 
period in South Africa’s history as it emerges from the conduct of a family, but confronts and 
destabilizes the ‘truths’ held by it.  
 
The novel’s value as historical archive resides in the importance of the past for the present, 
since all investigations of the past are undertaken to “answer to or to legitimize the needs and 
conditions of the present” (Van Niekerk 1996: 141). Of the many factors that determine our 
reinvestigation of the past, the process is most frequently set in motion during times of 
immense and precarious transformation, such as has occurred on South Africa’s political 
landscape. It is at times of such rapid and bewildering change that people become interested 
in “a new story to live by (or) a new totalizing design” (Van Niekerk 1996: 141) and social 
traditions are subjected to the greatest degree of reinterpretation and reinvention. By 
examining the past in the light of the present, Agaat offers such a new political design for the 
future.   
 
1.3.3 The novel as ‘sideboard’: collating individual records 
 
As shown above, Agaat contains a number of individual repositories of information, or 
miniature archives, while the text has a cumulative function and so acts as the greater, or 
collective archive. Jacques Derrida reminds us that there can be no archive without a spatial 
location, since the record “does not consist simply in remembering, in living memory, in 
anamnesis, but in consigning, in inscribing a trace in some external location” (2002: 42). An 
item that resembles an archive (in both form and function), and one that is useful to illustrate 
the operation of records, is the sideboard. A practical storage unit commonly found in nearly 
every home, the sideboard is a prominent presence in the De Wet’s dining room. It is a 
storage site, or receptacle, for the accumulation and protection of various important items in 
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the text, each of which acts as an individual archive given its referential significance. Thus, 
the sideboard symbolizes the assembling function of the novel as a whole.   
 
The sideboard houses a multiplicity of records. What appears to be the accumulated bric-a-
brac of the family members’ lives is in reality items that disclose important details about 
them. The sideboard contains a jumbled collection of items, each of which has greater 
symbolic significance than initially suggested by its appearance. In addition to Milla’s diaries, 
it contains: 
photo albums (…), the title deeds to the farm, my [Milla’s] marriage certificate. What 
else? In a little suitcase, all Jakkie’s school reports and cuttings of his school concerts. 
His degree certificates and medals he removed and took away with him when he left 
that morning in ’85. And then a few pieces of silver and old porcelain from my 
mother’s house. A little set of Woodstock glasses. The coffee set with the desert 
scenes. Agaat knows it will be hers one day. Soon. In a few days. And the napkins that 
she embroidered with white gardenias for my fiftieth birthday meal. Too pretty to use 
(Van Niekerk 2006: 331-332).  
 
According to the definitions and classifications of archives proposed in this study, the 
majority of the items kept in the sideboard may be classified as personal archives. These 
objects testify to the particulars of characters’ individual lives. They include Milla’s diaries, 
the family’s photo albums, and Jakkie’s school documents. Other documents pertain to 
individuals’ place in the greater orders of the establishment. An example is Milla’s marriage 
certificate, which indicates her civil status and suggests the institutionally guarded sanctity of 
marriage. Even seemingly arbitrary articles such as the silver and crockery Milla inherited 
from her mother that Agaat will inherit in turn, point to greater structures within society, such 
as its systems of inheritance. These items denote a matrilineal inheritance system starting with 
Milla’s great-grandmother and ending with the latest addition to the Redelinghuys dynasty, 
Agaat.  
 
As a metaphor for Van Niekerk’s novel as a whole, the sideboard is important to reveal some 
of the features of the archive’s workings. Firstly, it points to the architectural component of 
the archive, which is central to its function. Milla describes the imbuia sideboard as a 
“seamlessly solid and impenetrable object, with its heavy undulating edge on top and 
scalloped fringe below. Congealed on ball-and-claw feet. Squatting (…) Hunkering” (2006: 
331). Its very appearance suggests menace and the allure of the dangerous and forbidden. It 
contains a number of items not intended for public viewing, such as Milla’s diaries. The 
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sideboard’s aura of safekeeping and secrecy denotes an important feature of all archives: they 
are generally characterised by withdrawal into secrecy or ‘closing’ that marks the first years 
of their life (Mbembe 2002: 20) and renders their contents important. Immediately after their 
creation, archives are subjected to a ban of principle, which can refer to such practical matters 
as local legislation, which determines when material may be made public, and which varies 
greatly according to the nature of the records. Any archive is not merely a collection of data 
then, but a status. Indeed, the intended secrecy of the sideboard is evident in that Milla keeps 
it securely locked and, in so doing, controls the access others (and particularly Agaat) have to 
its contents. Her diaries, which are central to the development of the plot, are held in the 
secrecy and isolation of the sideboard until they have undergone the requisite period of 
withdrawal into secrecy, which spans the years they are being written and Milla is not ready 
to hand them over to Agaat. 
 
Significantly, archives are also not concerned merely with preserving the material traces of 
the past, but also of controlling it. In order to ensure that the past does not create disorder in 
the present, records constitutes a type of sepulchre, in which the past is ‘laid to rest’. 
Archiving is therefore a typed of burial, in which elements of the past are consigned to a 
location where they can be deterred from stirring up disorder in the present (Mbembe 2002: 
22). The archiving process is thus frequently an attempt to disregard information deemed by 
individuals or institutions as potentially harmful. Significantly then, Milla’s notebooks are 
held within the custody of the locked sideboard because they represent the intrusion of the 
past in the present; they are a nuisance with the potential to disrupt the veneer of calm in the 
household.  
 
After the onset of her illness, Milla ‘invites’ Agaat to open the sideboard by leaving her the 
key (2006: 602). With this action, she subjects her carefully compiled record to Agaat’s 
readership and in so doing, sets off the devastating interaction with Agaat that is to follow, as 
suggested by Milla’s apprehension at exposing her diaries to Agaat. In retrospect, the dying 
woman remembers the momentous moment when, standing with the key to the cabinet in her 
hand, she thought, “Here it is now (…) the last link that’s chafing through. Everything you 
lived for, everything that you built up, all the facades that you maintained, the whole lie that 
you lived. The last link” (2006: 601). Feeling like “a woman over an abyss” (2006: 602), she 
is aware of the power of her diaries, and anticipates the devastation they are to cause.  
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Agaat’s reading of Milla’s diaries, and her use of their content to ‘torture’ the dying woman 
with her imprudent writing, reveals that the archive is a dangerous and uncontrollable force. 
Once committed to record, information no longer belongs to the individual alone, but 
becomes the property of society in general; it is subjected to a variety of interpretations and 
uses that cannot be foreseen by its creator/s. The revelation of Milla’s diaries to Agaat, which 
sets the greater plot in motion, thus mirrors the way in which the novel as greater archive is 
‘thrown open’ to the reader’s interpretation. The matriarch’s actions are also a metafictional 
commentary on the way in which the text ceases to belong to its author (in the sense of 
containing her intentions for the novel), but is open to varying interpretations emanating from 
the public arena.  The symbolism of the sideboard thus reveals the text’s appropriation and 
application of the practical and philosophical codes governing archival practice.  
 
However, the sideboard is not the only metaphor for the collation of material as in an archive. 
Agaat has an ‘archive’ of her own: the hessian bag she arrives with on Grootmoedersdrift, 
which is later replaced by the suitcase Milla gives her. Concerning the architectural spaces 
that house the material components of the archive in Agaat, it is noticeable how information 
pertaining to the De Wet family is housed in the solid structure of a sideboard, while objects 
important to Agaat’s identity are contained in flimsy structures such as a hessian bag and 
suitcase. The De Wet’s archive is thus predominantly a written, officially sanctioned one, 
which consists of such legitimate documentation as title deeds and maps, which signal wealth 
and land ownership. Agaat’s archive, on the other hand, consists almost exclusively of objects 
that denote an ancient, physical heritage absent from official historiography. What little 
remains of her cultural roots are vested in the oral tradition (specifically the stories she must 
have learnt as a child), which by nature defies precise classification and is often viewed as 
lacking the ‘legitimacy’ of the written word. In this way, the novel exposes society’s 
distinction between what it regards as legitimate information worthy of preservation, and 
supposedly unimportant information (mostly associated with marginal groups), denied a place 
in the archives. Furthermore, Agaat’s bag and suitcase denote her gradual acculturation under 
Milla’s tutelage, and the steady advance of Afrikaner culture upon her identity. Initially, her 
cultural goods (particularly her stick, wheel, and moleskin) are contained in the sack. 
However, as her cultural accoutrements extend to include those of her adopted family 
(amongst others, Afrikaner folk songs, framing knowledge and embroidery skills) Agaat’s 
earlier cultural identity is suppressed. This is symbolised by the suitcase in which Milla places 
the sack. 
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1.3.4 The metafictional basis of Agaat: challenging archival discourse  
 
 
Agaat is metafiction, or fiction about fiction. This term refers to “fictional writing which self-
consciously and systematically draws attention to its status as an artefact in order to pose 
questions about the relationship between fiction and reality” (Waugh 1984: 2). In essence, 
metafiction includes within itself a commentary on its own narrative and/or linguistic 
techniques. Through the use of various techniques, such a text turns many aspects of 
storytelling, such as its “structure, (…) narrative viewpoint, the means of presentation, (…) 
the process of composition and/or recitation as well as of reading or listening – into 
dramatically relevant emblems of [its] theme” (Hutcheon 1984: 52). In a lecture on the 
novel’s creation, Van Niekerk confirmed the strong metafictional foundation of the text, in 
which Milla’s cautious ‘creation’ of Agaat mirrors her (the author’s) creation of the novel, so 
that the ‘creation story’  is an important structural element in the novel (Van Niekerk 2008b: 
3).  
 
As metafiction, Agaat viewed here as employing archival discourse – or simulating the form 
and function of archives – is a carefully executed subversion of the conventions relating to 
archives. It achieves this through the exploration of concerns central not only to fiction, but 
applicable also to the workings of archives. These include enquiries into what constitutes the 
truth, the motivations of the producers of records, which reveal how archives are manipulated 
to serve the interests of their makers, as well as the impossibility that lies at the very centre of 
archives’ objective to reflect the world.  
 
The novel’s use of shifting narrative perspectives posited by different focalizers (including 
Milla, Agaat and Jakkie), adds a deeper level of structural meaning to the novel. Agaat 
contains a considerable number and range of narratives, styles, discourses, and social 
conditions (each belonging to different characters) that compete for the privilege of 
dominance. Mikhail Bakhtin refers to these rival discourses as ‘voices’ in constant dialogue 
(1981: 434). Although the plot is presented almost exclusively from Milla’s perspective, these 
‘voices’ are filtered, to a greater or lesser degree, through the white woman’s account. These 
include Jakkie’s framing narrative and Agaat’s voice, which emerges in snatches of reported 
speech or the matriarch’s descriptions of her actions, in addition to Jak’s perspective and the 
voices of the marginalized farm workers.  
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Agaat also foregrounds the complexities of record production by highlighting different 
methods for the recording of those dimensions of human experience that elude the archive’s 
scope. These include the variety of non-verbal, symbolic, and performative acts employed by 
Agaat to communicate her subjectivity in the text. It is significant that the text posits 
traditional information sources (such as diaries) as inaccurate and artificial, whereas 
unconventional procedures for the capture and dissemination of information (such as 
embroidery, song and dance) are presented as auspicious, though frequently overlooked, 
information sources.  
 
Metafiction is thus a valuable strategy to rethink and rework the past, especially where this 
concerns a challenge of historical fact, or the information contained in official records. In 
post-apartheid South Africa, where fiction writers must return to the silent or silenced 
landscapes of the past with a new view of what constitutes history and fact, metafiction is 
capable of attending to the omissions of the past. This is particularly relevant to Agaat, which 
is mainly concerned with the silenced and marginalized subjectivity of the title character, 
whose experiences in the novel relate the position of numerous other people under apartheid.  
 
When read as an archive – or an attempt at showing the impossibly fraught nature of such a 
document – Agaat constantly fluctuates between what Sarah Nuttall calls excision and excess: 
between that which limits and that which is limitless (2002: 283). The novel features 
countless tacit, unwritten and dis-remembered concerns, based principally in Agaat’s liminal 
voice and emerging in the interstices of Milla’s focalisation. Subjects such as the bias and 
inaccuracy of Milla’s story, the devastating collapse of the women’s strong emotional bond, 
and the subversive potential of the servant’s closely guarded subjectivity are subtly reflected 
in the novel. These aspects emerge only when the novel (as archive) is read against the grain 
to reveal what it conceals and excludes. This reveals the reality at the centre of every record’s 
operation: its concealment of its function as a place of evaluation, selection and exclusion. 
Ultimately, there is no prevailing truth presented in Agaat, nor is a single interpretation of 
depicted events possible. Instead, the text is characterised by falsifications and distortions. As 
a result, the reader is encouraged to approach the novel in the same way as any record: by 
considering how documented events are altered over time, as well as paying attention to the 
gaps and omissions in, and excisions from this record.  
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2. READING AGAAT AS CULTURAL AND HISTORICAL ARCHIVE  
 
 
In the preceding chapter, it was shown how fiction has the ability to expand the definition of 
the archive. Various individual archives were identified in the novel, which has been broadly 
classified as a cultural and historical archive.  This chapter seeks to establish how the text 
approaches culture and its preservation in general, and how it seeks to define Afrikaner 
culture (in a given historical context) in particular, especially as concerns the identification of 
the values that grant Afrikaner culture its uniqueness and merit. The novel has a valuable 
contribution to make to both a global debate around the position and future of community in 
an increasingly globalised world, and a local debate around the position and the future of the 
endangered Afrikaner culture in post-apartheid South Africa. Rather than indulging in a 
conceited celebration of Afrikaner culture in the zenith of apartheid, the novel is concerned 
with reimagining and re-evaluating Afrikaner culture in order possibly to negotiate its future 
in the country’s current political climate. The novel questions whether Afrikaner culture – 
tainted as it is by damaging political connotations – is still relevant and valuable in South 
Africa today. In this respect, it offers scope for a range of possible readings, which has evoked 
a serious debate among readers and has contributed to the novel’s critical acclaim.  
 
The term culture has multiple meanings. A dictionary definition alone offers various 
explanations. It may be defined as a) the shared beliefs and values of a group, relating to the 
customs, practices, and social behaviour of a particular nation or people or b) a group of 
people whose shared beliefs and practices identify the particular place, class, or time to which 
they belong3
                                                 
3 Encarta World English Dictionary (London: Bloomsbury, 1999), p. 459. 
. Culture is thus not an isolated concept, but one that relates internally to 
concerns such as politics, religious systems, and the progression of history. It is not merely 
something socially desirable, but an instrument of policy promoted by the state.  This simple 
definition is useful to begin to establish how culture is presented in Agaat. The novel 
foregrounds the culture of an identifiable group or nation – Afrikaners – as it relates to their 
shared social mores, customs and traditions. This culture is moreover located in a particular 
period in South African history, identified by Johann Rossouw as the period of 
“Afrikanernasionalisme, apartheid en die Afrikaner se omgang met politieke mag van 1948 
tot 1994” (Rossouw 2005: 1). The novel focuses on a smaller subdivision of the Afrikaner 
community by using a middle-class, Afrikaner farming community to designate the greater 
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hegemonic class.  
 
However, this simple approach, while useful to establish a few rudimentary specifics about 
culture, does not recognize its complexity. T.S. Eliot indicates that culture has different 
associations depending on whether it refers to the development of an individual, of a group or 
class, or of a whole society (Eliot 1948: 21). The culture of individuals is dependent on that 
of the group or class to which they belong, which in turn hinges on the social practices of the 
greater society. Thus, the culture of individuals (where this refers to their social and 
behavioral characteristics) reveals the workings of the collective and institutionalized 
civilization of which they form part. Agaat’s referential power issues from its ability to 
signify the ideals of the larger socio-political arrangement to which its characters belong.   
 
Eliot further refines culture by listing four of its principle activities, each of which relate to 
the three contexts supplied above. These include: a) a refinement of manners relating to 
urbanity and civility, b) learning and a close acquaintance with the accumulated wisdom of 
the past, c) philosophy in its widest sense, or an interest and ability to manipulate abstract 
ideas and concepts, and d) the arts, where the above concerns are embodied in a work of art 
(Eliot 1948: 22). As regards this last point in particular, culture is often regarded as an ideal, 
which is largely unattainable except by a select few, such as scholars and intellectuals. 
Sociologist Tom Lemaire expresses this facet of culture as: 
menselijke produkten toch de allerbeste en meest verfijnde: kunst, godsdienst,  
wetenschap en filosofie; kortom, de meest subtiele uitingen van de menselijke geest,  
daar waar hij het alledaagse leven achter zich heeft gelaten en schijnt te reken aan het  
absolute” (Lemaire 1976: 26).  
 
Nevertheless, culture also resides in the most ordinary and commonplace of human activities, 
in all that makes life worth living. It is noteworthy that in Agaat, cultural value resides in the 
most ordinary of activities and pastimes, many of them (such as singing, embroidering, 
gardening and cooking) engaged in the creation of aesthetically pleasing objects.  
 
The above refinements are important to establish how culture is presented in the novel. 
Notably, the text proposes culture as a vital and worthy pursuit. It is the hallmark of the 
civilized and rational individual, who has the ability to reason in an abstract manner and to 
appreciate philosophy and the arts. Milla educates Agaat in Afrikaner values in order to make 
her a culturally refined and sophisticated woman, someone with sound reasoning and 
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abstracting faculties. The woman instills an appreciation for the arts in the child and 
encourages her creativity, as she believes knowledge of art distinguishes the enlightened and 
urbane individual from the uncultured. Ultimately, she desires to mould the child into an 
individual she can be proud of, who will serve not only as a testament of her (Milla’s) 
excellent teachings and spiritual generosity, but of Afrikaner culture’s true and lasting value.  
 
Eliot’s last classification is particularly important for the text’s presentation of culture, that is, 
the view that cultural development assumes an acquaintance with the accumulated wisdom of 
the past. It is here that the author’s archival skill emerges. It is significant that Agaat 
encourages not only an awareness of the accrued wisdom of the past, but also emphasizes its 
value for the present. Van Niekerk’s archival inclination manifests in that the author revisits 
numerous repositories of cultural knowledge and shows how this information is still 
applicable to the present. The author highlights literature’s role in illustrating the importance 
of the past for the present. She argues for the need to “‘remember’ old or redundant 
definitions and institutions” in order “to consider possibilities for new definitions and new 
constitutions” (Van Niekerk 1996: 141).  
  
2.1 Towards a definition of Afrikaner culture  
 
In reading Agaat as a record of Afrikaner culture as it manifests in a specific historical milieu 
(apartheid), it is necessary to consider Van Niekerk’s question whether it is possible to locate 
and identify “a stable core or an uncorrupted remnant, a surviving idea that can be recollected, 
redefined or restituted” (Van Niekerk 1996: 141). Globalisation and the ensuing merger of 
cultures into a homogenous whole, make it difficult, if not impossible, to identify the 
‘original’, untainted attributes of any one culture. This process has diminished the 
significance of culture as a method of distinction between people, with the result that an 
individual’s culture is but a small part of his/her composite being. Jan Rabie expresses this 
reality as follows: “(e)lkeen in ons land is vandag mens, wêreldburger, Suid-Afrikaner, en dan 
ook nog Afrikaner” (Rabie 1966: 15). For Afrikaners, this situation is further complicated by 
the long history of the Afrikaner’s miscegenation, which has seen a significant part of 
Afrikaner custom adopted from other cultural sources, originating from Africa, Europe, and 
the East. 
 
While it is a mistake to consider any culture an immutable and stable construct, with precisely 
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demarcated parameters, an investigation of the novel’s archival qualities demands 
identification of what the text posits as being ‘unique’ to the Afrikaner lifestyle, and indeed so 
distinctive that the novel should attempt to preserve it. The Afrikaans poet and academic N.P 
van Wyk Louw ponders this question in a Parisian bar on New Year’s Eve in 1950, as he 
longs for the country of his birth and the rural area of Sutherland, where he grew up. In the 
1950s, Europe was still reeling from World War II and Louw began to wonder which cultural 
characteristics typify any given nation and would leave the world different or poorer were its 
people to be obliterated. Of Afrikaners in particular, he wonders: “wie en wat is julle – eintlik 
meer ‘wat’, as ‘wie’ – wat is julle Afrikaners … een volkie tussen honderde of duisende volke 
(…). Wat is julle? Watter eienheid het julle? Kan julle nie maar verdwyn sonder verlies vir 
die wêreld nie?” (Van Wyk Louw 1970: 40). For Louw, any cultural group must determine 
what distinguishes it from the rest of the world’s nations, “ŉ volk  moet iets in hom hê (…) al 
is dit die fynste nuanse van ŉ openbaring van die lewe se rykheid; dit moet ŉ besondere 
instrument wees in die orkes van die geheel wat deur God gedirigeer word” (1970: 41). 
Afrikaners must have some identifiable cultural contribution to make to the world, which 
simultaneously sets the people apart from all other nations, in the manner that an instrument is 
part of an orchestra, but remains unique and independent.  
 
Louw considers this unique aspect of Afrikaner culture to be the pastoral lifestyle on the farm, 
with the concreteness, the elementariness, and the primitiveness (1970: 46) of this existence. 
By the end of the 1920s, and especially after the Great Depression of 1930, the rural lifestyle 
is threatened and, due to increasing urbanisation, it runs the risk of disappearing completely. 
The appreciation for, and preservation of, the country lifestyle (characteristic of the pre-
globalised world) as it appears in Agaat, contributes to the body of Afrikaans literature that 
preserves the distinctive cultural attributes of Afrikaners and that creates a “omvattende 
geestelike ruimte waarbinne die konkreetheid van ŉ spesifieke volksbestaan (...) in verbinding 
kom met die ewige” (Olivier 1998: 617).  
 
2.2 A triad of Afrikaner values: the three reference guides   
 
Andries Visagie has described Van Niekerk’s use of handed down traditions as a 
“bewaringshandeling” (2005: 2) in which she acts as a documenter of Afrikaner culture and 
heritage. The novel’s archival form may be interpreted as a strategy to inform readers of the 
richness of Afrikaner culture through the inclusion of, amongst others, folksongs, children’s 
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rhymes, idiomatic turns of speech, home remedies, craftwork, farming methods and other 
traditions that are still accessible to Afrikaans-speaking South Africans (Visagie 2005: 2).  
 
In Agaat, the unique elements of Afrikaner culture are centred on three distinct areas, 
suggested by the excerpts from various old tomes introduced by the novel’s epigraphs. These 
include songs (folk, hallelujah, and hymns), traditional farming knowledge, and embroidery. 
In confirmation of the novel’s archival appearance, the epigraphs are taken from authentic 
sources, salvaged from obscurity by the author for illustrative use and commentary in this 
contemporary work of fiction. The mottos are extracted from outdated books from the early 
twentieth century, embodying the conservative values of that era: the FAK-volksangbundel 
(1937), the embroidery book Borduur só (1966), and an obsolete farmer’s guide, the 
Hulpboek vir boere in Suid-Afrika (1929). Although these sources may be classified as 
individual archives in their in own right, in combination they constitute a greater cultural and 
historical archive. The subjects represented by these references invoke a bygone era and have 
played a crucial role in the formation of Afrikaner identity and culture. Rossouw argues that 
the three mottos “karteer (…) vanuit die staanspoor die terrein waarop Agaat afspeel – die 
hele Afrikanernasionalistiese bedeling waar vrou, man, grond en God elk sy bepaalde plek 
gehad het” (Rossouw 2006: 4). In addition, this particular choice of subjects also indicates 
what the author regards as the bygone qualities of Afrikaner culture that are precious and 
worth revisiting. The novel also posits Afrikaner culture as residing in recognisably feminine 
pursuits. While activities such as song and embroidery are traditionally viewed as feminine 
pursuits or activities overseen by women, the text also succeeds in transposing farming 
acumen from a traditionally masculine sphere to a feminine realm. In Agaat, the continuation 
and extension of Afrikaner culture is vested firmly in women’s hands.  
 
The texts revive a vanished milieu in the Afrikaner’s existence before extensive urbanisation 
saw the nation become globalised and internationalised and its agrarian foundation, in Louw’s 
estimation the most eminent feature of the Afrikaner’s lifestyle (1970: 43), was diminished. 
With regard to their allegorical scope, the fields of national song and word culture, the 
domestic pursuits of women (a testimony to the role of women as the custodians of culture), 
and an in-depth knowledge of farming associated with the Afrikaner’s attachment to the land, 
offer a concise summary of the cornerstones of Afrikaner culture. Indeed, Wessels claims 
that, in their time, each of these books formed part of a greater “volksprojek” (Wessels 2006: 
39) driven by Afrikaner nationalism: the drive to advance, develop, empower, and preserve 
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the Afrikaner nation and its culture. Ultimately, nationalism sought to unite Afrikaners under 
one name, one language, religion, and culture, as well as to promote a heightened 
consciousness of their history, thus ensuring the exclusion of all who do not belong to its fold.  
 
The political manipulation of the areas mentioned above, reveals that Afrikaners’ sense of 
national consciousness was used as a political tool to maintain the group’s social and political 
hegemony. By including documents rooted in a vanished reality, it appears as if Van Niekerk 
relies on their ability to reconstruct the systems of an imagined past, for the purpose of setting 
the novelistic events in this milieu. However, it is important to note that in Agaat, the  cultural 
remnants of an era long past, are engaged with critically. This is doen so as to scrutinize and 
challenge past values by casting apparent ‘truths’ in a new context. The novel indicates how 
politics and ideology (especially Afrikaner-nationalism) influenced the most innocent of 
discourses, such as song and embroidery, and how these discourses were manipulated to serve 
a greater political agenda.  
 
The fields of knowledge invoked by the epigraphs are incorporated into novelistic events and 
are creatively reworked into the texture of the novel so that they become an integral feature of 
the text. Examples include how Milla outlines the benefits of embroidery (2006: 170 – 171) 
by paraphrasing from Betsie Verwoerd’s introduction to Borduur só. By presenting the 
book’s ideas as if they were Milla’s own (2006: 170 -171); the author appropriates this source 
as an extension of her protagonist’s ideological convictions, and reveals how cultural 
propaganda influences individuals’ belief systems. A further example of the way in which 
authentic references are creatively reworked in the novel, is the songs sung by Agaat, in 
which she alters the lyrics or chooses a song that is inappropriate in a given situation. 
Examples include when she sings “Pat-a-cake” (“Handjies klap, koekies bak”) while helping 
Milla do exercises (2006: 84), or when she delivers an adaptation of “Ai ai, die witborskraai” 
(2006: 215) while moving Milla’s arms to resemble the movements of a bird’s wings. Agaat’s 
adaptations reveal the hidden ideological foundation of the songs. This allows for the satirical 
dimension in the novel, in which Van Niekerk debunks the values held by the Afrikaner 
community of the mid 1900s in South Africa. A further example of the artistic liberty taken 
with real historical texts is Agaat’s verbatim recital of meat cuts quoted from the Hulpboek vir 
boere (2006: 444). The information is revised as the subject of Agaat’s droning monologue 
when Milla asks her what happened to her brown suitcase. Taken from its original context (a 
section on meat preparation in a farmer’s manual) and transposed into the fictional realm, this 
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extract takes on a symbolic overtone. Agaat uses it as a metaphor to relate her anguish at 
having her identity as Milla’s daughter destroyed, and of being forced to slaughter her 
beloved hanslam. Van Niekerk’s inspired revision of existing resources is a testimony to her 
creative vision. By taking the reference books out of their ordinary context and modifying 
their content as a source of creative expression, the novel undermines the archive’s status as a 
source of undisputed ‘fact’. In this way, the author avoids committing what V.S. Naipaul has 
termed “the documentary heresy” (Naipaul in Roberts 2002: 305), namely, the view of 
archives as unsullied sources of ‘truth’ that are inviolate and exempt from ‘corruption’ or 
amendment. The author uses fiction’s potential to pass fact through artistic imagining and so 
reworks existing information sources into something with greater symbolic resonance.  
 
The importance of the reference guides in the novel is revealed as it enables Milla and Agaat 
to complete all the pieces of their joint “project” (2006: 212), described as “[t]he 
remembering, the reading, the dying, (and) the song” (2006: 212). The knowledge preserved 
in these volumes set the women (and by implication the reader) on the path of remembrance 
and celebration, not only of time-honoured knowledge, but also of their shared personal 
histories. The retrospective outlook invoked by the inclusion of these historical materials, also 
offers an ironised and satirised view of the past in view of the present. Different characters’ 
perspectives on the implications of these cultural goods (such as Agaat’s subversive view of 
her inherited culture and Jakkie’s discontent with the social and moral convictions held by his 
community) express the author’s implied ideological viewpoint regarding these concerns. 
What is more, the books (like any archive) govern the transfer and continuation of knowledge 
from one generation to the next, as Agaat inherits the reference works from her adoptive 
mother and gradually becomes accomplished in the subjects they represent. Agaat in turn 
bequeaths this legacy to Jakkie by teaching him things like folk songs (2006: 364).   
 
Agaat is instrumental in reinterpreting the past in the light of the present. The information 
contained in the above-mentioned sources is used to make sense of the present and to “answer 
to or to legitimize the needs and conditions of the present” (Van Niekerk 1996: 141) by 
speaking to the questions individuals have about their past.  
 
2.2.1 The FAK-volksangbundel and the importance of song 
 
Song is a key feature of Agaat, with the verses contained in the FAK-volksangbundel being of 
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particular importance, as the novel is full of excerpts from, or references to, the songs it 
contains. While on one level the collection functions as a type of Afrikaner music archive in 
its catalogue of traditional Afrikaans folk songs, it is also a testimony to Afrikaner culture and 
the ideologies underpinning it. Most songs or fragments of songs in the text contain distinct 
undertones of Afrikaner nationalism, which in turn hinges on the Afrikaner’s religious 
convictions and attachment to the land. Milla’s love of songs depicting an idyllic rural 
lifestyle indicates her emotional identification with the land and natural environment. Her 
love of spiritual songs reveals her religious upbringing and explains her belief that she has 
been elected to serve God’s will in raising Agaat.  
 
The Federasie van Afrikaanse Kultuurvereniginge (FAK) was established in 1929 to uphold 
and develop the Afrikaner cultural heritage through endeavours such as the preservation of 
folk music and the Afrikaans language. Other interests included overseeing the education of 
the youth, projects of economic and community upliftment, the establishment of national 
festivals, the protection of items related to the Afrikaner’s cultural heritage, and forging good 
relations with other nations (Ferreira 2004). The establishment published the first edition of 
its songbook in 1939 in order to preserve national and traditional Afrikaans music and song, 
which it saw as a cornerstone of Afrikaner culture. The introduction to the first edition states 
that the FAK had three objectives with the publication of the songbook, namely to encourage 
an appreciation of beauty, a sense of belonging, and the use of Afrikaans songs.  The songs 
should lead to a “verruiming en veredeling van die lewe en tot waardering van al wat skoon 
is” and help to strengthen a “gevoel van saamhorigheid onder Afrikaners”. A last objective 
was that Afrikaners would make “uitgebreider gebruik van ons eie liedere” and endeavour to 
sing with greater enthusiasm, since “in die verlede het (…) Afrikaners veels te min en nie met 
genoeg geesdrif gesing nie” (Hartman 1979: 6-7). This despite the fact that much of what is 
depicted as traditional Afrikaner music originates from the German musical canon, a fact 
obliquely acknowledged by compilers through the inclusion of a section dedicated to 
‘Afrikaner’ folk songs acquired from international sources. Milla’s love of the German 
musical oeuvre is especially useful to reveal the requisition of Western (and specifically 
German) ideologies into Afrikaner culture. This is highlighted by an extract from the FAK 
depicting the “growth, passion and expansion of the soul of the nation” (2006: epigraph) as 
this relates to the notion of “bloed en bodem” (Van Niekerk 2004: epigraph). It highlights 
how the Afrikaner’s identity was forged on a powerful association with the land. This belief 
originates from German National Socialism and its cornerstone ideology of Blut und Boden. 
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As J.M. Coetzee (1988: 76) argues, it is the basis for the related genres of the German 
Bauernroman and the succeeding Afrikaans plaasroman.  
 
Within the framework of the novel, music fulfils the role of transferring cultural knowledge 
among individuals. Agaat sings “all the old springs songs” (2006: 253) to Jakkie, including 
“In veld and vlei the spring’s at play” (2006: 253) (“Al die veld is vrolik”) and “There was a 
hare, a fox and a bear” (2006: 253) (“Daar was ŉ haas, ŉ jakkals en ŉ das en voëls in die 
wilgerboom”) as Milla taught her. Agaat’s singing thus facilitates the transferral of knowledge 
from Milla to herself, and subsequently to Jakkie.  
 
The FAK-volksangbundel is introduced by the erstwhile national anthem, Die Stem van Suid-
Afrika. The anthem serves to establish the songs that follow in a conservative nationalist 
framework, with its cornerstones of references to the land and a people united. The careful 
positioning of the national anthem highlights the ideological underpinning of Afrikaner 
culture in all its facets, including seemingly ‘innocent’ fields such as music and song, which 
is used to forge, maintain, and expand the national identity of Afrikaners. The songs are 
sorted into various categories, each of which links important events and stages in people’s 
lives, amongst others, weddings, funerals, stately occasions, parties, dances and picnics, and 
the birth of children. Consequently, the FAK contains songs relating to nationhood and the 
land, the splendour of nature (in the tradition of Romanticism), songs of love and of love 
thwarted, songs of cosy togetherness, children’s ditties, bedtime songs, songs of spiritual 
reflection and hallowed songs for events such as Easter and Christmas.  
 
Corresponding to the archival slant of the novel, references to folk music as contained in the 
FAK is a prominent feature and the novel is full of allusions to well-known songs. These 
songs, with their fragments of antiquated Afrikaans idioms and expressions, testify to the 
language’s origins. It is striking that many of the oldest songs reveal traces of the oral 
narrative and the workings of the oral tradition, while their content illustrates the shared 
cultural link between the white and coloured communities. Fragments of old Afrikaans in 
various ditties and rhymes included in the text, testify to the novel’s archival function, which 
Van Niekerk explains as follows: “[d]ie boek wil die Afrikaanse taal opskryf, die taal 
argiveer, stukke daarvan wat nie meer gehoor word nie” (Van Niekerk in Loots 2004: 4). The 
importance of documenting Afrikaans in a form as close as possible to its rural roots, has long 
been asserted by the poet N.P. van Wyk Louw, who argued for the value of “die soepelheid, 
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konkreetheid, soms felheid van daardie ou taal” (1970: 43). J.C Kannemeyer confirms this by 
stating that Van Niekerk’s use of “talle aanhalings van ou psalms, gesange en liedjies uit die 
FAK-volksangbundel en (…) talle woorde van agrariese herkoms, wat in ongebruik geraak 
het” (2005: 635) is a nostalgic commentary on Afrikaners’ rural origins and cultural 
inheritance. 
 
On his flight to South Africa, Jakkie recalls the songs of his childhood, in particular the 
children’s song “Everyone wears a coat” (2006: 8) (“Almal dra ŉ jas”) and “Die bottom of the 
bottle” (2008: 8). This song is reminiscent of a playfully erotic verse in Van Wyk Louw’s 
“Klipwerk”: “die bottel sonder boom/ o die bottel sonder boom/ Mina is so soet so soet/ soos 
botter en soos room” (Van Wyk Louw 1972: 37), one of 97 short poems that together 
compose the greater poetic work. The ditties (typified by a strong musical element) are 
characterised by their use of concrete imagery, and their depiction of the body, basic 
emotions, sensory experiences, and the farm milieu. They are similar, in both subject matter 
and form, to the verses that occurred spontaneously and anonymously among the Afrikaner 
community in its earliest form. “Klipwerk” developed from Van Wyk Louw’s desire to 
capture the essence of Afrikaners’ cultural origins: a combined white and coloured oral 
tradition. The poet understands the essence of Afrikaner culture not as an abstract concept, but 
as a material reality: “iets soos hy (die volk) self praat; soos hy sing waar hy dans; soos mense 
loop en neurie wat nog nie die woord ‘neurie’ ken nie – net die ding” (1970: 39). The poems 
are important for their depiction of Afrikaners’ rural heritage, one where coloured and white 
speakers alike, sang and rhymed at work and at play. Van Wyk Louw’s understanding of the 
Afrikaner community is inclusive of both white and coloured individuals.  
 
In contrast to Louw’s declaration, the Afrikaans language (seen as an emblem of ‘nation-ness’ 
by Afrikaner nationalists during the apartheid era), was standardised and institutionalised as a 
vocabulary of separate development. As Nicole Devarenne puts it, apartheid obscured 
Afrikaans’s beginnings “as a kind of ‘kitchen-Dutch’, the pidgin and lingua franca of the 
mixed-race community of the early Cape” (Devarenne 2006: 107). In reality, Afrikaans is not 
a ‘white’ language at all. White Afrikaners have not been the only South Africans to speak 
Afrikaans, or to be termed ‘Afrikaners’, as an early form of the word was originally used to 
describe the nonwhite peoples of South Africa (Du Toit and Giliomee 1983: xxvi). The 
standardisation of Afrikaans, which saw the publication of books such as the FAK-
volksangbundel thus corresponds to what Benedict Anderson terms the ability of language to 
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produce imagined communities (Anderson 1983: 122), which set themselves apart from 
others by exaggerating their differences.  
 
Where references to well-known Afrikaans folk songs in the English version of the text are 
concerned, the issue of translation is particularly important, as references to folk songs in the 
Afrikaans original do not always correspond with those in the English translation. In his 
article on the translation of Agaat, Marius Swart (2004) notes that translator Michiel Heyns’s 
adaptation of Afrikaans folk songs for the English translation succeeds in focussing attention 
on the implied ideological implications of songs, and in invoking what is summoned by the 
Afrikaans original, be it a certain implication, emotion, or image. Heyns uses existing English 
equivalents for certain songs (such as the substitution of “Pat-a-cake” for the Afrikaans 
“Handjies klap, koekies bak”), while direct translations are given for Afrikaans song titles 
where no English equivalent exists. Where the use of a song is more important than which 
song is used, an existing English equivalent is given. Where the implicit ideological meaning 
of a song is of greater concern than the fact that it is a familiar song, the Afrikaans title is 
directly translated into English (Swart 2004: 79). In the last instance, some titles, such as 
“When it’s spring again” (2006: 466) for “Dis heerlike lente”, are more instantly recognisable 
than other, such as “The blue blue hills of home” (2006: 283) for “Al lê die berge nog so 
blou” (Van Niekerk 2004: 264). 
 
Literal translations of Afrikaans song titles in the English version continue to serve the 
function of songs in the original text, that is, to act as a depository for the preservation of the 
values inherent in this music. Incorporating celebrated Afrikaans songs into the text in direct 
English translation, ensures that the music retains its uniquely Afrikaans frame of reference. 
For Milla, song is a source of comfort and reminiscence. Its therapeutic value emerges during 
her labour, which is eased by Agaat’s singing as she implores the young girl to sing, “the old-
old tunes” (2006: 283) and the “songs of yesteryear” (2006: 283). These moments are marked 
by nostalgia for the past and indicate that the narrated present is well beyond the milieu 
invoked by the songs. This highlights the elegiac core of the novel. Song bolsters the older 
woman in her in moments of doubt, such as when she has second thoughts about her decision 
to move Agaat from the family home. She stays a while longer than she intended in the newly 
equipped outside room to sing old folk songs. The literal translation of song titles, including 
“The bridge on our farm”, “On the death of an owl”, “On my old tin guitar” and “By the old 
millstream” (2006: 74), depict the sense of comfort the older woman gains from her nostalgia. 
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Despite their translation, which would appear to diminish their meaning, the songs succeed in 
depicting an idyllic (and idealised), pastoral atmosphere on the farm and the Afrikaner’s 
attachment to the land.  The translated song titles thus operate as a recognisable and effective 
reference to the catalogue of songs compiled in the FAK-volksangbundel.  
 
2.2.2 Farming and die Hulpboek vir boere in Suid-Afrika 
 
The Hulpboek vir boere in Suid-Afrika (1929) is one of the most important archival sources in 
Agaat. This manual, which may be classified as an agricultural or farming archive, as it 
preserves information relating to this field of expertise, is inherited by Milla, and diligently 
studied by Agaat. Compiled, printed and distributed by government, the manual was intended 
as a definitive reference work for farmers that would guarantee the success of their ventures. 
All commercial farmers were encouraged to obtain a copy. The very possession of a farmer’s 
guide therefore suggests ownership of land, with the social and political influence that 
accompanies wealth. As a result, the reference work conveys a whole discourse on land, 
which Ampie Coetzee defines as including expressions of land ownership, land allocation, the 
splendour of nature, the farm, rights of inheritance and descendents (2000: xiv). As Milla 
inherits the guide from her father, while Agaat in turn inherits it from her, the guide is a 
powerful symbol for the preservation and transferral of agricultural knowledge and skills. It 
guides Milla and Agaat on their veld walks and enables them to learn the names of “[i]nsects, 
birds, reptiles, small mammals, grass varieties, wild flowers [and] stones” (2006: 624).  
 
The manual contains invaluable information on the most unlikely of subjects and forms part 
of Milla’s “farming equipment” (2006: 46). It preserves “the importance of (…) old 
knowledge” (2006: 75) and information that “few people know about nowadays” (2006: 74), 
which is seemingly obsolete in modern farming practice. Its contents serve as an established 
knowledge base, ranging from the particulars of animal diseases like chicken roup, to cattle 
ailments and household advice. Its importance is revealed when Milla’s father informs her 
that its information is bound to be valuable when there is “a time again of poverty & need” 
(2006: 75) as “the farmer who doesn’t know about the old ways then will be gone to glory” 
(2006: 75). This is indeed the case when the environmentally friendly farming methods 
contained in the book, the data of “the old ways & the care of the defenceless earth” (2006: 
75) practiced by Milla and Agaat, enable them to counteract the harmful effects of Jak’s 
large-scale, mechanised approach to farming. Milla’s belief in the merit of old farming 
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practices ultimately reveal her nostalgia for the past, through which she is misled into 
idealising the farming lifestyle as utopian and idyllic. This also explains why she opts to keep 
her father’s old farm novels (2006: 46) with their celebration of a nostalgic pastoral tradition 
and their conservation of old rural values.  
 
In contrast to the conventional patriarchal discourse of the farm, the guide (as used in the 
novel by Van Niekerk) facilitates the empowerment of women, since Milla schools Agaat in 
traditional, eco-friendly farming techniques in the belief that it will make her a successful 
farmer. When Agaat succeeds in treating a dangerous outbreak of tulip poisoning among 
Jak’s imported Simmental herd, her acquired knowledge earns her the reluctant respect and 
admiration of those around her. Her skills elevate her beyond the ranks of a meagre farm 
worker and depict her as Milla’s equal, and even her superior, where farming matters are 
concerned. The text is thus an inverted farm novel that places farming skills in the hands of 
women. Kannemeyer indicates that the traditional male authority figure, Jak de Wet, is a 
“verwonde patriarg” (Kannemeyer 2005: 635), an emasculated and feeble individual. 
Conventional patriarchal power in Agaat is replaced by a “verwikkelde matriargie” (2005: 
635) in which first Milla, and then Agaat becomes the main figure of authority. The centrality 
of women is further indicated in that Grootmoedersdrift is a parody on the well-known 
Swellendam farm, Grootvadersbosch. What is more, in the text Grootmoedersdrift is 
inherited along a matrilineal lineage, and the farm is reached by crossing the Tradouw pass, 
meaning “the way of the women (2006: 33) in Khoi, so that the land is symbolically 
inscribed with the power of women. 
 
The farmer’s guide also refers to a number of discourses conflated with ownership of the land 
and the identity formation of Afrikaners. As relates to the politics of nationalism, the manual 
advocates the Afrikaner’s entitlement to land by positing what Johann Rossouw sees as a 
“klassieke nasionalistiese tema (…), die skakeling van die religie en die grond” (2006: 4). 
Afrikaners’ belief in their God-given entitlement to the land was largely fuelled by religious 
instruction. The guide reveals the important role of religion by claiming that “Just as the 
Bible points the way to spiritual perfection so will this Handbook also point to ways and 
means to more profitable farming and to greater prosperity for every farmer in every part of 
the country” (2006: epigraph). As a method of instruction, the book’s similarity to a form of 
religious instruction is evident in that Milla underlines this passage (2006: 75) before giving 
the book to Agaat, as well as in the fervour with which the two pursue its teachings. 
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Following the outbreak of botulism, Agaat studies the farmer’s guide until she is confident 
that she is “fully learned (…) about anything that can possibly happen to a cow” (2006: 234). 
Her determination to learn the contents of the book by rote, and to retain its information in 
her memory, is reminiscent of the catechism process and suggests that she pursues her study 
of agricultural information with the fervour of studies in religious instruction. As the 
catechism is intended as the final preparations for confirmation in the church, so Agaat’s 
mastering of the handbook’s contents facilitates her affirmation as a legitimate farmer and a 
rightful heir to the land.  
 
In similar vein to the German Blut und Boden philosophy, the Afrikaner’s attachment to the 
farm is based in the view that ownership and inheritance of the land is sanctified by 
genealogy, or blood. Land acquired by the family patriarch is inherited along bloodlines so 
that a sense of entitlement through blood later came to characterise land ownership. This 
philosophy later became a cornerstone of Afrikaner nationalism and the apartheid system.   
 
By revealing the powerful association between Afrikaner identity and the land, the guidebook 
serves as a symbol for the frenetic search for, and definition of, identity. Resulting from a dire 
world economy culminating in the Great Depression, the urbanisation of the 1930s saw many 
Afrikaners losing their farms, and therefore a pivotal part of their identities. In Milla’s case 
however, her inheritance is secured by the family farms. She is raised with the firm 
knowledge that she will inherit Grootmoedersdrift from her mother. As a result, her identity 
as a land-owning individual remains largely unchallenged, making her attachment to the land 
a cornerstone of her identity. The importance of land as the foundation of Milla’s identity is 
evident from the author’s explicit comparison of her body to the land (2006: 115), particularly 
where her physical decline finds its expression in the natural landscape. Her illness is likened 
to botulism, a disease affecting cattle and resulting from nutrient-depleted soil, which causes 
an unnatural appetite and causes herbivores to consume animal protein. The various stages of 
the illness are characterised by different incubation periods in which the cattle ingest toxins 
but symptoms have not yet appeared. This makes the disease difficult to prevent, as animals 
only begin to show symptoms once it is too late to administer treatment. For this reason, 
Milla’s illness is likened to botulism, which lays dormant in her genes, and she cannot help 
but wonder, “[h]ow long in my symphyses did the midges multiply? (…) how many years the 
incubation of terror?” (2006: 50).  
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The botulism outbreak is also a powerful metaphor to illustrate the termination of Milla’s 
bloodline on Grootmoedersdrift following her death and Jakkie’s departure. The infection 
eradicates a large segment of the strongest cattle bloodstock. Milla is particularly distressed 
by this, as the best of dead cattle are “descendants of the animals [she] had known as a child. 
Aandster’s great-great-grandchild, Pieternella’s distant cousins, all the meek caramel-
coloured mothers” (2006: 234). The lost cattle are the prized product of years of careful 
breeding. Symbolically, the herd represents the accomplishments of previous farming 
generations on Grootmoedersdrift, their successful care and management of the land, and the 
progression of history and ancestry when Milla comes to inherit the established bloodstock. 
Her anguish is the result of her feeling unworthy of the land, and the responsibility 
bequeathed to her, as she feels that she has dishonoured the diligent generations before her. 
The weakening of the herd’s bloodstock foreshadows the break in Milla’s own bloodline, 
which occurs upon her death. Though Milla inherits Grootmoedersdrift from her mother, in 
line with an established matriarchal inheritance system, her bloodline ends when the farm 
becomes the property of Agaat, who is not of her blood, although she is Milla’s only female 
‘child’. Consequently, the novel challenges the Afrikaner’s claim to the right to land as a 
birthright. 
 
While the farmer’s guide is a source of trusted and respected knowledge, it is vital to note that 
its inclusion in the novel serves not only as a record of valued farming practices, but also 
actively engages with, and challenges, the implications of its more controversial content. The 
use of these remedies in the novel ironises what passed for accepted knowledge in the farming 
communities of the early twentieth century. However, it also contests the ways in which 
people passively assimilate the knowledge of the day as the incontrovertible truth. Agaat’s 
recitation of various cuts of beef and the dishes suited to them (2006:444) is one such 
example. Her speech is taken almost verbatim from the farmer’s guide (complete with 
concise, listed points) and she deliberately acts as little more than an automaton, reciting 
knowledge without engaging with it. 
 
Another example is the book’s assertion that tapeworm outbreaks occur mainly under 
“naturelle in Suid-Afrika” (1929: 268). The epidemic of pork measles and the ensuing 
tapeworm contagion under the labourers’ families on Grootmoedersdrift, as well Milla and 
Agaat’s actions to remedy the situation, are taken directly from the farmer’s manual. Here, the 
farmer is advised to “[m]aak kleinhuisies vir kaffers en sorg dat hulle dit gebruik en nie in die 
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veld broek-losmaak nie” (1929: 269). It recommends that farmers try to “[v]erhoed dat diere, 
veral varke, orals los rondloop” (1929: 269) and ensure that these animals are kept away from 
“kafferstrooihuise of ander plekke waar hulle menslike ontlasting te ete kan kry” (1929: 269). 
Just as on Grootmoedersdrift, the manual implies that epidemics like this one are the result of 
worker’s lack of hygiene. Informed by what she learns from the book, Agaat perpetuates the 
belief in the apparently innate degeneracy of the workers by accusing them of being “worse 
than [the] pigs” (2006: 287) who “can’t help it that they didn’t get any brains (…) [and] eat 
your runny shit that lies around here stinking in the sun” (2006: 287).  
 
2.2.3 Borduur Só and the art of embroidery 
 
The domestic space is the focus in Agaat, with characters engaging in a variety of 
homemaking activities, the most prominent of which is embroidery. More than simply a 
leisure activity, decorative needlework is a rich archival source in the text. The importance of 
embroidery is accentuated in the novel by an extract from the foreword of the embroidery 
book Borduur só (1966), which appears as one of three pivotal epigraphs. Its dissident 
potential is further suggested by the mystique that surrounds Agaat’s sewing projects, 
rendering their depictions menacing and rebellious.  
 
A popular form of recreation among women, needlework in its many forms is closely 
associated with stereotypes of femininity in western culture. Like other household pursuits, it 
has long been used to socialize women into traditional ‘feminine’ conduct and to accustom 
them to their care-giving role in the nuclear family. Indeed, Milla’s beloved embroidery book 
locates needlework in an “(e)specially feminine” (2006: epigraph) realm. The matriarch 
includes needlecraft in the repertoire of skills she teaches Agaat because she believes that they 
stem from the “age-old arts & rich traditions from the domain of woman” (2006: 169) and 
will instruct Agaat in proper feminine behaviour. Once Agaat learns the skill, she hopes it will 
serve as “proof that I (Milla) haven’t wasted my time with you (Agaat)” (2006: 169). The 
many benefits of embroidery Milla lists for Agaat include that it calms one after a hard day’s 
work, keeps one humble and out of idleness, focuses one’s attention on something useful, 
distracts from negative thoughts and feelings, helps calm the people around you, and creates a 
homely atmosphere (2006: 170-171). Needlework is thus a powerful opiate to soothe 
turbulent emotions and suppress rebelliousness. Activities such sewing, knitting, and 
embroidery require attention to detail and constant repetition, which is typical of routine 
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domestic tasks. Such habitual activities are useful to keep women submissive and content, 
combat the boredom to which they are prone within the confines of the home space, and to 
ensure that they remain industrious in their quest to create the perfect home atmosphere.  
 
The practice of embroidery, as with other novice art forms with mass appeal, includes notions 
of cultural superiority and associated processes such as nationalism and colonisation. An 
awareness and appreciation of art is the mark of a culturally conscious nation. An awareness 
of art among ordinary people (through the practice of arts and crafts) is thus a benchmark of 
the population’s average cultural development. Indeed, the extract from Verwoerd’s foreword 
to Milla’s treasured embroidery book asserts that all forms of decorative needlework “belong 
to the finer things in life” (2006: 169), and are invaluable to “distinguish the culturally aware 
nation from the uncivilised” (2006: epigraph). The opposition between ‘civilised’ and 
‘uncivilised’ groups have always been a strong foundation for the development of national 
consciousness and colonial expansion. By contributing to “the refinement and beautification 
of the domestic atmosphere” (2006: epigraph) through hobbies such as embroidery, women 
serve as the keepers of their culture and have a valuable contribution to make towards its 
advancement. As regards the formation and protection of the Afrikaner nation, women were 
required to fulfill a domestic role in order to uphold the nuclear family as the cornerstone of 
the nation. This is confirmed by Milla’s belief that embroidery “creates an atmosphere of true 
values in a house” (2006: 169). 
 
The craft project’s ability to act as a social and historical record is another important concern 
in Agaat, as every work of art is defined by, and in turn disseminates, a set of ideological 
values. To inspire Agaat, Milla shows her examples of South Africa’s “National art” (2006: 
170), particularly embroidered representations of the country’s “History” (2006: 170), where 
this invokes a historical master narrative, in this instance the biased and deficient story of 
South Africa’s past as told from the perspective of the coloniser. The works include a 
“representation of (…) the ships of Van Riebeeck & the distribution of the first farms on the 
Liesbeeck & the fat-tailed sheep that the Free Burghers exchanged with the Hottentots for 
beads & cloths & the Voortrekkers & the Boer War & the History of Gold & Diamonds” 
(2006: 170). Acquiring skill in embroidery (which Milla upholds as a worthy goal) for Agaat 
equates to an acceptance of the vast ideological machinery that includes the effects of 
colonisation on members sharing her racial and cultural heritage. 
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Contrary to its associations with ‘proper’ female etiquette, embroidery also serves as a 
powerful, though unusual and undervalued, form of narrative through which women can 
communicate their most personal views, or a personal archive, as it were. However trivial 
they appear to be, women’s activities provide valuable opportunities to construct their 
personal narratives as well as demonstrate their position within a broader socio-political 
location. This includes their commentary on discourses such as colonialism, imperialism, 
nationalism, and feminism (Burton 2003: 4). The home sphere, occupied mainly by women, 
has the potential to act as “an enduring site of historical evidence and historiographical 
opportunity in and for the present” (Burton 2003: 5) from which they can relate their 
experiences. Scholarly attention to memory in the past two decades has given women’s 
historical experience “a foothold in history, insofar as their testimonies – archived through 
oral narratives, autobiographies, and ethnographies – have been recognized as a supplement to 
the official record (Burton 2003: 21). The completed needlework project – if read as a text – 
can function as a tangible record of its creator’s thoughts and emotions. Since such objects are 
usually on display and have none of the furtive qualities associated with private documents 
such as diaries, they are often overlooked as a potential site for subversive expression.  
 
Of all the forms women’s testimonies may take, reading their pastimes as narratives is 
especially difficult, making it a neglected research area. This is mostly due to “a disciplinary 
lack of respect for some sources; or more accurately, a refusal to consider certain materials as 
sources at all” (Murphy 2003: 641). Commenting on mainstream research into women’s 
narratives, Pierre Bourdieu explains that there has been a systematic “banishing from 
scientific study certain objects held to be meaningless, and excluding from it, under the guide 
of objectivity, the experience of those who work in it and those who are its object” (Bourdieu 
in Murphy 2003: 641). Activities like embroidery, which mostly follow a pattern and may be 
considered derivative and empty of personal expression, fall into this category of overlooked 
information sources.   
 
Over the past decades, research has increasingly been occupied with seeking out, and 
interpreting, “the available non-verbal texts with which people create a life record” (Murphy 
2003: 614) when they are unable, or unwilling, to produce written narratives. By considering 
the forms of showing and telling available to women, it has emerged that needlework can 
function powerfully as an instrument for their self-expression. Reading the narrative qualities 
in the form and content of needlework has led many biographers to view stitchwork as an 
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imaginative and innovative tool of expression for women. Contemporary enquiries into the 
uses of sewing accept that it is a form of self-writing as valuable for the construction of 
women’s autobiographies as traditional textual material obtained from more ‘legitimate’ 
sources like diaries and journals. A variety such as freehand embroidery, which does not 
follow a pattern and is unique in design to its creator, is an especially powerful form of 
expression. Not surprisingly, Agaat favours this form of embroidery for its expressive 
potential. In doing so, she confirms Verwoerd’s claim that the needlework project “speaks of 
the personality of its creator” (2006: 169). 
 
Creating any work of art grants an individual the opportunity to express and decode the inner 
mechanisms of their psyche. Stitch craft is one such method and may function obliquely as a 
means of writing the female self. Every variety of self-writing, James Olney asserts, offers a 
“characteristic way of perceiving, of organising, and understanding, an individual way of 
feeling and expressing” (1972: 37). When recognised as a legitimate archival source in the 
novel, Agaat’s embroideries prompt both Milla and the reader to sense, almost by intuition, 
the hidden and subversive qualities of her private story.   
 
2.3 Negotiating the future of Afrikaner culture in post-apartheid South Africa 
 
Jakkie’s emigration and Agaat’s resultant inheritance of Grootmoedersdrift are events central 
to the novel’s greater implied ideological commentary. This involves the text’s contribution to 
both a global debate around the position and future of community in an increasingly 
globalised world, as well as a local debate around the place of the endangered Afrikaner 
minority culture in post-apartheid South Africa. Johann Rossouw describes these debates as a 
symbolic war (2005: 2) in which the struggle is for the creation of new cultural symbols. This 
tension exists between those who prescribe to a ‘world culture’ of standardized symbols 
dictated by the greater establishment (the nation, colonial mother country, empire or world 
marketplace) and those who value singular symbols and treasure the unique attributes of a 
singular cultural community, though it may exist on the borders of the more powerful global 
culture.  
 
Individuals today possess multi-faceted and dynamic cultures. This is mainly due to the 
powerful influence of globalisation, the process by which hegemonic social and cultural 
institutions extend to a global scale. Globalisation is a reality of the present world economy 
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endorsed as a solution (at least theoretically) to universal problems such as poverty, 
ecological degradation, and exploitation (John 2005: 148). Despite its potential benefits, 
opponents of globalisation argue that it has a dramatic effect on cultures associated with 
parochial and schismatic group identities, which are in turn associated with controversial 
terms such as ‘country’, ‘nation’, ‘ethnic’ and ‘region’, the very concerns globalisation seeks 
to eliminate or at least temper. Ultimately, the most likely outcome of radical, unchecked 
globalisation is the creation of a homogenised, undifferentiated and amnesiac world culture 
(John 2005: 148), with devastating psychological implications for the individual’s identity-
formation, since it leads to the rapid decline of culture’s importance as distinguishing feature 
between people.  
 
Conjecture on the effects of globalisation is a prevalent subject in modern fiction and is a 
characteristic feature of the Afrikaans literary canon. Before the 1930s, Afrikaans literature 
was mainly pastoral. Since the dawn of the first urban communities, however, it has become 
more modern and universal – both in its technique and ideological reach (Coetzee 2000: 98) – 
and has come to depict the strain that exists between the present and the idealised past. Agaat 
may broadly be described as “nie-Europees (en) (…) afkomstig van skrywers wat geassosieer 
kan word met identifiseerbare ‘plaaslike’ sosiale groeperings, minderhede of subkulture” 
(John 2005: 149), in this case with the Afrikaners, contributes to this trend. 
 
Afrikaner culture is presented in a complex way in the novel, which is partly due to the 
distinction between the novel’s narrated time (apartheid) and its publication in a democratic 
South African milieu. During apartheid Afrikaner culture was the homogenising force, with 
various indigenous cultures (such as the Khoi and San populations) already diminished by 
several periods of colonisation in the country’s long history. References to the tribal music 
studied by Jakkie, which Milla finds obscure and disturbing (2006: 15) reveals a prevailing 
belief at the time, in the supremacy of Afrikaner culture, and invokes the vast range of 
autochthonous and marginalised cultures existing globally, while subtly commenting on their 
manifest strangeness and novelty in an increasingly globalised world. With regard to the 
novel’s preserving function, Agaat preserves both the youngest and the oldest of the cultures 
indigenous to South Africa: Afrikaner culture, the only ‘European’ civilization originating on 
African soil and the customs held by the Khoi and San, the original inhabitants of South 
Africa. The novel can thus be viewed as resisting the globalising enterprise that threatens to 
reduce the distinctiveness of civilizations such as these.  
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However, read within the context of the novel’s post-apartheid publication, Afrikaner culture 
is a threatened and somewhat inconsequential culture, owing to both South Africa’s current 
political climate and the global sphere. The novel is implicitly concerned with the tension 
between small, autochthonous cultures such as that of Afrikaners and populations such as the 
Khoi and/or San, and the increasingly heterogeneous world culture of which they form part in 
the 21st
 
 century. While the Khoi and San cultures have all but vanished, the locus of Afrikaner 
culture has moved into the diaspora, where it is either assimilated into another, stronger 
culture, or exists on the margins of a hegemonic culture. On a global scale, Afrikaner 
culture’s threatened position is not unique. Like the many indigenous cultures pushed to the 
margins  by Afrikaner culture when it represented the hegemonic force, so it is in turn 
absorbed by a homogenised ‘world culture’ in the global economy.  
Jakkie’s decision to leave South Africa also relates to a debate raging locally around the 
future of Afrikaners in the democratic South Africa. The major reason for his emigration is 
his revulsion with the social devastation caused by apartheid, a pervasive political system he 
regards as having tainted his culture. In conversation with Agaat, he tells her of his 
disillusionment with the ideals of Afrikaner nationalism by citing a much-quoted line from 
N.P. Van Wyk Louw’s poem “O wye en droewe land” (Van Wyk Louw in Brink 2000: 121) 
from Die dieper reg (1938). The latter is a play centered thematically on the Voortrekkers and 
the Groot Trek, which offers a declaration of love towards South Africa. Jakkie’s mocking 
ode to South Africa as, “O wide and sorrowful land blah blah blah with flag and Word and 
trumpet” (2006: 590) is a sarcastic play on the opening lines of the verse, “O wye en droewe 
land, alleen/ onder die groot suidersterre./ Sal ooit ŉ hoë blydskap kom/ deur jou stil 
droefnis?”. He states that he finds the poem’s sentiments “sick” (2006: 590), thereby 
denouncing Afrikaners’ supposedly hallowed heritage.  
 
Jakkie also revolts against the institution of the nuclear family and its role in maintaining 
nationalism. Addressing Agaat, he is quick to mock the ridiculousness of the archetypal 
Afrikaner family. “[P]eeep, squeak the little wives, bu-urp croak the husbands, they with their 
stud farms breeding bulls for the abattoir and babies for the army, they with their church 
steeples and iron fists towering towards heaven” (2006: 590). The entire nationalist 
dispensation comes under his attack and he criticizes its very cornerstones. This includes the 
way in which the organization of the nuclear family mirrors that of the state (men are head of 
family and state), to the calculated growth of the nation, apartheid’s aggressive military 
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defense strategies, and the use of the Bible to legitimate the Afrikaner’s struggle for existence 
and to endorse an oppressive state system. His statement that God is “the Auditor of the Land 
Bank” (2006: 590), suggests the centrality of land ownership in the Afrikaner’s identity and 
implies that power resides with those in possession of the land. For the most part, his hostility 
is directed at his parents, representing the status quo, who he believes embody apartheid’s 
foolhardy values. He tells Agaat, “He’s pathetic, my father. My mother too, she’s pathetic. 
They kéép each other pathetic, the two of them, with all their wealth and wisdom” (2006: 
590). What is more, he is equally cynical of the post-apartheid establishment and distances 
himself from a country in which rugby players grace the front pages of newspapers while the 
back pages are filled with “lawlessness and corruption, child rape (and) political denial of 
AIDS” (2006: 682). 
 
Disgusted with South Africa’s past, and cynical of its future, Jakkie emigrates because he 
feels no real sense of belonging in South Africa, other than a detached interest in the country’s 
potential for scholarly investigation: “It’s not a country for me to live in. To study, yes. The 
Fat-Anna Schotisse. The Stormberg Vastrap. Nobody has yet written up how exactly this 
music functioned in the identity-formation of the Afrikaner” (2006: 682). On a metatextual 
level, Jakkie’s tongue-in-cheek remark on traditional Afrikaner music has strong traces of 
humour and satire and subtly articulates the author’s mockery of the culture. His statement 
also reveals the many avenues awaiting exploration in South Africa through research and 
academic inquiry. 
 
Jakkie establishes himself in Canada, the New World diaspora where he believes he can start 
afresh. His diasporic, émigré identity allows him to disassociate himself from his South 
African heritage, which he considers intolerably conservative, backward, and reactionary. By 
emigrating, he attempts to “cauterise” (2006: 683) his cultural heritage but finds this 
extremely difficult to do. He remains rooted in a culture he both loves and loathes. Having 
experienced Agaat’s subjugation as a metaphor for the larger oppression advanced by 
apartheid, Jakkie is racked by guilt and he believes his love for his heritage to be an act of 
insensitivity towards those oppressed by the apartheid system. His emigration suggests self-
imposed exile as the only vital option for young Afrikaners confronted by South Africa’s 
hostile social and political climate.  
 
Jakkie’s isolation is evident in that he does not feel at home in Canada: as far as the Canadian  
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government is concerned, he is “a loose canon without letters of accreditation” (2006: 1), “[a] 
farmer seeking asylum” (2006: 1), and “[a] deserting soldier with his training certificates, his 
pilot’s licences, his oath of secrecy” (2006: 1). During his flight to South Africa, with summer 
shirts in his luggage, he feels distinctly out of place amongst the other passengers on board 
the plane. His sense of deep isolation and alienation manifests itself as the realization that, 
“Everyone wears a coat” (2006: 8) - a reference to the well-known children’s song, “Almal 
dra ŉ jas” – which, according to Swart (2007: 68) indicates his discomfort with the 
detachment of the Canadians. However, his ironic reference to the familiar farm-workers ditty 
“Die blikkie se boom”, which here appears as “The bottom of the bottle” (2006: 8), refers to 
his compulsion to concede the worst crimes of his country and his nation, and to seek out the 
deepest recesses of his mind, the very “subcutaneous refrains” (2006: 8) of human experience.  
 
Despite his best intentions, Jakkie retains the remnants of a non-global culture he considers 
backward and intransigent and his psyche is fraught with the tension between the “verligte 
kosmopolitaanse waardes van die globale kultuur en die premoderne en fundamentalistiese” 
(John 2005: 149) values he has come to associate with his cultural roots. Paradoxically, the 
more he becomes part of a global culture, and the more metropolitan and cosmopolitan he 
becomes, the more he longs for the reactionary and authentic rootedness in South African, and 
specifically Afrikaner, culture. As an ethnomusicologist, Jakkie studies the music of non-
western, pre-modern cultures, that is, of marginalised indigenous cultures. His profession 
complicates the ongoing psychological division he experiences between his original and 
adopted cultures and heightens his sensitivity to his own cultural displacement and alienation.  
His experiences echo the writer and critic Jan Rabie’s conviction that “hoe meer jy ŉ 
wêreldburger word, hoe meer kom die besef van jou wortels, van jou ware Afrikanerskap” 
(Rabie in Kannemeyer 2004: 357). 
 
Jakkie’s isolation thus voices the complexity and contradictions of being South African. He 
complicates the concept of an Afrikaner identity by refusing community with his fellow 
Afrikaners. He vehemently rejects the abject elements of his culture (as represented by the 
conservative views of his father, Jak) and no longer desires to be an Afrikaner, yet he cannot 
escape his obsessive attachment to his cultural identity. Finding no more favorable identity in 
Canada, he exists as an outsider in his new community and occupies the uncomfortable 
‘middle space’ between cultures. All that remains for him in a foreign land is the “life-long 
occupation” (2006: 683) of “(g)rieving” (2006: 683). He believes he has to mourn his mothers 
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(he calls them the white one and the brown one), his country, and the ill-considered values 
held by his father that informed so much of his own life. His melancholy over his fraught 
cultural heritage and his discomfort as a citizen of the New World is portrayed by his feelings 
towards the apatura iris, or the giant purple emperor butterfly, which he fondly associates 
with his happy childhood. Among the symbolic connotations assigned to the butterfly are 
anxiety, apprehension, wonder, and liveliness. For Jakkie, the blue mark on its wing is 
reminiscent of sadness and of a “[l]eaking heart” (2006: 2), an emotion suited to his emigrant 
status. The insect becomes a symbol of not only of his anxiety at returning home, but his 
perpetual discomfort in a foreign country, as its movements mimic his erratic heartbeat. He 
imagines how its wings go “[o]pen and shut, open and shut” (2006: 8) mirroring the flow of 
“blood shaking [his] heart” (2006: 2).  
 
Milla’s death, Jakkie’s sudden emigration and Agaat’s inheritance of the farm (all of which 
coincides with the dawn of democracy in South Africa) are importance to denote the novel’s 
participation in a debate around the future of the endangered Afrikaner minority culture in the 
New South Africa. These events appear to suggest that there is no future for Afrikaners in 
post-apartheid South Africa. The onset of Milla’s illness in 1993 (shortly before the dawn of 
democracy) and her death in 1996, a mere two years into South Africa’s young democracy, in 
particular seems to suggest this, for she is the epitome of the conservative and nationalist 
Afrikaner, for who there is no place in post-apartheid South Africa. This reading of the text 
confirms Van Niekerk’s views on the status of the Afrikaner community. Without the 
bolstering support of nationalism, the author believes that the Afrikaner’s identity is under 
threat of collapse, with the people losing their sense of value and self-understanding. She also 
sees little evidence of the creation of a new Afrikaner identity or of its successful 
reimagination in post-apartheid South Africa (Provoost 2009: 9). Nevertheless, these events 
are open to a number of different readings, depending on the reader’s personal stance on 
Afrikaners future (of lack thereof) in South Africa.  
 
Two of the most valuable readings of the text’s ending have emerged from the debate between 
Johann Rossouw (2005) and Andries Visagie (2005), whose disagreement also reveals the 
discord among Agaat’s readers. Rossouw offers three prospects for the Afrikaner community 
in post-apartheid South Africa. They can either a) create a new nationalist community in 
which they continue to practice their culture in isolation b) completely relinquish their culture 
in favour of a global cultural identity, or c) search for a new identity and sense of community 
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in which they are neither the oppressors nor the bereaved oppressed (2005: 3). Motivated by 
Jakkie’s decision to emigrate and his commitment to life-long mourning, Rossouw concludes 
that the text is “die vernuftigste en deeglikste begronding van die posisie van (Afrikaner) 
selfopheffing tot nog toe in Afrikaans” (2005: 3). He argues that the novel promotes the need 
for Afrikaners to do as Jakkie does: accept their political marginalisation, deny their cultural 
heritage, and align themselves with the cultural norms of the globalised world.  
 
Andries Visagie (2005) offers a different reading of the text. While he concurs with Rossouw 
that Agaat is a comment on the position of Afrikaner culture in post-apartheid South Africa, 
he does not believe that the text advocates Afrikaners should relinquish their cultural identity 
in favour of a globalised culture. He argues that Rossouw attaches too much importance to 
Jakkie’s perspective, since his narrative contributes only around 26 pages to a novel that 
occupies 692 pages (2005: 3). Rossouw overlooks the important fact that Jakkie is severely 
biased against the country and that he is not necessarily a mouthpiece for the novel’s implied 
ideological stance. Ultimately, Visagie reads Jakkie’s emigration not as an indication that 
there is no future for Afrikaners in South Africa, but as a symbol of the demise of Afrikaner 
hegemony. Thus, the novel does not advocate the outright demise of Afrikaner culture, but 
reveals that what Afrikaners have lost is the assumed status and legitimacy their culture 
enjoyed during apartheid. 
 
Jakkie’s emigration does not necessarily signify the end of Afrikaners’ place in South Africa, 
or the demise of Afrikaner culture. This is evident in the possibility of his return to the 
country and his continued appreciation of his culture abroad. He is very attached to Agaat’s 
gifts, including a ram’s horn and a bellows and displays these objects in prime locations in his 
home. These objects are both associated with Agaat and with his fond recollections of his 
childhood. Both wind instruments have an association with whispering, or the sharing of 
secrets and ideas, reminiscent of Agaat’s whispered bedtime story. In this way, Jakkie retains 
what Van Niekerk calls “een herinnering aan de troostende lijfelijke intimiteit van zijn tweede 
moeder” (2008: 7). His return to the country of his birth remains a viable option.    
 
Regarding his implied judgement of the future of Afrikaners in South Africa, Jakkie’s framing 
perspective has a final important function in the text: it complicates notions of closure, 
making it impossible to draw a definite conclusion regarding the novel’s ending. In an 
interview with Francois Smith (2004), Van Niekerk comments on the novel’s post-modern 
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open-endedness and concedes that the pro- and epilogue underwent many variations to 
achieve this effect. She explains that: 
Ek wou daarmee iets sê omtrent begin en einde (…) Deur die begin in ŉ proloog te 
parodieer sê jy die begin is nie werklik die begin nie, en net so is die einde nie werklik 
die einde nie – jy dink maar net dit eindig daar. Die moment van closure word 
gekompliseer en dit word ŉ aperture (Van Niekerk in Smith 2004: 12). 
 
Ultimately, Jakkie’s cynicism as depicted by his closing monologue does not deliver the final 
judgement on the future of Afrikaners in present-day South Africa, as the ‘story’ presented in 
the text does not begin or end with him. In the end, he is a disillusioned, misguided, and weak 
anti-hero characteristic of contemporary South African fiction and reminiscent of a cynical 
character like Marlouw in Eben Venter’s Horrelpoot (2006). He is an archetypal outsider-
figure: torn between the past and the present, neither comfortable in his own or adopted 
culture.   
 
More than Jakkie’s emigration, Agaat’s inheritance of Grootmoedersdrift is perhaps most 
revealing of the novel’s implied ideological commentary. As Agaat’s inheritance of 
Grootmoedersdrift coincides with Milla’s death and Jakkie’s emigration, it is easy to arrive at 
negative interpretations of the coloured woman’s newfound power. Consequently, the 
termination of Milla’s bloodline becomes a metaphor for the loss of the Afrikaner’s power 
and the subsequent loss of the Afrikaner’s ‘place’ in contemporary South Africa. It is further 
implied that Agaat will become a greater dictator than Milla, as her plans for the future of the 
farm do not appear to include the workers’ welfare (2006: 300). From Jakkie’s stream of 
consciousness too, arises the unsettling implication that Agaat’s future management of 
Grootmoedersdrift will maintain Milla’s hold of power. He believes the “lessons of the 
masters [are] engraved in her like the law on the tablets of stone” (2006: 682), and that her 
militaristic management of the farm will ensure that her “creator is keeping control” (2006: 
682) from “[s]ix feet under” (2006: 682). Read in this way, the novel appears to foreshadow 
not only the loss of the Afrikaner’s place in South Africa, but predicts continuing cycles of 
oppression once the formerly oppressed achieve power and the colonised become the new 
coloniser. 
 
In a more positive reading of the text, Agaat’s inheritance of Grootmoedersdrift signals a 
return of land ownership. Her ownership of the farm is an inference on the future of the land-
owning South African elite, with her inheritance of the farm serving as an allegory for black 
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and coloured individuals regaining the land forcibly taken from their ancestors, as initiated by 
acts of land restitution in present-day South Africa. Before Grootmoedersdrift became Milla’s 
“ancestral land for generations back in her mother’s line” (2006: 28), the land most likely 
belonged to the Khoisan communities, as emerges from the surviving landscape names. The 
Tradouw valley, in which the farm is situated, for example, means “the way of the women in 
the Hottentot language” (2006: 33). When Jakkie bequeaths the farm to Agaat, he does so in 
the belief that “she’s part of the place, from the beginning” (2006: 682) and has a rightful 
claim to the land. 
 
Agaat’s inheritance of the farm also indicates how she reclaims her position as Milla’s “[f]irst 
child” (2006: 653). Given that the title deed to Grootmoedersdrift has always been transferred 
along matrilineal lines, it is symbolically fitting that Agaat should inherit the farm, as she 
continues Milla’s matriarchal legacy as Jakkie cannot. In this way, Agaat does not forcibly 
seize her adoptive mother’s bloodline as suggested by the more negative readings of the text. 
 
The coloured woman’s inheritance of the farm advances a positive reimagining of the 
Afrikaner community. The novel thus goes some way towards recollecting, but also 
redefining and recuperating, Afrikaner culture as a more inclusive concern, one that integrates 
the ostracized coloured community back into the community of Afrikaners. Agaat represents 
the New Afrikaner, who with her knowledge both of the best and worst Afrikaner culture has 
to offer, is perhaps more competent to meet the future in the New South Africa. While 
Jakkie’s melancholy for the past reflects nostalgia for an old, redundant definition of 
Afrikaner culture, Agaat, embodies a powerful restoration of the outmoded institutions of the 
past, and is the bearer of a more vibrant and relevant culture. The coloured woman expresses 
the need for Afrikaners to fashion a new identity for themselves, one with a future in the 
democratic South Africa.  
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3. MILLA’S NARRATIVE AS ARCHIVE 
 
 
With the exception of Jakkie’s focalisation in the pro- and epilogue, Milla’s narrative is 
dominant in the novel, with Agaat’s own story emerging in the interstices of the dying 
woman’s focalisation. In an example of overt metafictional commentary, Milla’s role as the 
main information source in the novel is asserted when she likens herself to a “turned-open 
book” (2006: 103). This refers not only to the story she offers the reader, but also to her role 
as a character in a book, one crafted by an author. Where she lays prostrate in her bedroom, 
her desire to “page myself to the outside” (2006: 103) and partake of the events around her, 
‘transports’ the reader to different spatial locations in her stream of consciousness, thus 
introducing the multiple narrative techniques employed by the author to facilitate the different 
dimensions of her narrative. 
 
Milla’s narrative, which may be described as the novel’s “main textual device” (Van Niekerk 
2005: 2) complicates matters for the reader, since her dominant perspective misleads the 
reader into identifying and sympathising with her. Van Niekerk states that she “put the focus 
entirely and all the way through on Milla. Then you (the reader) start to identify with her in 
some spots” (Van Niekerk in De Vries 2006: 5). The dying woman’s leading perspective 
misleads the reader into trusting her account, while other perspectives (such as those of Agaat 
and Jak) are marginalised or dismissed. This process is also characteristic of the archive’s 
function, as every record deludes those who access it into trusting the information held in its 
safekeeping, while rejecting conflicting evidence (which the record cannot or will not include) 
as fraudulent or extraneous. As Agaat’s ‘voice’ emerges from the interstices of Milla’s 
narrative, the reader begins to uncover the partiality of her (Milla’s) account and questions the 
truthfulness of her story. This correlates with the dissolution of the archive’s status in society: 
it has gone from being regarded as a repository of undisputed truth, to being viewed as 
containing particular biases and oversights.  
 
Milla’s resemblance to an archive is implicit in that she acts as a type of memory machine. 
Her narrative is predominantly retrospective and therefore deals with the past. However, the 
dying woman is always 
busy negotiating for herself the psychologically most comfortable position from which 
to cross the threshold to death. So she needs hope, she needs a place of resolution in 
order to breathe her last in peace. She needs to be reassured that she has not been all 
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that bad. She (…) only has Agaat, a creature of her own making, to help facilitate this 
position for her (Van Niekerk 2005: 5). 
Milla’s narrative can have no truth claim. Her account is likened to a reflection in a mirror: it 
is one of many possible viewpoints on reality, one of many possible ‘truths’. When viewing 
her deteriorated physical state in the mirror across her bed, she seeks an accurate reflection of 
her being in the mirror. She states: 
In the mirror I can see something, a shadow of myself, my sloping shoulders, my face 
on which my features appear vague… I resist. Give me a chance. Let me try myself, a 
self-portrait, an autobiography, life and times of Milla de Wet, her place of origin, her 
purlieu, on Grootmoedersdrift, her hereditary home. An honest likeness.  (2006: 21).  
While Milla believes that her reflection can provide her with an honest assessment of her 
being, it can only reflect her wasted body. It cannot take cognisance of all that she is, of her 
history, all the experiences, and influences that have gone into making her who she is. 
Frustrated by the image that confronts her, she wishes the mirror could reflect more than her 
physical body, that its reach could extend “Between my temples, above my nose, behind my 
frontal bone, thére” (2006: 21) and observe her thoughts and emotions.  
 
Her dissatisfaction with her mirrored image foregrounds the conflicted nature of her 
retrospective narrative, which symbolically holds up a mirror to the past. Indeed, Milla 
contemplates that “(p)erhaps that which has to be said has nothing to do with the truth” (2006: 
434). Similar to her concern over whether her dresser is able to ‘capture’ and accurately 
reflect the moments of the past, she is disturbed by her inability even to “know what it [the 
truth] is. Is the truth beyond what happened or didn’t happen, what happened hów and whére? 
Beyónd the facts?” (2006: 343). In possible acknowledgement of the prejudiced and fleeting 
nature of her account, Milla is aware that hers is only “[a] story in a mirror. Second hand” 
(2006: 163).  
 
Milla’s dominant narrative renders the novel an exercise in what Paul Eakin terms 
“hypernarrativia” (1999: 130), or narrative as pathology. In a work of fiction, hypernarrativia 
designates “a consciousness working overtime to make experience read like a story in a book” 
(1999: 131). Helize van Vuuren defines this term as “ŉ oorbewussyn van die eie ervaring as 
verhaal, met gepaardgaande liefde vir aanhalings en personae” (2004: 94). Hypernarrativia 
operates in various registers and is commonly hermeneutic, commemorative or therapeutic 
(1999: 131). In Agaat, Milla’s compulsion to dwell on her story serves all three these 
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purposes. The text is hermeneutic in that it attempts to uncover the ‘truth’ about the servant’s 
early life and her adoption. It is commemorative in that it observes Milla’s life and that of her 
adopted daughter and therapeutic in that the matriarch attempts, through her often self-
accusatory narrative, to come to terms with the past and achieve Agaat’s forgiveness. The use 
of hypernarrativia as a technique to present Milla’s narrative viewpoint also reveals the 
metafictional foundation of the novel. It reveals that her account is carefully ‘staged’ by the 
implied author, in order to manipulate the reader’s responses.  
 
This chapter considers how Milla’s focalisation (across all four its variations) acts as an 
archive in the text. The matriarch’s reflections are predominantly of a private nature. Her 
narrative presents a record of key moments in her life and offers testimony to her long and 
intricate history with Agaat. On a metaphorical level, her narrative is also representative of 
Afrikaner culture and ideology, especially during apartheid. Milla’s progressive muscular 
disease and her moribund body are symbolic of the collapse of Afrikaner hegemony and the 
endangered position of the Afrikaner culture in post-apartheid South Africa.  
 
3.1 Four narrative strategies 
 
Agaat displays four main narrative techniques, all based in Milla’s focalisation. These 
include: 1) first-person interior monologue where she lies on her deathbed (November to mid 
December 1996), 2) second-person interior monologue in flashbacks to the past, 3) the 
intimate personal narration recorded in her old diaries (kept between 1953 and 1979), and 4) 
direct interior monologue and free association in fragmented lyrical intermezzos. J.C. 
Kannemeyer has expressed great appreciation for the constant shift in narrative perspectives 
and claims that they are the most compelling and brilliant aspect of the novel, without which 
Milla’s account could have been very monotonous, especially in this inert situation where the 
narrator is confined to her deathbed (2005: 636). The use of frequently shifting perspectives, 
which include that of Milla as main focalizer, Agaat, whose ‘voice’ emerges from her 
mimetic actions, and Jakkie’s framing perspective, reveals the plurality of the archive. 
Compiled from multiple and diverse points of view, the record of events constituted by the 
novel is a multifarious one, which prescribes to several orders of the imagination, or several 
views of what is important and worth preserving. This narrative strategy comments on the 
reality that there can be no single, all-inclusive account of events, as every record may be 
continually redrafted from a variety of perspectives.  
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In combination, the above literary strategies are used to describe the complexity of the 
protagonist’s mental functioning. Her musings, recollections, and emotions converge to 
present the reader with the story of her life and together they form what she believes is “a 
self-portrait”, an “autobiography” and an “honest likeness” (2006: 21) of her existence. What 
is more, Milla’s narrative also offers the ‘biography’ of Agaat’s life, while what she omits 
from her account may be deduced from Agaat’s subversive performances. Therefore, all four 
narrative techniques may be said to function as archives, both separately and in combination.  
 
In its focus on Milla’s psychological functioning, the novel constitutes an attempt to render 
psychic processes rather than empirical products. The text is more concerned with portraying 
the dying woman’s fluid stream of consciousness than with simply relating her experiences. 
According to Robert Humphrey, stream of consciousness involves those levels of thought that 
are “more inchoate than rational verbalization – those levels on the margin of (a person’s) 
attention” (1972: 3). Effectively, a representation of the dying woman’s consciousness adds 
the quality of mental functioning and psychic existence to the already established domain of 
motive and action in the novel (1972: 22). The use of shifting perspectives, in which the dying 
woman is at times self-accusatory and at other times justifies her actions, reveals the complex 
functioning of the human mind, and the ways in which individuals view themselves and 
others.  
 
Agaat presents a disrupted chronology, which is achieved using analepsis (references to the 
past) and prolepsis (the foreshadowing of events to come). The most popular technique used 
to impart analepsis is the flashback, while prolepsis is conveyed using flash-forwards, 
anticipations, or predictions. Mieke Bal (1978: 60) provides a number of reasons for the 
interruption of a text’s chronology. It may be used to focus the reader’s attention on certain 
matters, to bring aesthetic or psychological effects to the forefront, to provide various 
interpretations of events, or to reveal the subtle differences between characters’ expectations 
and the way these expectations materialise. Viewed overall, Milla’s retrospective narrative 
contextualises (and at times even foreshadows) the future, that is, the situation she faces on 
her deathbed in the narrative present of the novel.  
 
The varying narrative platforms do not simply create structural variety. By unsettling the 
logical progression of the plot, they compel the reader to piece together a reasonably coherent, 
chronological record from the fragments of information presented. Milla’s lyrical 
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intermezzos, for one, can be ordered in a chronological sequence from her diagnosis with 
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) to her death, and are thematically centred on the 
progression of her condition and her emotional reflections over it. Such an assembly process 
resembles the procedure in which archives are composed, since archives are assembled from 
fragments of information ordered in such as way as to form a coherent narrative with a 
definite beginning and conclusion (Mbembe 2002: 21). This external process of arrangement 
gives the record its illusion of totality and continuity. The reader’s participation in the 
ordering and composition of the various narratives in the novel, speaks to Van Niekerk’s 
claim that the text was deliberately disassembled and rearranged and that it becomes the 
reader’s task to “do the stitching” (Van Niekerk in De Vries 2006: 5). The author’s choice of 
the verb ‘stitching’ is very revealing. Agaat is a ‘fractured’ text with many disruptions and 
distortions. ‘Stitching’ therefore holds the connotations of assembling textual fragments into a 
coherent and meaningful whole, by means of, amongst others, recuperating textual silences. 
On another level, ‘stitching’ implies the act of suture and bringing healing, a notion 
complicated by the novel’s open-endedness. Ultimately, it falls to the reader to decide 
whether the ‘truth’ of Agaat’s story has been recovered successfully from Milla’s account and 
whether the women attain reconciliation and respective emotional healing.  
 
On a metatextual level, the disruption of the text’s chronology makes the importance and the 
functionality of events the deciding factor in their placement, and not their chronological 
sequence. The author’s decision to dispose of Milla’s diary entries in the final chapter, and to 
position her lyrical stream of consciousness description at the end of the final chapter (in 
order to portray her confused thoughts just before he death) shows how placement of the 
narrative techniques is contingent on their functionality. Louise Viljoen notes that the 
repositioning of Milla’s self-accusatory flashbacks from the 2nd
break up the surface of a life, which would make it a story with a beginning and an 
ending, and without abolishing these, he or she must decontextualise fragments in 
order to recontextualise them. A construction must be made; and where there is 
 position to just before the 
intermezzo in the closing chapter, adds further structural meaning to the text. It suggest that 
“die sterf-oomblik pas moontlik is nádat Milla die moed gehad het om haarself in die jy-
vertelling te konfronteer met die gewelddadige, maar ook deernisvolle begin van haar 
verhouding met Agaat” (Viljoen 2008: 15). The novel’s disrupted chronology challenges the 
reader to assemble a coherent story from the fragments of information in the text. This evokes 
Sarah Nuttall’s commentary on the requirement in literature that readers:  
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construction another order also comes into play – that of the imagination (Nuttall 
2002: 298).  
Faced with the challenge of decoding the novel’s complex structure, the reader becomes a 
more active and creative participant in the text.  
3.1.1 The diaries  
 
Milla’s diaries are an important narrative strategy in the text. Excerpts from the sixty-three 
booklets span the period from 1953 (the year of Agaat’s arrival on Grootmoedersdrift) to 
1979, when Jakkie departs for military service. These entries are mostly used to close each 
chapter and are helpful to contrast Milla’s past and present. However, they are omitted in the 
final chapter, perhaps because their content is fully revealed by the time Milla dies or because 
she has finally realised that Agaat’s story was never meant for a diary (2006: 653).  
 
The notebooks play an important and diverse role in the novel. They are not only recognisably 
similar to archives in form and content, but are instrumental in demonstrating the conflicted 
nature and workings of records. Milla’s diaries are essential to provide information not only 
about her own reflections, but also about the life of Agaat, their fraught history and the 
reasons for their strained relationship. What is more, Agaat’s reading of the diaries and 
implicit tampering with their contents implies that the diary is not based entirely in Milla’s 
focalisation, but is partly channelled through Agaat’s consciousness. This would be in greater 
agreement with the conditions of the historical present, as it is unlikely that the ailing Milla 
can recite content written years earlier with such precision.  
 
3.1.1.1 The diary’s similarities to the archive 
 
Like all records, the diary’s function is one of preservation. As a form of autobiographical 
writing, it constitutes a record of its creator’s inner life and has the potential to serve as a 
personal archive. In addition, the diary can also function as a form of biographical writing, in 
which the focus is on the diarist’s interaction with others, and his/her commentary on these 
individuals. Therefore, it can also serve as a record of particulars relating to the lives of 
others.  
 
Since the writing act tends to focus the diarist’s attention on the immediate present, the  
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diary’s discourse produces “a crisis of attention to the present, a shift to a series of current 
events rather than narrative perceptive on the personal past” (Nussbaum 1988: 133). Diaries 
thus have the ability to capture the immediacy of events. They typically have a flexible 
structure and, as they are composed within the midst of the experience, are able to report on 
events as they happen, or soon thereafter. Indeed, Milla’s entries are usually penned in haste 
and have a strung-together style, which enables her to record important moments as they 
occur. Jak reveals this vigilantly ‘archival’ quality of his wife’s writing by enquiring whether 
she thinks she can make “time stand still when (she) write(s) such strung-together sentences” 
(2006: 316). As Louise Viljoen points out, the diaries are the most spontaneous and 
immediate component of Milla’s focalization. She indicates that they are also the most 
circumspect of the narrative strategies, the remainder of which have the appeal of being 
uncensored, as they emerge from her stream of consciousness (2008: 12).  
 
Similar to the archive, the diary’s unique capacity to preserve the immediacy of events resides 
in its ability to create what Hennie Aucamp has termed doubled time (1996: 8). It has the 
potential to make its author ‘relive’ past events several times over, once when they are 
committed to writing, and numerous times hereafter when the document is reread. After 
committing important information to the safekeeping of her diaries, Milla often consults them 
to gain a new perspective on past events, or to evoke the emotions that accompanied 
momentous occasions, such as her satisfaction when the child Agaat first begins to speak 
(2006: 518). This feature also explains why, despite the immediacy of the diary entries as a 
narrative strategy in their own right, Milla is transported back in time when Agaat reads the 
diaries aloud and is set on a path of reminiscence and contemplation reflected by her largely 
retrospective account.   
 
The diarist’s commentary on his/her social environment makes the diary a good source of 
historically and socially specific information. When diarists/autobiographical narrators write 
to chronicle events, a particular moment in time, or specific members of the community or 
family, they are actively “making ‘history’” (Smith and Watson: 10). This type of writing can 
provide a reader with insight into a historical moment, a social community, and the prevailing 
beliefs of a particular milieu. Similar to conventional archives, the diary operates under the 
veneer of truthfulness and reliability. The candid and introspective qualities of an 
autobiographical disclosure ensure that its truth status is assumed. Thus, diaries are often 
viewed as trustworthy, though unofficial, documents. Nevertheless, autobiographical truth is 
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not historical truth, but rather “an intersubjective exchange between narrator and reader aimed 
at producing a shared understanding of the meaning of life” (Smith and Watson 2001: 12). 
Like any other record, the diary can make no claims to truth, but remains a predisposed 
account, subject to matters of deliberate construction and notions such as exclusion and 
excess.  
 
The diary’s function as an archive or a record of an individual’s life is further suggested by its 
potential to act as an enduring and accessible record. It is external to its creator and serves as a 
location where information otherwise disregarded or forgotten can be kept safe, and from 
where it can be retrieved later. While not normally intended for public readership, the diary 
has the advantage that others can access it (particularly after its writer’s death) as individuals 
who keep diaries are not likely to destroy them before they die. Unlike Milla’s other 
narratives, which remain in her stream of consciousness, the diaries are an accessible 
information source for those around her, and are read by Jak, Agaat, and later Jakkie. While 
they contain her most intimate thoughts, Milla’s diaries are not produced for her readership 
alone. Their importance as an information source for others is implied in that she makes a 
great show of writing in her little books, especially in Jak and Agaat’s presence and is careless 
with her notebooks by leaving them lying around, as if inviting her husband and servant to 
disregard her privacy and read them. Her intentions are so transparent however, that Jak 
identifies the diaries as the form of public display they are, and cautions her that, “[Y]ou 
should rather not sit & write it up in public (…) it’s like lifting your skirts & peeing in the 
main street” (2006: 299). It can thus be said that, despite its private nature, Milla’s diaries are 
accessed by at least three different readers within the story and provides an accessible record 
of her reflections. Jakkie is accurate in his assessment of his mother’s diaries when he 
believes that they contain “[e]verything that Milla de Wet saw fit to bequeath her readers” 
(2006: 680). They were written in “the hope that somebody would discover it” (2006: 680). 
Indeed, Milla appears to ‘invite’ Agaat to read the diaries by leaving her the key to the 
sideboard where the notebooks are held (2006: 602). Her actions reveal that she always 
intended the diaries for Agaat’s readership, since they contain a record of her childhood.    
 
Furthermore, the act of diary writing is always underpinned by the diarist’s desire (whether 
conscious or subconscious) to create an enduring record of his/her life, one that will testify to 
the particulars of his/her existence. The diarist’s longing to preserve his/her identity is an 
existential effort to counteract the erasure brought by death. An individual creates a diary “om 
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dood te zijn, om te spreken buiten de tijd, om jezelf te doen herinnerd worden door iedereen” 
(Pavese in De Martelaere 1993: 165). As a work in progress documenting moments that have 
already transpired in the diarist’s life, the diary is a record its writer can regularly consult to 
gain an overview of his/her life well before death. As a means for the individual to anticipate 
death, the diary acquires a ‘posthumous’ character.  
 
Milla’s diaries thus constitute a type of death narrative, or autothanatography, defined as 
“autobiographical texts that confront illness and death by performing a life at a limit of its 
own, or another’s, undoing” (Smith and Watson 2001: 188). While Milla’s diaries are 
compiled some time before her illness, after which she does not (and indeed cannot) continue 
writing in them, they have the appearance of autothanatography in that they are presented to 
the reader in the historical present of the novel. An important feature of a deathbed narrative 
is that it is dialogic, even when it appears to be monologic. The writing subject’s narrative is 
open to being ‘read’ by an outsider, and is dependent on an interloper for constructions of 
meaning, with the result that the dying person’s account “may be completed by another after 
the subject’s death” (Egan in Smith and Watson 2001: 188). In Milla’s case, this is especially 
accurate, as her diaries are not destroyed the way she intended, but remain as the seemingly 
irrefutable record of her life and her manipulation of Agaat’s life story. Agaat not only reads 
Milla’s diaries aloud, thereby exposing their inaccuracies, but also serves as co-author 
through her corrections, deletions, and annotations of the diaries’ content. The information 
contained in the diaries reveals the irony of Milla’s present as her life is ‘undone’ by her 
illness and Agaat’s vengeance, similar to the manner in which she first erases and then 
reshapes Agaat’s identity to her own preference. According to Susanna Egan, the 
autothanatographic account intensifies the rendition of lived experience, the immediacy of 
crisis, and the revealing processes of self-understanding (Egan in Smith and Watson 2001: 
188), which form part of the dying process. Indeed, Milla experiences all of these emotions in 
that the account of her past intensifies her experience of the present, and she is gradually led 
to confront herself and gain self-understanding through Agaat’s intervention.  
 
While the diary operates under an assumed truth status, like the archive it is subject to 
processes of structuring and is governed by matters of exclusion and excess. While it has a 
haphazard appearance, Milla’s writing is subject to careful styling, and is guided by the 
intentional omission of certain events and the excessive reporting of others. The intentionally 
styled appearance of the diary is partly because, while private, its security cannot be ensured 
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or adequately policed and it exists under the constant threat of outside readership. This 
perceived threat generates a “vast machinery of psychological analysis and explanation” 
(Nussbaum 1988: 136) in the writer, with the effect that the diarist generally experiences 
complete disclosure of the self as inherently dangerous. Owing to constant vigilance on the 
writer’s part regarding what is safe and unsafe subject matter, diaries are often characterised 
by a contrived and self-conscious style. They either omit matters deemed inappropriate for 
public scrutiny, or make use of deliberate ambiguity. The deliberately styled appearance of 
the diary may be attributed to the writer’s desire to create a candid and trustworthy narrative. 
This manifests in the application of techniques such as chronology, the (re)arrangement of 
key events to best effect, accuracy and completeness, evaluation of the self and its 
experiences, and the attainment of closure by ‘closing off’ events. These techniques are also 
characteristic of fiction and thus draw the diary into the realm of a purposely styled narrative.  
 
Reading back “everything that [she has] written so far in these booklets” (2006: 201) one 
evening, Milla is dismayed that their content “wouldn’t make much sense to an outsider who 
doesn’t know the circumstances” (2006: 201). She puts the diaries through multiple drafts in 
an attempt to make her writing meaningful and accessible to others. Jakkie notices that his 
mother edited the diaries in an attempt to structure their content. He notes, “there were 
corrections in her handwriting with dates, days and even mónths, yéárs later than the original 
entry. As if she’d had trouble rendering the whole truth in just one version” (2006: 680). This 
insight is important because it suggests that there is the possibility for many different ‘truths’ 
or versions of Milla and Agaat’s history and that the dying woman’s account is but one such 
version. Dismayed by their lack of aesthetic appeal, Milla even considers writing in English, 
in the hope that “domesticities will sound better to me in a world language” (2006: 202). 
Here, Milla’s comments reveal the author’s metalingual scepticism. It is significant that Agaat 
was originally written in Afrikaans (an endangered culture both in post-apartheid South 
Africa and the globalised world), but that subsequent translations have elevated the novel to 
the global literary arena. Milla’s commentary thus reveals the author’s tongue-in-cheek 
assessment of English’s privileged position in the world, and its ability to elevate the most 
ordinary subject matter into poetry. Among the many corrections she makes to the diaries, 
Milla considers the deliberate application of “pace, texture & wry moments” (2006: 202) to 
their contents in order to have them “read like a thriller” (2006: 202). Even the heartfelt 
dedication written in the front of the diary is put through multiple drafts and it takes “three 
attempts before [she is] satisfied” (2006: 202) and can copy it neatly into the front of the first 
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diary. While she does not pay attention to the rules of grammar and syntax, she is concerned 
with finding the most precise words to express important events. She delays writing the 
dedication to Agaat, simply because she cannot find the right words do so.  Nevertheless, 
despite her careful attention to the writing process, Milla is aware that her emotions do not 
“sound heartfelt on paper” (2006: 202). This too, may be interpreted as the commentary of the 
implied author, who is concerned with producing a novel that is aesthetically pleasing and 
engaging.  
 
3.1.1.2 The diary as autobiographical text: a personal archive  
 
 
Milla’s diaries incorporate various elements of life writing, or autobiography, into the 
fictional realm of the novel. Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson define the autobiography, or life 
narrative, as a historically situated practise of self-representation (2001: 14) in which writers 
selectively record their lived experiences though personal storytelling, thus creating a lasting 
record of their lives. Situated in a specific context of time and place, the autobiography is 
constantly “in dialogue with the personal processes and archives of [an individual’s] memory” 
(Smith and Watson 2001: 14). The writing subject, the ego, or ‘I’, is thus central to the diary, 
making it a repository for all a writer would like others to know about him/her. While it depicts 
its writer’s life story in a purportedly accurate manner, it has the capacity to reveal the hidden 
attributes of its writer’s nature and his/her intentionally deceptive self-portrayal. 
 
The diary’s introspective nature traditionally makes it a space for soul-searching. Not merely 
a collection of personal data, it is a space in which the diarist can confront the self and subject 
his/her thoughts and actions to harsh evaluation. By safeguarding the present through the 
creation of memoranda that formulate and preserve memory, the diary is pivotal to the 
formation of an individual’s identity. While it prevents the “loss of memory [and] the lack of 
evidence of the past[, which] threatens cherished ideas of identity” (Nussbaum 1988: 134), its 
record of remembrance also offers proof of the discontinuous self. While individuals may 
create a diary in order to produce evidence of a coherent and continuous identity supported by 
a structured life record, the dairy exposes the opposite: that there is no sound and unchanging 
identity, but that the self is in continuous flux, it is not the same yesterday, today, and 
tomorrow (Nussbaum 1988: 134). Consequently, diary writing is useful for individuals to 
negotiate the diverse and contrasting elements of their personalities. Patricia de Martelaere 
articulates this as follows:  
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 Veeleer dan om een zelfgenoegzame alleenspraak zou het in het dagboek dus gaan om  
een radicale confrontatie tussen het feitelike ik en een ander, evaluerend en bekritiserend  
ik, - een soort Ueberich  - dat genadeloos alles wat het eerste ik doet of denkt in vraag  
stelt. Zo opgevat is een dagboek een voortdurend, scrupuleus en vaak pijnlik  
'gewetensonderzoek', een poging om met zichzelf in de reine te komen of rekenschap af  
te leggen tegenover zijn meest onoverwinnelijke tegenstander: het eigen ik." (De  
Martelaere 1993: 564).  
 
Keeping a diary is also a therapeutic practice, since a diarist gains greater emotional clarity by 
committing his/her experiences to a record. The act of writing, recording, and reading, allows 
an individual not only to ‘step back from’ his/her life and view it with greater objectivity, but 
also to interpret and reflect over important events. This is because diary writing demands that 
“[w]e translate our reality into its narrative representation as a way of assigning meaning and 
substituting the reality for its representation” (Nussbaum 1988: 136). Any form of writing is 
governed by certain conventions, such as fluidity and coherence. These principles also apply 
to the diarist’s choice of words, the sequence of phrases, and the assignment of dialogue to 
self or other” (Nussbaum 1988: 137), which work to assign meaning to the dairy’s content. 
Milla finds that writing provides her with greater perspective on her actions and those of the 
people around her. She finds that, “Writing had in any case increasingly become your way of 
waiting to see what would happen next. Through writing, you wanted to get a grip on your 
times and days on Grootmoedersdrift, to scrunch up and make palpable the hours, the fleeting 
grain of things in your hastily-scribbled sentences, connecting cause and effect in the stream 
of events” (2006: 410). For Milla, writing equates with the power to control her reality and 
those who share it. Through writing, she is able to establish cause and effect, and recognise 
the interrelatedness of certain events in her life.  
 
In its capacity to promote soul-searching, the diary thus has a self-revelatory quality, one that 
makes it a potentially subversive genre, since it is capable of relating the hidden, dissident 
aspects of a person’s nature. Private in nature, it is space of confession to the self with only 
the self as auditor. The diarist’s role as “sole censor and critic of his or her own discourse” 
(Nussbaum 1988: 135), means that the diary does not require any external authorization. Its 
content cannot be passed through dominant power bases, or forced to comply with established 
norms. This makes its unauthorized discourse a likely resource for personal defiance, one that 
often piques the curiosity of others. For Milla, her diaries are a place of honest expression, 
where for example, she can pass judgment on her husband and Agaat, and revolt against their 
expectations of her, as she cannot do in real life. It presents her with the opportunity to vent 
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her emotions in a safe manner that will not lead to confrontation. However, her diaries are 
also the space where Milla mulls over difficult issues, such as the implications of raising 
Agaat and her success as a mother, concerns she cannot share with anyone else. At other 
times, the diary becomes a space to confess her guilt, such as regards her treatment of Agaat. 
One such example is her doubts about the punishments to which she subjects Agaat. Despite 
her apparent conviction in the fairness of her actions, she admits in her diary that she feels 
guilty, but “the guiltier (she) feel[s] the angrier (she) get[s]” (2006: 224) and the more 
vindictive her actions become. The diary becomes the space where she can admit to herself, as 
she cannot to others, that she is preoccupied with exerting her will over Agaat, even though 
she knows she is “humiliating [her]self” (2006: 22). The diaries allow Milla the freedom to 
confess her fear of what she recognizes as her decent into a dangerous obsession with 
controlling Agaat, and to express her shame at her increasing cruelty in the face of the 
coloured woman’s rebelliousness. Only in this private space can she admit that she “[f]eel[s] 
terrible. But can’t stop” (2006: 225).  
 
Despite its significant role in helping to establish and document the diarist’s ‘true nature’, the 
diary does not require absolute honesty from its writer. Instead its private nature offers 
individuals a platform to practice what Louise Viljoen calls calculated image-building (2008: 
6), in which they can create a gratifying image of themselves and manipulate the ‘facts’ and 
‘truths’ of their lives to the best effect. Such intentional manipulation is partly due to the 
threatened status of the diary, but also the result of deliberately artificial self-portrayal.  
 
Milla’s diaries, while often a space of honest reflection, also contain her carefully constructed 
self-portrayal and reveal her self-delusional, persistent misinterpretation of her own motives, 
and her unwillingness to acknowledge her conceitedness.  This is not only evident in the 
inclusion of her God-given ‘task’ to raise Agaat, but it is apparent in the calculated manner in 
which Milla includes incriminating information about her mother, her husband Jak and her 
friend Beatrice, in order to present herself in a flattering light. Aware that her husband is 
curious about her writing, Milla also uses the notebooks as a space to confront him indirectly 
about incidents reported in her diaries, such as his dislike of Agaat and his abuse of his wife. 
She stages ‘accidents’ in which she leaves her notebooks lying about, with the excuse of 
having been too tired (2006: 316) to pack them away. Ultimately, the matriarch’s corrupted 
and inaccurate account reveals the processes of discrimination and selection at work in 
compiling any record.  
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3.1.1.3 The diary as biographical text: a record of Agaat’s life 
 
Milla’s diaries are not concerned with her subjectivity alone, but also with that of Agaat. 
Thus, they are a relational autobiography, in which the autobiographical self is what Paul 
Eakin terms a ‘relational self’, or an identity shaped by the influence of others, and lives of 
others (the proximate other) are either equal in importance to, or more important than, the life 
of the reporting self (1999: 85). The autobiographical subjects is defined by and lives in terms 
of its relations to others. Women’s narratives are often relational, as they tend to exhibit a 
“sense of shared identity with other women, an aspect of identification that exists in tension 
with a sense of their own uniqueness” (1988: 44) as indeed Milla’s diaries depict her close 
bond with Agaat, and her identification with the other woman. 
 
In addition to the story of the self, the autobiography thus presents “an extended portrait – 
sometimes tantamount to a biography – of the proximate other” (Eakin 1999: 86). One of the 
most important functions of Milla’s diaries is to serve as a record of Agaat’s childhood and 
her “considerations and sentiments around her adoption” (2006: 653). The notebooks’ 
contents are therefore a form of biographical writing, a bildungsroman of sorts that explores 
Agaat’s development under Milla’s care. The diaries prevail as the only ‘official’, that is to 
say, written, record of Agaat’s life. On a metafictional level, the white woman is the ‘author’ of 
Agaat’s life. She ‘owns’ the details of her early years and has the power to document them in an 
official, indisputable record. Milla can describe the servant in any way she pleases. This 
emphasises her creative power and presents what Linda Hutcheon, in her thinking on 
metafiction, has termed “a model of the exercise of language and meaning production” 
(Hutcheon 1984: 25) comparable to that wielded by the novel’s author in her representation of 
the characters in the novel.  
 
The matriarch’s dedication to Agaat in the front of the first diary is particularly important to 
explain her vision for the diaries. This dedication is meant to explain what Milla believes is 
the “commission, the task, spelt out in black and white, for her (Agaat) sake, so that she can 
read it one day” (2006: 573). Milla reveals her hubris and self-righteousness in desiring to 
raise a ‘model child’ with firm Christian and Afrikaner values when she states that the Lord 
entrusted this task to her. In this manner, she reigns over Agaat as a petty god with the power 
to shape her to her will. She writes so that:  
 there may be a record one day of her being chosen and of the precious opportunities  
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 granted her on the farm Grootmoedersdrift of a Christian education and of the 
 privileges of a good Afrikaner home. So that in reading this one day she may ponder   
 the unfathomable ways of Providence, who worked through me, His obedient 
 servant and woman of His people, to deliver her from the bitter deprivation  in which  
 she certainly would have perished as an outcast amongst her own people (2006: 681).  
 
Milla’s decision to take Agaat into her home, and her subsequent resolution to document her 
life, is an attempt to validate her life, and prevent it from going unnoticed and undocumented.  
Her fascination with the whirligigs (which she encounters on the dam the day she first 
encounters the abused Agaat) reveals her desire to capture the tenderness of her bond with the 
child. Amazed by the beauty of the patterns they trace on the water, she is overcome by 
emotion at the “beauty of their [the whirligigs’] existence, however insignificant” (2006: 659) 
and their beautiful patterns, which “vanish without ever having been anything, except that 
Í’ve seen them” (2006: 659). Inspired by the beetles’ drawings on the water (a symbol of 
writing) she is motivated to observe the child’s life through record keeping. This is an 
exercise in acknowledging a life that would otherwise have gone documented, both in Agaat’s 
family home and the social environment of apartheid South Africa.  Thus, Milla’s effort to 
produce a life record for Agaat is a symbolic attempt to ‘fill’ the many apartheid-fashioned 
gaps in South Africa’s official records.   
 
Milla believes in the ‘truth’ value of her diaries as an accurate record of Agaat’s history, 
which is why she takes care to put it through multiple drafts and “add or correct things” 
(2006: 302). However, when Jak advises her to punctuate her disordered writing, she cannot 
understand why this is important, as she is not “trying to write a history book for high 
schools” (2006: 201). Thus, Milla regards her diaries as a space for her private thoughts and 
reflections, and believes them to be an undisclosed, trivial account with little potential to 
disrupt official discourses or cause harm. In contrast to the historical master narrative, her 
writing deals with the historically insignificant life of a coloured woman, and as such, is 
exempt from the demand for formality. Since she believes she is not occupied with official 
historiography, Milla overlooks the fact that she is, in fact, producing the only material 
account of Agaat’s life, a record that has great power.  
 
This irony is revealed once Agaat gains access to the diaries and uses their contents to torture 
Milla with her ill-considered writings. As Agaat matures, Milla gradually loses control over 
her. With the progression of her illness, the matriarch must eventually concede that the other 
woman is beyond her control, and she must now confront the creature she has shaped. As the 
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artist’s personality must symbolically ‘die’ for his/her creation to flourish, Milla must 
relinquish her control over Agaat (in reality she must die) in order for Agaat to live an 
autonomous life. Milla realises that she is “[t]he person who has to wither so that the book of 
her (Agaat’s) life can be filled. As in like manner the great God had to shrink to make room 
for his creation” (2006: 239).  
 
Aside from their more negative connotation as Milla’s interpretation of Agaat’s life, the 
diaries also act as a family record book of sorts. According to Philippe Lejeune, the family 
book is a collective work, usually passed on from father to son in the form of a journal and 
centred on the heritage and the business of the family (1989: 168). The author, who writes as 
the founder of a dynasty, addresses his successor and instructs him in the history of the 
family. Thus, the family book is concerned with upholding a family’s legacy of wealth and 
power from one generation to the next.  
 
Implicitly then, the diaries function as a legacy to Agaat and confirm her position in the 
Redelinghuys women’s matrilineal dynasty once she inherits Grootmoedersdrift. As a socially 
and politically disempowered woman, her inheritance of the farm both continues the 
matriarchal line of power and simultaneously undoes the familial inheritance arrangement, as 
Jakkie renounces his birthright. In this way, Agaat takes up her position as Milla’s ‘first child’ 
and the rightful heir to the farm. Shortly before her death, Milla acknowledges that Agaat is 
an irrefutable “piece of [her]” (2006: 193), a comment that acknowledges the white and 
coloured communities’ shared cultural heritage and confirms them as belonging to the same 
‘family’. Her inclusion in Milla’s ‘family’ provides subtle commentary on the inclusion and 
recuperation of coloured individuals in the ranks of the greater, metaphorical ‘Afrikaner’ 
family. Left with Milla’s diaries as the written record of her life, Agaat is provided with a 
family record book that contains information on the female dynasty of which she forms part. 
In turn, she can build her legacy upon the information contained in the diaries, which is 
suggested by Milla’s conviction that Agaat will continue to write in the diaries long after she 
is dead (2006: 245). Consequently, Milla’s diaries are instrumental to the continuation of 
Grootmoedersdrift’s female dynasty and the preservation and furtherance of its traditions.  
 
3.1.1.4 The diary as signifier: probing the workings of archives 
 
Milla’s diaries, being similar in form and operation to a traditional record, have the potential  
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to signify, and comment on, the archive’s features, in particular its threatened status. Agaat’s 
use of the diaries as a way to torment Milla is a comment on the endangered status of the 
archive, which resides in the prospect of unauthorised readership and the risk of destruction. It 
also reveals the fundamental bias and incompleteness undermining the record’s so-called truth 
status, leaving it open to radical reinterpretation. 
 
During her lifetime, a range of intruders compromises the security of Milla’s diaries. While 
she often stages this, the threat of outside readership makes it impossible for her to predict 
how these outsiders will use the (often-incriminating) content of the diaries. Jakkie articulates 
the threatened status of the record when he refuses to write a letter a letter to his parents 
explaining the reasons for his departure, for fear that “it will find its way into the wrong 
hands” (2006: 603). While Milla intends Jak, for instance, to peruse her writing when she 
plans to confront him, she has no ability to predict the violence of his reactions. When he 
learns of her suspicions that Agaat breastfeeds their son, she is unable to placate his anger, or 
prevent his threats of violence against Agaat (2006: 229). Similarly, Milla cannot control 
what Agaat, and later Jakkie, make of her diaries. The notebooks fall to Agaat’s possession, 
where they pose a significant risk to the dying woman. Agaat uses them as an instrument of 
torture to expose Milla’s self-righteousness and cruelty, while Jakkie too, gains a perspective 
of his mother as sanctimonious and melodramatic. 
 
The danger of unauthorised readership is inherent to the archive’s functioning. In essence, the 
creation of a record is a manifestation of its creator’s desire to ‘forget’. Once information is 
committed to the archive, the record becomes “an instrument of laying to rest or of not 
needing to remember, [of] remembering to forget” (Khanna 2003: 271). This is because, 
while a record produces memory, it also promotes forgetfulness. The existence of a record 
encourages a form of temporary forgetting, because the information held in its safekeeping 
can always be accessed later, when it is needed. In this way, archives constitute a type of 
sepulchre, or burial site; they are a type of interment where information is allocated to a 
location where it cannot stir up disorder in the present (Mbembe 2002: 22). Ultimately, the 
archive’s success thus lies in its exteriority, while the archiving process is one of exerting a 
supreme authority over its contents, “to tame the violence and cruelty of which the ‘remains’ 
are capable, especially when these are abandoned to their own devices” (Mbembe 2002: 22).  
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This is the principle at work when Milla creates the diaries. Her compulsion to chronicle the 
‘beginning’ of her relationship with Agaat and her supposedly God-given order to raise the 
child reveals her desire to commit these details to the record, before she forgets, so that she 
can continue with her life. She adds the commission in the hope that “[p]erhaps it will help 
me to look beyond the trees and see the forest” (2006: 471), that it will offer her greater 
perspective of the past in order that she may continue with the present. The diary also serves 
as a way to compartmentalise her bond with Agaat, to confine first the child, and then the 
servant, to the margins of Milla’s ‘real’ family. In retrospect, she acknowledges that, “You 
thought you could make of the whole Agaat a separate chapter. You thought you could 
quarantine it in this way. As if it were a thing you could tend in an isolation-pen so that 
nobody need experience your failures and your mistakes” (2006: 653). Shortly before her 
death, Milla is able to acknowledge this fact and concedes that it was never possible to 
marginalise Agaat, as she is an integral part of the family. The matriarch’s desire to ‘forget’ 
past events by consigning them to a record is also evident when she collects and arranges her 
diaries in chronological sequence, only to pack them away “[h]igh up in the bedroom 
wardrobe (…) [u]nder the eiderdowns” (2006: 230), before moving them to the sideboard. 
When storing her diaries, it is to ‘forget’ about them until she is ready to present them to 
Agaat. When she later becomes ill and realises that she should destroy the diaries, Agaat is 
unwilling to relinquish the notebooks and dredges up the information Milla wishes to forget. 
Like all archives, Milla’s diaries are subject to a period of ‘closing’, or withdrawal into 
secrecy that marks the first years of their life, when Milla is not ready to open them to outside 
readership. Access to the diaries is first controlled by Milla, and later by Agaat, who leaves 
them for Jakkie to find only after she has made the required adjustments. 
 
The archive is not only a threatened institution due to the possibilities that exist for illicit 
readership and the exploitation of its content. The record’s threatened status resides in its 
exteriority, which locates it under constant threat of destruction. On a practical level, the 
material in the archive’s possession can be erased or lost, with the result that the very gesture 
of ‘keeping safe’ is always endangered by the possibility of destruction. However, the threat 
has greater figurative significance, as it also concerns what Derrida terms a death drive, the 
inevitable proviso of every archive (2002: 42). This death-drive is already always present in 
the processes whereby any record is compiled. It exists in the procedures by which 
information is selected for inclusion in a record, whilst other content is marginalised, 
censored, or destroyed. The death drive is thus already present in the essential finitude, or 
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limitations of the archive, which results from its tendency towards excision and excess. 
However, the death drive manifests in yet another manner: the impetus to destroy the record, 
without leaving any reminder or trace (Derrida 2002: 42). The individual experiences the 
impulse towards the death-drive through his/her compartmentalised psyche and the allocation 
of different traces of information to different ‘levels’ of the psyche, such as the conscious and 
sub-conscious levels of the mind. Conversely, the institution experiences the death-drive as 
the repression and destruction of all information that could jeopardise its authority and power.  
 
In the novel, Jak often voices the risk of the archive’s destruction, as he threatens to destroy 
Milla’s diaries, once even vowing to burn them (2006: 36). On a metaphorical level, his 
threats signify the large-scale destruction (notably often by burning) of archival holdings 
between 1990 and 1994 in South Africa, as investigated by the TRC’s enquiries into the 
destruction of public records.4
 
 This was done to keep the apartheid state’s many 
transgressions secret. Similarly, the death-drive is apparent in Milla’s desire to destroy the 
incriminating information contained in her diaries, when, faced with the prospect of being at 
Agaat’s mercy, she instructs her to burn the notebooks on a bonfire (2006: 333).  
Since Agaat does not destroy Milla’s notebooks, the endangered status of the diaries is best 
depicted by the latter’s readership. Not only does she expose and challenge the inaccuracies 
and omissions of the record by upholding their content to Milla, but actively rewrites it in 
order to create a more accurate and acceptable document of her life. Agaat’s readings turn 
Milla’s deathbed into a symbolic “fireplace” (2006: 648), in which the dying woman is held 
accountable for her record, and offered the opportunity for penitence. She compels Milla to 
introspection and self-judgement by presenting her with the ‘official’ record of events 
contained in the diaries, as it contrasts with the white woman’s increasing recognition of her 
culpability. Indeed, in an imagined dialogue with the visiting Beatrice, Milla recognises the 
confrontational function of her diaries, asserting that, “I am delivered to the mercy of my 
diary of former days” (2006: 270). 
 
The erstwhile daughter tears the inscription from the front of the first diary and pins it up “on 
the reading stand right up against my [Milla’s] nose” (2006: 10), next to a table of the 
                                                 
4 The National Intelligence Service headquarters, for instance, destroyed an estimated 44 tons of paper-based and 
microfilm records in a 6-8 month period during 1993. TRC Report, vol. 1, ch. 8, p. 219 (par. 60). (Harris 2002: 
136).  
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patient’s ailments and their accompanying therapies and medications, hereby suggesting that 
“the two documents belong to the same order of truth” (2006: 10). The inscription is intended 
to serve as “proof that everything she [Agaat] reads to me from the little books was written by 
myself” (2006: 10), whereas the table of ailments compels Milla to deep introspection by 
reminding her that she is at Agaat’s mercy. By comparing the dedication with the reality of 
her illness, Agaat holds Milla accountable for the account contained in her diaries, and forces 
her to confront her “unconsidered writing” (2006: 11) as a result of her newfound 
understanding of their many distortions and omissions. In her reading of the diaries, Agaat 
reveals the destructive capacity of writing and record making. She reveals that writing is a 
sort of artificial and artful ruse that distorts events, so that, as the author puts it, “als je iets 
beschrijft, vermoord je het eigenlijk” (van Niekerk in Paris 2008: 48). Eventually, Milla is 
forced to concede that the servant’s story “wasn’t meant for the diary. Nothing about it was 
meant for a diary” (2006: 653). 
 
Agaat consequently acts as an ‘inquisitor’ and ‘priest’ in the text. By holding Milla 
accountable for what she has written, she extracts confessions and admissions of guilt from 
the dying woman, which emerge throughout the remainder of Milla’s narrative. As a result, 
the interaction between the two women is transposed into a religious sphere, and assumes a 
strong penitential element. Agaat’s power to grant Milla forgiveness, or to withhold it, makes 
her an almost religious figure, reminiscent of a priest absolving a confessor of his/her sins. 
Milla’s daily environment preceding her death is strictly controlled by Agaat and becomes a 
kind of “[p]urgatory” (2006: 158) of the servant’s making. Indeed, Milla feels that she is 
being punished by a vengeful God, and likens this unforgiving entity to Agaat, by claiming 
that God has “become a woman. He is now named Agaat” (2006: 270). On a metafictional 
level, Agaat’s presence reveals her role as the controlling force behind Milla’s narrative as a 
whole. 
 
Milla claims that she cannot remember what she wrote in her diaries, “[t]hirty, thirty-six years 
ago” (2006: 10). Agaat reads various extracts from the books to Milla during their customary 
“reading-aloud session” (2006: 9) and arranges the entries in whichever order takes her fancy, 
since she delights in keeping the best part for last. As a result, the entries in the third pile of 
booklets detailing her first traumatised days on Grootmoedersdrift are only revealed in the last 
chapter, as the last of the entries Agaat reads to Milla before she dies. 
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Agaat is however, not content with merely reading the diaries, but is also implicated in 
annotating their content, so that she becomes the ‘editor’ of Milla’s writing. The diaries offer 
Agaat great transgressive potential as she has the opportunity to redraft them to her 
satisfaction. The diaries do not contain Agaat’s whole story, as her adoptive mother could 
never bring herself to document the conditions under which she found the little girl, or her 
reasons for adopting her. Consequently, the very “first entry[,] [t]he real beginning of it all” 
(2006: 10), is omitted from her diaries, because the event is too cherished, too precious and 
fine (2006: 520) to articulate it. Milla felt that “writing would efface the fragile event, (and)… 
words would spoil everything” (2006: 519). Thus, the diaries are characterized by a sense of 
incompleteness. They contain numerous omissions and inaccuracies, which Agaat seeks to 
restore when she annotates their contents. Agaat foregrounds the many omissions in the 
diaries and calls attention to “[e]verything that you [Milla] forgot and never even noted in 
your little books” (2006: 405).  
 
Agaat becomes the co-author of Milla’s diaries. The dying woman often does not recognise 
her handwriting, which strikes her as “strange, more upright, harder than [she] thought of 
[her]self as writing” (2006: 601). Moreover, there is the suggestion that Agaat has been 
editing the booklets long before the onset of Milla’s illness, from when she stored them in the 
sideboard, which is when Milla’s handwriting first strikes her as odd. Considering the 
suggestion that Agaat is adept at copying others’ handwriting (she replicates Jakkie’s 
handwriting in a letter to his parents) it is impossible to distinguish her annotations and 
insertions from the original content written by Milla. Eventually, it is impossible to 
distinguish Milla’s original writing from Agaat’s many annotations, corrections, deletions, 
and additions. Agaat’s habit of correcting and annotating the diaries in red pen, before 
checking a particular section off as ‘read’; remind one of a teacher’s careful revision, a 
compulsion to have the dairies comply with expected standards. So invasive is her editing that 
Milla soon wonders how much of what is being read to her was originally contained in the 
diaries, and how much Agaat “invent[s] (…) as she goes along” (2006: 9). Indeed, Agaat’s 
presence in the dairies is so pronounced that Jakkie, returning to Grootmoedersdrift after his 
mother’s death to find the blue booklets, is shocked by the extent to which the notebooks have 
been altered, with Agaat ensuring that “[a]ll the words [are] written out in full, the sentences 
provided with punctuation. As if she couldn’t tolerate the abbreviations and untidiness” 
(2006: 680).  
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As a symbol for the defacement of her diaries and the dishevelled state in which they reach 
Jakkie, Milla’s preoccupation with the whirligigs is again significant. The beetles trace 
multiple circles on the water to create a dense palimpsest of “rapidly successive perfect 
circles, overlapping, circling against one another, fading away, starting anew, a weltering 
writing on water” (2006: 685). The layeredness of the whirligigs’ circles echoes how Milla’s 
writing disappears under Agaat’s editing. As the insects trace circle over overlapping circle, 
so too does Agaat write over Milla’s writing, until neither Milla, nor the reader, can be sure 
what the books originally contained.  
 
In the manner that archives are never ‘closed off’ or sutured documents, but remain open to 
future reinterpretation, Milla’s diaries never become closed and substantive documents. The 
dying woman is aware that Agaat is constantly engaged in revising her life narrative by 
documenting her life after her paralysis, and may continue to do so even after her death. She 
believes Agaat “would be able to spend the rest of her earthly days writing down what she 
went through with me” (2006: 244). The dying woman’s only interim advantage is that she 
“won’t live for long enough to read her writings one day” (2006: 245) and will be spared the 
resulting record of her slow death and exhausting emotional battle with Agaat. Indeed, the 
white woman’s diaries continue to speak of her hubris when they reach Jakkie after her death.  
 
3.1.2 Deathbed narration         
 
This narrative level spans roughly the period from mid-November 1996 to Milla’s death a few 
weeks later in December. Milla’s immobility and speechlessness compel her to deep 
introspection. It also provides Agaat with the opportunity to exact her revenge on her 
erstwhile mother, which initiates Milla’s confessions and her request for forgiveness. The 
matriarch’s debilitating illness illustrates the gradual power shift between the two women, 
with Milla becoming increasingly dependent on Agaat as her illness progresses. This internal 
monologue describes the interaction between the two women in the last few weeks of Milla’s 
life. The dying woman mulls over her daily decline and her nurse’s care, so that her sensory 
awareness of her surroundings and Agaat’s behaviour is foremost in her mind, while she 
indulges in sporadic musings – which she calls fantasies (2006: 540) – of her death and burial, 
as well as the events likely to follow her demise. In the absence of death, Milla has the time to 
mull over her life. She feels that she is, “a skeleton within a skeleton, a crate in a truck, but I 
still have time, in me is my time, my wasting flesh preserves my time within me” (2006: 102). 
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As a result, her deathbed account introduces and contextualises the rest of her narrative by 
juxtaposing the past with the present.  
 
Suffering from motor neuron disease, Milla is “locked up in [her] own body” (2006: 21) and 
‘imprisoned’ in her mind. Following Jakkie’s focalisation in the prologue, this section is the 
reader’s introduction to Milla’s stream of consciousness in the narrative present. It clarifies 
that the narrative to follow plays out in the dying woman’s mind and that any subsequent 
‘dialogue’ with her apparent ‘converser’ Agaat, takes place on a nonverbal level. Due to the 
‘imagined’ quality of Milla’s communication, which is never articulated in spoken language 
since she is incapable of speaking, these passages (like the flashbacks) are presented in 
interior monologue. This technique is used in fiction to represent the psychic content and 
processes of character, “partly or entirely unuttered, just as these processes exits at various 
levels of conscious control before they are formulated for deliberate speech” (Humphrey 
1972: 24, my emphasis). Indirect interior monologue maintains the “fluidity and sense of 
realism in the depiction of states of consciousness” (1972: 29), but has the benefit of 
coherence and surface unity (1972: 29) evident in its use of the sound grammatical structure 
and logical formulation. The author presents the subject matter “as if it were directly from the 
consciousness of a character and, with commentary and description, guides the reader through 
it” (1972: 29). Indirect interior monologue thus gives the reader a sense of the author’s 
continuous presence and control over the character. Since it gradually familiarises the reader 
with a character’s mind, it is less bewildering than direct interior monologue, which is far 
more incoherent and characterized by greater fluency and the use of free association. It is used 
to precede the more invasive forays into the chaos and disjointedness of Milla’s (sub-) 
consciousness depicted in the lyrical intermezzos.  
 
The dying woman’s deathbed narrative is important for its depiction of her emotional and 
psychological reactions to her slow death. As she experiences the rapid decline of her body, 
Milla experiences the need to express her feelings of sorrow, anger and fear to an empathic 
and nonjudgmental audience. She needs someone to share her emotions with, especially the 
feelings of anxiety she experiences when she realizes the extent of her physical deterioration. 
Often her monologue suggests the presence of an overwhelming angst that she cannot begin 
to articulate, an “apprehension that on my own I cannot shape into thought” (2006: 102) 
without the comforting presence of Agaat.  
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The recurring imagery associated with the blue emperor butterfly again comes to the 
forefront here. For Milla, the insect is a symbol of the life and vitality she has lost. In a 
moment of macabre humour, she plays a trick on her nosy friend Beatrice by opening her 
eyes very wide, peeling them back, and flickering her eyelids to resemble the movements of a 
butterfly’s wings as “my bier of death, the flicker of death, sustained and unmistakable, the 
vibrating blackwhite eyelash butterfly. Leminitis camilla” (2006: 274). By joking in this way, 
and punning on the Latin name of the butterfly so that it reads liminal Milla (in an ironic 
word play on her occupation of the border between life and death), Milla experiences a life-
affirming moment, in which she comes to accept the unavoidability of her incumbent death. 
Ironically, nearing her death, she feels most alive and she notes how the invigorating effect of 
her prank is “all I could desire” (2006: 274 - 275). For Milla, the butterfly symbolizes the 
resilience of spirit, which will eventually take flight from the confines of her inert body. Her 
black humour signals a substantial development of her character as she comes to accept her 
imminent death.  
 
Milla’s deathbed account is also useful to depict the communication barriers existing between 
herself and Agaat. The older woman desires to converse with Agaat because it is her “laaste 
kans op selfwording (en) op sielsverwerwing” (Loots 2004: 4). It is the last opportunity she 
has to apologise to Agaat and attain her forgiveness. However, Milla’s attempts at 
communicating with Agaat are a gruelling exercise and she believes the frustration of 
“getting communication going” (2006: 9) will be “the end of me yet” (2006: 90), in an ironic 
word play on her inevitable death. Her deathbed becomes a space fraught with confrontation 
and conflict.  
 
Agaat helps Milla spell out her questions and comments on an old alphabet chart. She uses a 
duster-stick and systematically works her way through the alphabet, until Milla blinks to 
select the requisite letter required for her sentence. In this instance, the novel has as intertext 
Jean-Dominique Bauby’s memoir Le Scaphandre et le Papillion (1997) [The Diving-bell and 
the Butterfly (2002)], which the author dictated by blinking his left eye to select letters on a 
alphabet chart. Agaat creates “a skeleton of language” (2006: 436) on Milla’s bedroom wall, 
consisting of an alphabet chart, as well as various other “auxiliary lists on slips of paper” 
(2006: 435) that contain frequently used phrases and words, expletives, pronouns, 
prepositions and punctuation marks, even a system of “dots to mark an implication” (2006: 
436). Despite these efforts to ease the communication process for Milla, Agaat imposes her 
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own meaning on Milla’s exchanges. Milla is irritated that she “looks at what I [Milla] signal 
and she points and she points until there’s a word, three words, half a sentence, and then she 
starts guessing” (2006: 436). She also determines Milla’s tone. Indeed, the patient notices 
that the nurse “can’t always keep her voice neutral. She charges my sentences with her own 
resonances. Disbelief, emphasis, mockery. She adds on and improvises” (2006: 437). When 
she does this, Milla becomes so enraged that she has to spell out “Don’t put words into my 
mouth, exclamation mark” (2006: 436) or “Don’t anticipate my meanings, don’t impose the 
wrong stress, wrong nuances on me. Exclamation, exclamation, exclamation!” (2006: 436). 
Since Agaat has the power to dictate the immobile Milla’s narrative and to impose her own 
meaning unto it, the coloured woman emerges as the dominant narrator in these moments.  
 
Finally, Milla’s narrative depicts her obligation to review and lay to rest the past before she 
can die in peace. Her narrative thus has close parallels to that of the protagonist in Karel 
Schoeman’s novel Hierdie lewe (1993) [This Life (2005)]. Set in the nineteenth century and 
early 1900s, the novel depicts a speechless old woman on her deathbed, and her recollections 
of the past. Both texts are predominantly retrospective, mostly recalling ‘dead’ time and only 
periodically returning to the present where the women lie dying. In both instances, “[w]ords 
are no longer of any use” (Schoeman 2005: 44) to the women and they are obliged to silent 
reminiscence. In many instances, the musings of Schoeman’s narrator ring true for Milla’s 
situation and are useful to reveal important aspects of her deathbed recollections.  
 
Schoeman’s nameless protagonist experiences her narrative as a burden. The old woman can 
only die once she has told her tale in full, once “the report [is] delivered, the account given 
and the balance determined” (Schoeman 2005: 225). She is at the mercy of “the relentless 
thoughts I cannot control and the memories I cannot evade, (…) [under] the obligation to 
repeat what I do not want to remember and to relive what I have forced myself to forget” 
(Schoeman 2005: 138). Approaching her death, the old woman undertakes the daunting 
project of remembering and of composing the fragments of her memory into a coherent 
whole. This process is crucial to bring closure to her life, so that she can die in peace. Her 
project is: 
To sift through and arrange the bits and pebbles and chips, the patches and threads  
and ribbons and notes, and finally to piece together from these the story in which I  
have figured over all these years, silent and vigilant in the corner or at the edge of the  
company, and perhaps to understand, and even to forgive, to have all the unspoken  
anxieties, reproaches and sorrows eliminated, the last scores settled (2005: 9).  
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Milla, much like Schoeman’s narrator, must also undergo a process of recollection before she 
can die. She is persistently confronted by Agaat, who obliges her to relive their history and 
who holds her accountable for her part in it, by reading her diaries and forcing it “down [her] 
gullet” (2006: 11). As a result, her narrative is, on occasion, less introspective, and more 
defensive than is to be expected of an inner monologue. This is perhaps because the dying 
woman is often manipulated into defending herself against Agaat’s accusations.  
 
On her deathbed, Milla must recall the story of her life, “About what was and what is to be. 
About what I have come to in these last days and nights. About how I must get there over the 
fragments I am trying to shore” (2006: 163). This statement recalls the line, “These fragments 
I have shored against my ruins”, in the final part of Eliot’s The Waste Land (1922). Here the 
traveller, confronted with the chaos and waste of the modern world, suffers hardship, delusion 
and a sense that all is chaotic before he can achieve peace. Similarly, Milla, confronted with 
certain death, must endure the penalties of her past in order to die peacefully. If the 
protagonist in This Life, subjected to the force of memory, observes how “helpless I lie here 
(…) and (…) cannot evade the reckoning demanded of me” (2005: 138), her remarks are 
particularly relevant to Milla, who is completely at Agaat’s mercy.  
 
While Schoeman’s protagonist realizes that “the past is beyond redemption” (Schoeman 2005: 
44), Milla experiences an overwhelming regret over the past and a strong desire to reverse 
time and correct her mistakes. Her regrets are listed and recorded for the reader in that she 
summarises her transgressions against Agaat as having “pushed (her) away”, having 
“for(saken) her after I’d appropriated her”, having “captured (her) without capturing her” and 
having “locked (her) up before I’d unlocked her” (2006: 540).  
 
3.1.3 Flashbacks to the past  
 
Milla contemplates her past in vivid flashbacks. These passages are assembled “by wyse van 
vertellings in die tweede persoon wat meestal chronologies op mekaar volg, ŉ tegniek wat ŉ 
volgehoue selfaanspreking meebring” (Kannemeyer 2005: 636). With the exception of four 
instances (in chapters 7, 9, 11 and 12), these sections appear immediately after Milla’s 
deathbed narration, and so serve to juxtapose her present and past. They highlight the errors of 
the past and contain Milla’s acknowledgement of guilt for her past actions. The flashbacks 
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therefore do not only allow the reader access to Milla’s consciousness during events in the 
narrated past, but also ensure that her actions are contextualised by her social environment 
and the choices available to her at the time.  
 
As with the diaries, the flashbacks also consist of indirect interior monologue, but with one 
principle difference: in hindsight, Milla is able to distance herself emotionally from the past 
and to contemplate her shared history with Agaat more objectively. She does so much more 
effectively than in the present, where she has to content with her impending death. While the 
diaries are written in the first person, Milla addresses herself in the second person during the 
flashbacks. Philippe Lejeune points out that the second person is often used to lecture or 
encourage the self, in examinations of conscience or judgements, or to prepare a type of trial 
in which one speaks to oneself as if one were one’s superego (1989: 248). Milla’s 
retrospection and vivid recollection of past events (rendered profoundly ironic in her present 
situation) enables her to examine her actions, confront the consequences of the decisions she 
made, and acknowledge her guilt.  
 
By addressing herself in the second person, Milla gains a distancing perspective on the past. 
The use of the pronoun ‘you’ functions as a “figure of enunciation” (1989: 32) and highlights 
Milla’s composite identity. In effect, it highlights that there are two distinctive focalizers at 
work in the novel: the younger, naive Milla of years past (who wrote her diaries without a 
thought for the consequences) and the disillusioned, ‘wiser’ Milla on her deathbed.   
 
On a metafictional level, the flashbacks are a technique used to highlight Milla’s tendency 
towards hypernarrativia, or her awareness of her history and present condition as material for 
an engaging ‘story’. While Milla certainly reprimands herself for her contribution to the 
wrongs of the past, the flashbacks also provide her with the opportunity to view herself as a 
mere participant in her life story, since these sections depict her pondering over the actions of 
her husband, child, and Agaat.  By including the uncontrollable actions of other key players, 
and by addressing herself in the second person, Milla distances herself from the events of the 
past and assesses them almost dispassionately. Hence, she views many events as having been 
beyond her control, such as the circumstances that led to her forgetting Agaat’s birthday three 
years in a row (2006: 558).  
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Ultimately, this narrative level supplies background information on the events contained 
within the novel, presented by the main focalizer in as factual and objective a manner as 
possible, and with the new perspective gained through hindsight. Reviewing the past enables 
Milla to identify her errors of judgement, and to link past events with their future 
consequences in a way that binds the novelistic events into a coherent whole.  
 
3.1.4 Lyrical intermezzos 
 
Milla’s lyrical passages are the most challenging narrative form in Agaat. These fluid stream 
of consciousness narratives are akin to poetry and appear mostly in the third position (after 
her deathbed narration and flashbacks) in each chapter, with the exception of the final chapter, 
where they appear last and depict Milla’s semi-conscious state before death. They chart the 
development of her illness from her diagnosis, through the various stages of the syndrome’s 
progression, to her death. The seemingly inchoate passages appear in moments when Milla 
temporarily loses consciousness (often due to a lack of oxygen) and their level of surface 
coherence diminishes as her illness progresses, becoming almost incomprehensible in the 
moments just before her death.  
 
These passages may be termed intermezzos, with full understanding of the term’s multiple 
meanings as: a) an interlude b) a short piece of music that is performed between longer 
movements of an extended musical score, and c) a short musical composition, usually for a 
solo pianist. These sections signify an interval, or break from the coherent, logically presented 
story contained in the rest of Milla’s account. On a metafictional level, their importance as 
musical terms point to their structural composition. These sections are far shorter than the rest 
of Milla’s extended narrative, and their content is guided only by Milla’s consciousness, and 
are so the product of a single mind. The other forms of Milla’s extended account are all either 
influenced by, or concerned with, Agaat. The coloured woman not only edits and/or rewrites 
the diary entries, but also determines the order of their presentation to the reader. In addition, 
the matriarch’s deathbed accounts and flashbacks are both preoccupied with Agaat’s 
behaviour and appear to prioritise her subjectivity over that of Milla. Consequently, the 
intermezzo-sections are the only narrative platform that is concerned exclusively with Milla’s 
thoughts and feelings.  
 
The lyrical passages have a fluid, and distinctly dream-like quality, perhaps of wish-fulfilment  
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expressed as a hallucinatory experience in the course of Milla’s sleep, or her momentary 
lapses in consciousness. Also embedded in these narrative moments, are excerpts from 
Milla’s diaries that depict moments from her past. The inclusion of extracts from the diaries 
may be explained by the fact that the diaries (reread to Milla by Agaat) are often in Milla’s 
mind, so that her subconscious is burdened with the implications of her writings. Hein Viljoen 
argues that Milla’s intermezzos are also indicative of “wat Julia Kristeva die semiotiese 
element van taal noem, wat ritme, intonasie, gebaar en melodie vooropstel” (2005: 175). 
Hence, the intermezzos are a space to portray those experiences, such as the contemplation of 
death, for which language is essentially inadequate. This technique offers insight into the 
deepest recesses of Milla’s psyche, and is an effective technique used by the author in her 
presentation of the dying woman’s character.  
 
Stylistically, these passages display an experimental style and are distinguished 
typographically from the rest of the text using italics. The excerpts from Milla’s 
consciousness incorporate many techniques associated with poetry, such as strong imagery, a 
disregard for the traditional rules of syntax, lyrical flights of the imagination and departures 
from rationality, and the use of free association and sensory perceptions. These poetic devices 
depict the dying woman’s chaotic stream of consciousness, and highlights that the intricate 
workings of the human mind do not prescribe to principles of logic and coherence. On a 
metafictional level, the use of poetry also suggests the author’s lyrical bent as a published 
poet of two early collections of poetry, Sprokkelster (1977) and Groenstaar (1983).  
 
Stream of consciousness is utilized to signify a character’s “general psychic processes” 
(Hutcheon 1984: 26) and to express the “particular creative [psychic processes] in the 
manufacture of [his/her] fictive universe” (Hutcheon 1984: 26). Used in the intermezzos, the 
stream of consciousness technique demonstrates that Milla’s consciousness is in a state of 
anxiety and confusion. Many of the poetic devices used in these ‘lyrical flight’ passages have 
implications beyond the aesthetic, such as the psychological processes of free association and 
symbolisation in the dying woman’s mind.  
 
As the closest approximation of the disorderliness of Milla’s free-flowing thoughts and of her 
unedited stream of consciousness, these passages are written in direct interior monologue. 
This technique presents a character’s consciousness to the reader with negligible author 
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interference, and with no auditor assumed (1972: 25). The “elements of incoherence and 
fluidity” (1972: 27) in these sections are emphasised stylistically by the use of imagery, and 
syntactically by a complete lack of punctuation, a specific subject matter, or sound links 
between unrelated thoughts. The least mediated of the four narrative techniques used by the 
author; Milla’s intermezzos are stylistically similar to the portrayal of Molly Bloom’s 
ruminations in James Joyce’s Ulysses (1922), and similar passages in the fiction of the 
modernists Virginia Woolf and Marcel Proust. The use of this form of interior monologue at 
the end of Agaat is particularly effective, as the reader is by now familiar enough with Milla 
character, for her jumbled stream of consciousness to be informative and intriguing. It is 
significant that instances of direct interior monologue (such as those constituting the lyrical 
intermezzos) are mostly embedded in Van Niekerk’s novel towards the end of most chapters, 
and only once the situation of the dying woman and the nature of her illness have been 
communicated to the reader.  
 
The intermezzos indicate that Milla’s consciousness cannot be concentrated for very long in 
its processes and oscillate rapidly between subjects. Instead, her thoughts are guided by 
psychological free association, which involves the “power of one thing to suggest another 
through an association of qualities in common or in contrast, wholly, or partially – even to the 
barest suggestion” (1972: 43). The dying woman’s free association is controlled by three 
factors: her memory, as its basis, her senses, which guide it, and her imagination, which 
determines its elasticity. As she slips into death, she recalls the very beginning of Agaat’s 
story, when she found the child in a fireplace. In her delirium, Agaat resembles a creature 
with a “forehead of flame eyes of soot mouth from which glowing coals crumble roaring 
flames” (2006: 672). In the final moments before death, Milla’s consciousness is influenced 
by her sensory awareness of Agaat’s presence, but she finds it impossible to distinguish 
between her own body and that of Agaat. This signals her profound identification with the 
coloured woman and confirms their strong bond, while the apparent fusion of their bodies 
recalls Agaat’s position as Milla’s first child. The matriarch’s last thoughts depict an 
imagined conversation between herself and Agaat, in which she asks, “where are you agaat?” 
(2006: 673), and the latter answers “here I am” (2006: 673). In Milla’s imagination, Agaat 
becomes her guide in death, she is “a mouth that with mine mists the glass in the valley of the 
shadow of death” (2006: 673). The matriarch’s last awareness is that there lies “in [her] hand 
the hand of the small agaat” (2006: 674) and she is comforted by this. Consequently, the 
novel ends with the suggestion that the women have attained reconciliation.  
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Milla’s final intermezzos strongly reminds of the closing moments of Eben Venter’s Ek 
stamel en sterwe (1996) [My Beautiful Death (2006)]. Here, the dying protagonist’s faltering 
consciousness is represented through unravelling linguistic constructs, with all thought 
eventually disintegrating into meaninglessness. Stylistically, Milla’s last thoughts are 
represented in a similar way.  In this manner, Agaat exhibits a richness of intertextual 
allusion, as the author incorporates themes and techniques used in other works of fiction into 
the fabric of the novel.  
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4.  AGAAT AS LIVING DEPOSITORY OF AFRIKANER CULTURE 
 
 
Agaat’s identity and memory function as a depot in which is accumulated the cultural values 
and instructions of her adoptive mother, as well as that of the greater community in which she 
lives. Since she not only internalises, but also reproduces Afrikaner culture and ideology, 
Agaat functions as a cultural archive, or a repository for the preservation of Afrikaner cultural 
and socio-political values. Yet her memory also serves as a vault for the biographical details 
of Milla’s life, and she is instrumental in facilitating the transferral of this information unto a 
third party, namely Jakkie. In a wider allegorical sense, she is influential in the preservation 
and transfer of cultural and generational knowledge along ancestral lines and functions as the 
link between the past and the present.  
 
Owing to her capacity to capture and disseminate information, Agaat is compared to, and 
associated with, a number of objects symbolically equivalent to the archive, including storage 
spaces (2006: 576) and mirrors (2006: 554). In the novel, mirror imagery is particularly useful 
to illustrate the form and functions of the archive. As spaces for the capture and dispersion of 
images, mirrors are similar in operation to archives. Moreover, they not only reproduce 
images, but also in a way contain and absorb them. In legend and folklore, mirrors are often 
vested with a magic temporal quality to invoke apparitions by conjuring up images they have 
received at some time in the past (Cirlot 1971: 211). Gazing at the captivating reflections in 
her dressing table mirrors, Milla wonders whether a mirror 
 a mirror sometimes preserve everything that has been reflected in it? Is there a record  
 of light, thin membranes compressed layer upon layer that one has to ease apart with  
 the finger-tips so that the colours don’t dissipate, so that the moments don’t blot and  
 the hours don’t run together into inconsequential splotches? (2006: 163). 
 
 
The frequent emergence of mirrors in archival discourse, according to Harris (2002: 136) is a 
result of an enduring, yet erroneous notion that archives reflect reality in a mirror-like 
manner, without any overt manipulation of the information they contain. Society views the 
archive as cordoned off from ‘real life’, as a place where information is compiled in a truthful 
manner and protected from external threats and pressures. However, this notion disregards the 
important role of the various institutions that shape the archive. Recognition of the essentially 
ambivalent nature of the mirror reveals that archives too, reflect reality in an irregular and 
ambivalent way. Mirror imagery is thus instrumental in confirming the link between the 
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mirror and the archive in the text, and by extension, between Agaat and the archive, as the 
coloured woman is frequently compared to a mirror.  
 
In addition, Agaat also fulfils the role of a record-keeper (2006: 452), or scribe, of life on 
Grootmoedersdrift. Milla knows that she “held forth on everything that happened on the farm 
or didn’t happen” (2006: 452). She identifies her as a “chronicle” (2006: 452) of information 
and notes that her letters to Jakkie speak of the accuracy of “[a] record keeper’s statistics” 
(2006: 452), with no event escaping her attention. As record keeper, she exercises control 
over the information she disseminates to Jakkie and so decides to omit “the dreadful daily 
quarrels between [Milla] and Jak and the swearing and tears” (2006: 452) in the letter she 
writes him. Through the exclusion of unpleasant events, she distorts reality to offer Jakkie 
‘evidence’ that “the Grootmoedersdrift homestead was a model of peace and harmony” (2006: 
452). In this way, she also reveals the discriminatory processes – the notion of excess and 
excision – that go into the making of records, exposing that there is no such thing as a neutral 
archive.  
 
This chapter investigates how Agaat becomes an archive through a process of 
transculturation, which renders her a hybrid identity occupying the border between an earlier 
cultural heritage and her new, adopted culture. This section will further examine how the 
coloured woman fulfils several of the functions associated with the archive, which includes 
not only the acquisition of knowledge from Milla, but also the transference thereof to an 
external party, in this case Jakkie. In addition, this chapter questions whether, as subaltern, 
Agaat has an autonomous ‘voice’ in the text, and succeeds in communicating her subjectivity 
to those around her. The servant’s creative and subversive use of her acquired cultural goods, 
through an extended process of mimicry, reveals how she negotiates her position in the De 
Wet household and, by implication, challenges the status quo of apartheid South Africa.  
 
4.1 Becoming an archive: Agaat’s transculturation and hybrid identity  
 
Agaat’s story is “the story of colonisation” (Slabbert 2006: 241), of her ‘rescue’, her 
‘domestication’, and her overall cultural transformation. Removed from her family and 
community, she is resettled in the De Wet’s home, where she is encouraged to adopt the 
cultural practices of her adoptive mother, while she is discouraged from pursuing the peculiar 
habits to which she appears drawn from a young age. She undergoes a process of cultural 
hybridisation, in which her unique cultural preferences and tendencies are combined with 
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elements of Milla’s Afrikaner heritage. This process is not one of equal and reciprocal cultural 
exchange between coloniser and colonised, but rather a violent process of cultural domination 
and usurpation ensuing from their respective positions of empowerment and 
disempowerment. 
 
While Agaat exhibits unusual behaviour and ritual practices from an early age, and continues 
to do so throughout her adult life, there is no indication that she understands, or is able to 
articulate, the origins and significance of these practices, as she has no occasion to speak in 
the text. Her gravitation towards an alternative cultural heritage manifests in bizarre and 
outlandish conduct, which Milla has little capacity to interpret. Taken from her family at 
around age five, Agaat is in the early stages of her identity formation when she arrives on 
Grootmoedersdrift and spends the rest of her formative years under Milla’s care. While critics 
like Andries Visagie and Loraine Prinsloo argue that Agaat’s acculturation, or the change in 
her cultural identity, is induced by the adoption of elements from a foreign culture (2007: 54), 
it is notable that the text disallows the possibility of recuperating the coloured woman’s 
earlier cultural identity by blurring the boundaries between her supposedly ‘original’ and 
‘adopted’ cultures. Abused and withdrawn, it is unlikely that she possessed a well-developed 
cultural identity that was subsequently shattered by Milla. Moreover, whichever elements of 
her cultural influence Agaat retains from her first home would have many similarities to the 
De Wet’s culture, especially with regard to the communal cultural origins of white 
landowners and their coloured working-class counterparts. Consequently, there is no 
indication in the text that Agaat thinks of her adopted culture as ‘foreign’. Hers is a hybrid 
identity, a fusion of Afrikaner culture and the faint traces of a prior cultural identity. In 
essence, hybridity is syncretic, it is a new form created through the combined appropriation 
and creolisation of master codes. 
 
In almost every respect Agaat is a creature of Milla’s creation, for the white woman 
consciously manipulates the child’s development. This is especially evident in the matriarch’s 
desire, in a display of what her husband calls “the worst case of megalomania & control 
freakery south of the Sahara” (2006: 623), to transform the coloured child in keeping with her 
own image, to illustrate her nurturing prowess. Her venture is to ‘compose’ an identity for the 
changeling, to render her what she calls a “little brown piano” (2006: 528) and “play her full 
of notes until she sounds like a concert” (2006: 528). Jak expresses the success of Milla’s 
endeavours by sarcastically congratulating her on turning Agaat into a “blank page” (2006:  
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478), upon whom she can “impress anything” (2006: 478).  
 
Milla begins her steady cultural instruction of the child by renaming her and having her 
formally christened. The child was originally named Asgat, since she lived in the fireplace of 
her family’s hut on Goedbegin and refused to wear underwear, so that her bottom was always 
covered in ash (2006: 666). This name has numerous negative connotations. Literally defined 
an asgat is a hole where ash and filth is discarded, while it refers, figuratively, to an 
insignificant and worthless person5. It also includes connotations of sexual abuse, as asgat 
invokes the image of the little girl’s sexual denigration. Asgat may also be a satirical play on 
Aspoestertjie, or Cinderella, the fairytale servant who took refuge in the fireplace at the end of 
a hard day’s work so that her skirt was always stained cinder-grey6
 
, just as Agaat’s bottom is 
always covered in ash.  
In the belief that her name is a vital part of her identity and has the power to predict her 
destiny, Milla changes Asgat’s name to Agaat, on recommendation of the family minister. 
Agaat is (a) “Dutch for Agatha”, (b) associated with agate, a semi-precious stone, and (c) 
derived from the Greek agathos, meaning ‘good’.  Milla hopes that the name-change will act 
as “a self-fulfilling prophecy. Like a holy brand it will be, like an immanent destiny, the name 
on the brow, to do good, to want to be good, goodness itself” (2006: 487). She hopes that 
Agaat’s new name will serve as a confirmation of the person she is to become and serve as a 
testimony to the sound moral values Milla intends to instil in her. A play on agate, “a semi-
precious stone” (2006: 487) comprising of various mineral layers, Agaat’s name also denotes 
her complex identity. Milla emphasises that the value of agate is revealed only after it has 
been “correctly polished” (2006: 487), thus implying that any goodness Agaat may possess, is 
the result of her (Milla’s) positive guidance, without which the servant’s positive attributes 
would have remained undiscovered. This implication is reinforced in that the white woman 
believes Agaat to be “inclined to evil” (2006: 569). Milla reveals the power she has over 
Agaat by informing the child that, “if you call things by their names, you have power over 
them” (2006: 527). By renaming the child, she attempts to counteract the demeaning 
connotations of her name, and make it a record filled with nuances of worth and value, 
thereby symbolically creating a better future for her. Nonetheless, an implied reference to the 
child’s earliest beginnings remains in the phonetic proximity of Agaat to Asgat (2006: 487).  
                                                 
5 Woordeboek van die Afrikaanse Taal (Pretoria: Staatsdrukker, 1950-), p. 278. 
6 Sleeping Beauty and Other Stories (London: Treasure Press 1983), p. 10.  
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This suggests that Agaat’s identity is never fully transformed by the matriarch’s interventions.   
 
As a collection of predictions for her life, Agaat’s name is also an archive of many other 
concerns, of which Milla is probably unaware, but that are nevertheless pertinent to her 
character. Agaat suggests an association with the martyr, St. Agatha, whose patronage 
includes associations with fire and fire prevention, natural disasters, nurses, rape victims, 
female sterility and wet-nurses7
 
, all of which has significance for Agaat’s character. The 
coloured woman is raped as a child (2006: 478) and is presumably rendered sterile, has a 
fascination with fire, and plays an important role in every natural disaster that befalls 
Grootmoedersdrift. She is also Jakkie’s wet-nurse, and nurses her adoptive mother to death. 
St. Agatha was tortured by having her breasts crushed and severed, a threat her namesake 
experiences as well, for when Jak discovers that Agaat breastfeeds his son, he threatens to 
“cut off her two tits for her one by one and throw them to the pigs” (2006: 229). Agaat is thus 
closely associated with a religious figure, and with related concerns of piety and martyrdom, 
while she also represents the archetype of the compassionate and nurturing feminine figure. 
Another of Milla’s ploys to encourage Agaat to adopt a ‘white’ identity is her desire that the 
child should discard all objects reminding her of her first home, in particular her hessian sack 
filled with childhood toys. What Milla views as “dirty bag of bumps and lumps” (2006: 667), 
contains the child’s only possessions (a stick, moleskin, and a wheel). Resigned that Agaat 
will not discard the bag, Milla employs it as a site of gradual and invasive cultural 
transformation, by adding various carefully chosen items to the child’s cache. These include a 
tinderbox, a fire stick, and a bellows, items that point to the steady progression of ‘civilised’ 
western knowledge into Agaat’s obstinately regressive ‘ethnic’ character. The bag becomes 
the site of Milla’s domestication of Agaat, as the white woman hides sweets in the bag (2006: 
476) to reward her good behaviour. When the child is later moved to the servant’s quarters, 
Milla transfers these items from the hessian bag to an old brown suitcase, and places them 
under the washstand in the room ostensibly furnished as a gift for Agaat on her birthday 
(2006: 95). The child’s cultural transformation is complete when Milla succeeds in 
diminishing her alternative cultural proclivities to a suppressed and unacknowledged part of 
her being, to a set of cultural signifiers stored neatly out of the way. In keeping with the 
conclusion of her cultural transformation, Agaat is provided with a Bible, a FAK-Sangbundel, 
                                                 
7 www.catholic.org/saints 
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an embroidery book, and the Hulpboek vir Boere in Suid-Afrika, in addition to a copy of Kook 
en geniet, a definitive Afrikaans cookbook. Milla hopes that, once provided with these 
cultural resources, Agaat will “see for herself that hr old things don’t go with hr new things & 
perhaps she won’t even unpack them & forget all about them” (2006: 95). She believes it will 
be best if the child were to abandon her ‘uncultivated’ identity in favour of one as domestic 
worker and childminder, roles better suited to her coloured status in an Afrikaner household.  
However, this intrusion into her privacy upsets Agaat. Upon entering her new room, she 
immediately asks, “What happened to my things?” (2006: 126), indicating that she certainly 
does not intend to readily adopt a new persona.  
 
Milla ultimately views her task as one of civilising the child. Aware of the extent to which she 
purposely dismantles Agaat’s identity in order to reassemble it to her satisfaction, Milla 
believes that she does so to improve the child’s personality and to address concerns such as 
her apparently innate degeneracy. She explains this brutal indoctrination process by way of a 
farming analogy. As punishment for undermining her authority, Milla makes Agaat bray a 
pile of thongs, and reflects how this punishment will instruct her to be dutiful and respectful, 
while teaching her a useful and practical skill. In an attempt to accelerate her inclusion into 
Afrikaner culture, Milla equates Agaat’s being (especially as regards her race) with inherent 
moral degeneracy. She shows Agaat a fresh thong with a black core and demonstrates how 
she will “wind [her] up until all [her] black sins drip out of [her] & wind [her] down & wind 
[her] up again (…) till [she is] a decent servant-girl who doesn’t leave one in the lurch when 
you need her most” (2006: 223). Milla thus tutors Agaat in the hope that she will emerge 
purged from her inborn sinfulness, or her so-called ‘black core’. It is the matriarch’s wish that 
the child will fully internalise Afrikaner values, despite her unalterable racial status. She 
endeavours to make of her an individual who, despite her coloured exterior, is virtually white, 
so that she resembles a well-brayed ‘thong’, in which the “hide is tanned & the core is white” 
(2006: 223). Milla’s commission is complete when, viewing the adult Agaat, she is satisfied 
that, “Agaat is Agaat. I think I made the best of hr that I could. More I think than many other 
people could have managed” (2006: 429). She is adamant that she “made a human being out 
of [Agaat]” (2006: 448) and that she “was nothing, [and would] have stayed nothing, if [she] 
hadn’t taken a chance with [her]” (2006: 448).  
 
Yet despite Milla’s desire to model Agaat into an exact replica of an ideal Afrikaner, and to 
turn her into as close an approximation of a white individual by teaching her to behave like 
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one, she nonetheless instructs the child in skills relevant to her future position as a 
housekeeper on Grootmoedersdrift. Long before she is moved from her room in the 
farmhouse to the servant’s quarters, Milla begins to accustom Agaat to her future role as 
servant. She withholds intimacy from Agaat, in order for her to “learn to know her place” 
(2006: 563) and is adamant that Agaat should learn to perform household tasks so that she 
may become “used to her role in the house” (2006: 570), all the while disguising this process 
as a game, with its implications of frivolity. She “indulge[s]” (2006: 570) the child by letting 
her wash Jak’s socks and handkerchiefs and underpants in the tub in the backyard, while she 
places an apple box in front of the sink so that Agaat can ‘play’ at being her little helper by 
washing the coffee cups for her (2006: 570). When Milla notices that the little girl is “quite 
adroit with [her] weak hand” (2006: 570), she deduces that she possesses an “inborn 
carefulness” (2006: 570) suited to domestic chores. Eventually, Milla is so immersed in this 
role-play that it is her friend Beatrice who reveals dynamics of her treatment of the child that 
Milla herself will not acknowledge. Though Milla is adamant that the child is “not a servant” 
(2006: 639), Beatrice is equally adamant that “she hasn’t noticed other people’s children of 
the same age sweeping stoeps & feeding chickens & serving tea to guests & calling their 
mothers Nooi” (2006: 639). 
 
Settling Agaat in her new room, Milla pins a white cap (an essential part of a servant’s 
ensemble) on her head and requests that she look at herself in the mirror, in order to see how 
much she resembles the servants in a “smart Dutch house” (2006: 125). To her dismay, 
however, she notices that the mirror is mounted too high on the wall. Fearing that it would 
break should she adjust it, she leaves it and instead directs Agaat to look into her eyes, there 
to consider her reflection. The white woman’s role as ‘mirror’ to Agaat thus reveals how the 
other woman’s new identity as servant is created in relation to, and obtains its meaning from, 
Milla’s binary identity as master.  
 
Instead of successfully inducting Agaat into ‘honorary’ white status, Milla is eventually 
forced to concede that she has been successful only in creating a hybrid identity, for Agaat is 
a person torn between opposing communities, belonging to neither. Raised in the De Wet 
home and exposed to ‘higher’ cultural practises such as the arts, Agaat is educated beyond her 
class and loses identification with those sharing her social and political position, such as her 
remaining family and the workers on Grootmoedersdrift. As a ‘privileged’ servant and Milla’s 
right hand, Agaat has no association with her counterparts.  However, as a coloured woman in 
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a white household, she is also not an accepted member of the De Wet family and occupies a 
liminal, marginalised position in the household. Jak exposes this dilemma when he counters 
Milla’s assertion that Agaat is not part of the others workers, or as she puts it, that she is “not 
‘them’” (2006: 389), by arguing that she is “not ‘us’ either” (2006: 389). When moving Agaat 
to the outside room, Milla justifies her actions by claiming that Agaat’s exclusion from the 
homestead might forge a closer bond with her fellow workers and grant her a sense of 
community and belonging, whilst simultaneously confirming Agaat’s subordinate social 
standing. She hopes that “with the move to the outside room she [Agaat] would throw in her 
lot with the others – not altogether of course but just so that she can learn to know her place” 
(2006: 166). However, she is disappointed when it becomes clear that the other servants reject 
Agaat because she is too “white” (2006: 166). The failure of Milla’s attempts to transform 
Agaat into an authentic white Afrikaner woman is symbolised by the old, cracked mirror she 
places in Agaat’s room. Its fractured surface represents the fragmentation of Agaat’s identity 
into ‘white’ and ‘coloured’ subdivisions, as she is a hybrid that does belong fully to either 
category.  
 
4.2 Agaat as cultural archive: preserving Afrikaner culture  
  
 
Milla’s education of Agaat, in which the white woman endeavours to bestow upon the latter 
the “privileges of a good Afrikaner home” (2006: 681), is an exercise in which Agaat is 
steadily inducted into the Afrikaner cultural community, albeit only as a special concession, 
for she remains an outsider. The coloured woman has a wealth of culturally specific 
knowledge at her disposal, ranging from folksongs and children’s rhymes, to idioms and other 
uniquely Afrikaans turns of speech, in addition to knowledge of time-honoured embroidery 
techniques and traditional farm remedies, which makes her a living embodiment of Afrikaner 
culture as she enters the New South Africa. In this way, Agaat operates as the living bearer of 
Afrikaner cultural knowledge. 
 
Under Milla’s tutelage, the simplest of lessons is imbued with ideological content. The white 
woman not only teaches the little girl “the wind directions and the names of the months and 
the seasons of the year and its festivals and what they stand for” (2006: 572), but also takes 
care to “feed her a bit of (religious) history” (2006: 572) at the same time, with explanations 
of the significance of “Good Friday. Easter Monday, Van Riebeeck Day (and) Day of the 
Covenant” (2006: 572). She even teaches Agaat the analphabet on a chart where each letter is 
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assigned to a famous Bible story. In this way, Agaat’s education is infused with the 
ubiquitous nationalist and religious ideologies at the centre of Afrikaner culture’s hegemony.  
 
Agaat’s resemblance to an archive is also evident in that she not only preserves information, 
but also is instrumental in transferring this data from one party to the next. This is a 
significant facet of her likeness to an archive, as there can be no record, if it is not accessible 
to others. One such instance is the flower arrangement Agaat prepares for Jakkie upon his 
return home. Milla notices that she arranges the flowers “as Jakkie liked it, as Agaat had 
taught him to like it, as [she had] taught Agaat” (2006: 587). Andries Prinsloo and Loraine 
Visagie read this event as an example of Agaat’s mimicry and “die ketting van nabootsing van 
Milla se smaak” (2007: 56) as well as an illustration of the relationship between colonizer and 
colonized, in which the latter replicates the former’s practices and rituals. However, Agaat’s 
role as mediator for the transfer of information from Milla to her son explicates her role as an 
archive. She not only preserves Milla’s teachings, but in opting to re-enact them, she oversees 
the transfer of this knowledge to Jakkie, in whose memory his mother’s influence remains. 
Agaat takes Jakkie to “all the little old places that I [Milla] showed hr myself that were my 
places when I was small here on the farm & that pa had shown me” (2006: 295) and Milla 
believes that she relays to Jakkie what Milla’s father taught her and she in turn taught Agaat 
(2006: 295).  
 
In her reproduction of Afrikaner values, Agaat also perpetuates cycles of oppression. This is 
evident in her interaction with her fellow workers on Grootmoedersdrift. Her relatively 
privileged position in the De Wet household as Milla’s trusted assistant sets her apart from the 
other farm workers. Despite her position as a coloured individual who is a victim of pervasive 
racial discrimination, she maintains her position of authority (at least were it concerns the 
other workers) by enacting similar intolerance upon her fellow labourers. She assumes the 
role of Milla’s right hand, and closely replicates the older woman’s authority. This is clear 
during the outbreak of pork measles and the resultant deworming of the farm children. Agaat 
verbally abuses the children and slates them as, among others, “wild things” (2006: 287), 
“worse than pigs” (2006: 287), and “mangy curs” (2006: 287), while she berates one child as 
a “little hotnot (2006: 287). Milla is dismayed by her hostility and wonders, “Where díd the 
words come from? You hadn’t taught her like that. Clump-arse. Pauperworms” (2006: 290). 
While the matriarch is unwilling to acknowledge it, Agaat has acquired these behavioural 
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patterns from Milla’s teachings, which make the servant a veritable stronghold, but in part 
also an exaggeration, of the racial intolerance associated with Afrikaner culture.  
 
Agaat’s re-enactment and expansion of her adopted cultural applications are not, however, 
only mechanical and involuntary reactions. When reproducing her subjugation under Milla’s 
control by exercising authority over her counterparts, she demonstrates a keen understanding 
of the complex ways in which cultural traditions operate to maintain the social status quo and 
extend the hegemony of the ruling class. This is especially evident in her cunning 
appropriation of religion as a tool of social and political indoctrination. In order to secure the 
co-operation of the farm workers for the preparations for Jakkie’s birthday feast, she subjects 
them to “scripture and prayers. A kind of revivalist sermon she delivered there to them every 
evening, on the pattern of the broadcast services on radio, filled with invocations of the 
fatherland and exorcisms of the enemy” (2006: 543). She also takes care to ply the labourers 
with good food, and nags at Jak to “pour the tots with a heavier hand at knocking-off time so 
that they should be warmly receptive to the gospel by the time they gathered in the backyard” 
(2006: 543). Milla recognises that this sudden piety is nothing but a “plot” (2006: 543). She 
understands that Agaat “wasn’t really a believer, she just knew how it worked” (2006: 543). 
The coloured woman has thus thoroughly learned the mechanisms of power. She understands 
the use of religion as a tool of ideological instruction, propaganda, and orchestrated political 
oppression, and knows that the careful distribution of opiates like food and alcohol is useful to 
placate the discontented workers and discourage them from revolt. The servant thus extracts, 
refines, and reinforces the ideological impetuses behind the maintenance of Afrikaner 
hegemony. 
 
Agaat not only acquires proficiency in her adopted culture, but also ironically comes to 
surpass Milla. Owing to her “good Afrikaner education” (2006: 545) under Milla’s watchful 
gaze, Agaat comes to represent the very best (and worst) Afrikaner culture has to offer, 
although she ironically remains “die uitgeslote, ontkieserde, gemarginaliseerde buitestaander” 
(Wessels 2006: 39), both in the De Wet household and the community at large. The servant 
emerges as the triumphant product of Milla’s dedicated tutelage and earns her reluctant 
respect. From her skill in embroidery to her ability in the kitchen, her unparalleled farming 
knowledge and her innovative wordcraft (apparent in her creative distortions of celebrated 
Afrikaner folk songs and stories), Agaat earns Milla’s reluctant respect and admiration. 
Indeed, Jak acknowledges that Agaat speaks better Afrikaans than most journalists (2006: 
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598) – perhaps the author’s satirical stab at journalists – while Milla is astonished at her 
success in solving a difficult seeder sum, admitting, “There’s not a single farmer of my 
acquaintance who could do that sum” (2006: 227). Agaat’s complete assimilation of Afrikaner 
culture is finally revealed when she has the people at Milla’s funeral service sing the third 
verse of Die Stem (2006: 675), containing a confirmation of the Afrikaner’s love for South 
Africa and an expression of his/her willingness to die for the country. This indicates how she 
has become the veritable custodian of the Afrikaner culture she inherited from her adoptive 
mother.  
 
One of the most profound ways in which Agaat exceeds Milla is in her role as surrogate 
mother to Jakkie. Interestingly, there are striking parallels between the coloured woman and 
the Greek mythological figure Hephaestus, a god born lame and rejected by his mother before 
being fostered by the Sea Goddess, under whose guidance he acquires his skill at metallurgy. 
The god of fire, Hephaestus is associated with creativity and reproductive power and is 
credited with assisting in the birth of the goddess Athena from Zeus’s head, and fashioning 
Pandora from clay. The god is also responsible for the creation of the original symbol, a disk 
broken into two jagged halves, which enables individuals to find their ‘other half’, or perfect 
other. The god is thus instrumental in designating the primary function of symbolism: the 
reconciliation of opposites, integration of related components, and synthesis of experience 
(Chetwynd 1984: 195).  
 
It appears that Agaat might be seen as a feminine version of this mythological figure. She is 
associated with similar concerns, including her position as a deformed child, abused and 
rejected by her parents, and fostered by Milla, who stimulates her creative powers. Like 
Hephaestus, Agaat has a powerful link with fire, and her twice-rejected status compels her 
toward deep reflection and unconventional, creative avenues of personal expression. Similar 
to this god, she is also associated with midwifery. She is instrumental in assisting with 
Jakkie’s birth, and later assumes the role of wet nurse. Despite her status as a deformed 
individual, cast aside by her own family and later by her adoptive mother, Agaat must thus 
assist in raising a new generation of young ‘gods’, that is, the privileged Afrikaner youth born 
during apartheid.  
 
As Jakkie’s wet nurse, who traditionally wields considerable influence over mother, child, and 
father, Agaat fulfils an important care-giving role in Jakkie’s life, one that his biological 
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mother cannot. She nurses Jakkie, as Milla is unable to do, although how she manages this 
remains one of the novel’s greatest mysteries. In her study of the role of servants, Ena Jansen 
shows how white women regularly allocate the care of their children to a servant, who takes 
on an “allesomvattende sorgfunksie” (Jansen 2005: 111) since she tends both to the needs of 
both mother and child. This is certainly the case with Agaat, for she attends as much to Milla 
as she does to Jakkie, by nursing the woman’s nervous conditions (2006: 552).  
 
Agaat forces a divide between mother and child as she has experienced twice herself, first in 
the separation from her biological mother and later from her adoptive mother. Milla 
experiences a sense of alienation from her son and she occupies “the sidelines” (2006: 454) of 
his life. She believes her “knowledge was of the second order, of the third, after Jak with 
whom he had had his baptism of fire in the mountains, after Agaat on whose bosom he’d 
grown up” (2006: 453). In every respect, Agaat is at the centre of Jakkie’s life. She is the first 
to notice that he can walk (2006: 306), is the one he writes long letters to (2006: 497), and the 
one from whom he seeks comfort (2006: 326). Milla knows that Jakkie is so attached to Agaat 
“one would swear she was his actual mother” (2006: 295), and wonders whether “[p]erhaps 
she is.” (2006: 295). While Milla thus remains Jakkie’s primary caregiver, she is in reality a 
powerless surrogate, a parent dissociated from the day-to-day care of her child. Her 
recognition of her incompetence as a mother surfaces when she accuses Agaat of bewitching 
Jakkie, and of enticing him away from her with “mealy-mouthed flattery” (2006: 551). 
Milla’s desperate assertion of her ‘ownership’ of Jakkie, her exclamation that he is “mý child! 
Míne! Míne!”  (2006: 551), merely accentuates her uncertainty about her position in his life, 
and her recognition that she has ‘lost’ him to Agaat. Ultimately, Agaat’s importance in 
Jakkie’s life is revealed when he identifies her as his second, brown mother (2006: 683).  
 
Agaat’s function as cultural archive, or a repository for the values associated with Afrikaner 
culture, is perhaps best revealed in the implications of her taking over the running of 
Grootmoedersdrift following Milla’s death. Milla has always been apprehensive over how 
Agaat will apply the knowledge she acquired under her schooling, conceding that she has no 
way of predicting the outcome. She has the eerie feeling that 
 the child is a dark little storage cubicle into which I stuff everything that occurs to me  
 and just hope for the best and that one day when I open the door, she’ll walk out of  
 there, fine and straight, all her limbs sound and strong, grateful and ready to serve, a  
 solid person who will make all my tears and misery worthwhile. So that I can show all  
 the world: See I tóld you! You didn’t want to believe me, did you? (2006: 576). 
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While the matriarch hopes that the child will be a shining testimony to her constructive 
influence, she is aware that Agaat’s future actions are beyond her control and she views the 
younger woman as an enigmatic and sinister individual. This goes some way towards 
explaining Milla’s nightmares about Agaat. After attempting to persuade the child to speak, 
the matriarch dreams that she pulls Agaat’s tongue out in a great length, after which she is 
swallowed whole. “She laughs from the back of her throat (…) there’s something heavy biting 
and tugging at the line, pulling me off my feet, drawing me in, into her mouth, then I wake up 
screaming” (2006: 482). In symbolism, the mouth is associated with speech and the creative 
word, which makes it an emblem of humanity’s creative power (Cirlot 1971: 221). In the Old 
Testament, images of the mouth and fire are closely associated, and jointly described by 
epithets such as ‘devouring’ or ‘consuming’. As fire and speech are the main characteristics 
that set humankind apart from other creatures, mouth-symbolism, like fire-symbolism, has 
two aspects: creative (the power of speech) and destructive (devouring), and both are 
produced by physic energy, or mana. The mouth is also the point of convergence between the 
external and internal worlds, with images of a monster’s mouth and teeth representing the 
interlocking of heaven and earth, or hell and earth (1971: 221-221). The tongue, furthermore, 
is associated with eloquence and persuasion, in particular as a weapon of feminine 
manipulation. In dream imagery, a tongue torn from a grimacing mouth represents scandal, 
lies, and blasphemy, or some other transgression (De Vries 1974: 469).  
 
While Milla’s nightmare may simply indicate her fear of Agaat as menacing other, her dream 
images indicate another possibility: her subconscious understanding that she is moulding 
Agaat into a mirror image of herself, possibly with dire consequences. In her persistent 
attempts to ensure Agaat internalises Afrikaner cultural values, Milla effectively denies the 
child a ‘voice’, or identity, of her own, which finds its expression in her dream where she 
pulls out Agaat’s tongue. Her dream may also suggest that Milla is subconsciously aware of 
manipulating Agaat, and of offering her a false sense of security and acceptance. Though the 
child is raised as a ‘white’ Afrikaner child, she will never be accepted in this community and 
indeed her privileged position in the De Wet household does not last very long. The dream 
could thus represent the contradiction between Milla’s creative attempts to educate the child, 
as well as the detrimental effects of moulding the child’s personality and disallowing her the 
opportunity to develop an own identity. The disturbing dream event in which Agaat swallows 
Milla, may suggest that the matriarch is aware of how Agaat imbibes her teachings, how she 
‘becomes’ Milla as it were, and could later symbolically overthrow her. Indeed, Agaat 
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eventually triumphs over Milla, as she becomes ever more powerful in contrast to the other 
woman’s increasing weakness. The unpredictability of how Agaat will eventually use the 
knowledge vested in her, reveals a key attribute of the archive: once created, it ceases to 
belong to its creators, but instead enters the public realm where it can be used in any number 
of ways and to any effect, neither of which can be anticipated or managed by its creators. 
 
Milla’s premonition aside, there are a number of events in the novel, which suggest that Agaat 
will be a far worse dictator that Milla. These include Agaat’s treatment of the workers’ 
children (2006: 209), her enforcement of cultural propaganda (2006: 466, 543) and her 
overheard threat that she will fire the workers after Milla’s death and sterilise those that 
remain to prevent them from ‘breeding’ further (2006: 330). Agaat has a firm resolve to 
promote, or rather to enforce, Afrikaner culture among her workers. In his epilogue, Jakkie 
ruminates that Agaat retains “the lessons of the masters engraved in her like the law on the 
tablets of stone, deeper and clearer than I could ever preserve it” (2006: 682). The coloured 
woman is better equipped to defend and promote Afrikaner customs than Milla’s disillusioned 
and embittered son. Jakkie’s recognition of Agaat as an “Apartheid Cyborg” (2006: 677) 
reveals how she has appropriated Afrikaner culture and its veiled ideologies. As a cyborg, 
Agaat is “ŉ bioniese wese (…) wat geskep is deur aanhangers van apartheid, dus nie ŉ mens 
in eie reg nie, maar ŉ produk” (Prinsloo en Visagie 2007: 57). She remains a product of 
Milla’s making, and Jakkie is sure that “her creator is keeping remote control” (2006: 682) of 
her life and actions from beyond the grave. Interesting in this regard is Marlene van Niekerk’s 
assertion (Van Niekerk 2008a: 16) that Agaat may maintain Milla’s room as an exhibition, or 
a type of shrine, and that she may well preserve it for the rest of her life on 
Grootmoedersdrift.   
  
4.3 Agaat as record of Milla’s life  
 
In addition to acting as the bearer of her adopted culture, Agaat also functions as a repository 
of information regarding Milla’s life, and the lives of the other De Wet family members. Her 
memory serves as an important and reliable source of information pertaining to the 
matriarch’s life (and to a lesser degree Jak and Jakkie’s lives as well) and she gives substance 
and validity to her life. Agaat’s suitability as a living record of the De Wet’s lives is the result 
of her witnessing and participating in their daily lives. Agaat has no contact with her own 
family and is alienated from the coloured community on the farm. Thus, Milla interprets 
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Agaat’s involvement in the family’s affairs as her assertion that, “It’s the only business I have, 
you and your husband and your child and your buggering around” (2006: 460). Furthermore, 
every crisis Agaat helps to resolve seems to Milla to be underpinned by her quiet resentment, 
as if she were saying, “It’s your farm’s botch-up. The whole botch-up of your life. It’s yóúr 
life that I’m stuck with” (2006: 290).  
 
As stated earlier on in this chapter, Agaat’s importance as a chronicle manifests in that she is 
recurrently compared to a mirror. The coloured woman is living testimony to the existence of 
the family she serves. She is the unit unto which the De Wets can transpose their belief 
systems, as well as the entity in relation to which they can confront these values, and per 
implication, their own identities. Milla believes that, as a reflective surface is emblazoned 
with each object it reflects, so too Agaat is “invisibly inscribed, from the moment you took 
her in, with [her] and Jak’s pronouncements, [their] prescriptions and prohibitions” (2006: 
554). The matriarch articulates her servant’s capacity to imbibe information as follows. She 
states that Agaat is:  
[a] whole compilation of you [Milla and Jak], she contained you within her, she was  
the arena in which the two of you wrestled with yourselves. That was all she could be, 
from the beginning. Your archive. Without her you and Jak would have known  
nothing of yourselves. She was your parliament, your hall of mirrors (2006: 554).  
 
The servant is thus the reflective surface unto which both Milla and Jak project – and in 
whose reflection they interpret – their identities. Indeed, mirrors have always been regarded as 
instruments of self-contemplation (1971: 211). Willie Burger also notes that the mirror 
functions as a “vlak van waardeoordeel” (Burger 2006: 184) based on the images it reflects. 
In viewing their values and habits as revealed by Agaat’s conduct, Milla and Jak are able to 
identify the components that make up their own beings.  
 
Milla relies heavily on Agaat to give her life meaning. By taking the abused and frightened 
child into her care, she hones her mothering skills and bolsters her self-worth. Just how much 
she depends on the child to fashion her identity is clear when she seeks solace from Agaat 
after Jak beats her. During one of her visits to the child, she inhales the little girl’s sweet-
smelling breath and listens for her to speak, drawing her words from her like energy. When 
Agaat eventually speaks her name, it enters Milla’s ear “like the rushing of (her) own blood” 
(2006: 520). She emerges from the room with a sensation of physical satiety and is so 
empowered that she feels a strong bond with Agaat “stir in (her) navel” (2006: 521), a 
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powerful symbol of her fertility. It is not long before she falls pregnant with Jakkie.  Van 
Niekerk herself has fleetingly mentioned that Milla is a type of vampire figure (Van Niekerk 
in De Kock 2009: 142), or succubus, who feeds on Agaat’s energy and childhood innocence 
to gain spiritual sustenance. When shortly thereafter Agaat begins to speak, she does so on the 
in-breath “as if she’s scared I’ll (Milla) steal her breath” (2006: 524), which suggests that she 
is aware of how Milla draws on her life force.  
 
Over time, Milla and Agaat come to assess their identities in relation to each other, so that the 
women function as mirror images of each other and resemble ‘alter egos’ of the same 
personality. The shifting power relations between the two women, in which Agaat gains 
power when Milla becomes frail and helpless, supports Van der Merwe’s argument that Agaat 
is “’n spieëlbeeld, ’n omgekeerde parallel van Milla” (Van der Merwe 2004: 1). Speechless 
and immobile, the dying woman’s identity appears to collapse when she is unaccompanied by 
Agaat, who in confronting her with the past, gives substance to her existence. Accordingly, it 
is her belief that, “When Agaat leaves me alone (…) I am nobody. Between me and me no 
fissure of differentiation” (2006: 101). The complex love-hate relationship between the 
women is what Chris van der Merwe calls a type of folie á deux (2004: 1) in which the 
women’s identities become so intertwined that they appear to lose their individual 
personalities and exist as each other’s mirror image, or alter ego. Jak recognises their close 
bond, if only because he feels they conspire against him. He reveals that Milla and Agaat are 
“each other’s extension cord” (2006: 544) and are wired into a “closed circuit” (2006: 544) 
that is inaccessible to the rest of the world. He sees them as “Siamese twins” (2006: 545) with 
a “joint unholy history” (2006: 545), a history that is carefully documented in the greater 
archive that is the novel.   
 
As a living record of information relevant to Milla’s life, Agaat also functions as a mnemonic 
device by stimulating Milla’s recollections. By the matriarch’s own admission, Agaat prompts 
her memory and makes her “remember things, opens my eyes, to things that get lost, things 
that I’ve neglected” (2006: 526). The coloured woman thus helps Milla to take stock of her 
life. The two women embark on a daunting “project” (2006: 212) that involves the “[t]he 
remembering, the reading, the dying, the song” (2006: 212), which must occur before Milla 
can die in peace. Agaat uses the conserved information to provide Milla with fresh and 
surprising insights into her present by bringing the past into alignment with her current 
situation. In doing so, she becomes Milla’s living ‘diary’, one of the primary sources of 
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personal information relating to the woman’s life. Furthermore, on a metafictional level the 
coloured woman’s actions compel Milla to remembrance and propel the plot forward. The 
dying woman believes her companion to be in possession of a “relentless” (2006: 64) 
memory, as Agaat confronts Milla with events she would rather forget. Consequently, the 
coloured woman is also the gauge against which Milla estimates her character and self-worth.  
 
To aid the remembering process, for example, Milla notes that Agaat carries “everything she 
could think of into my room and covered the walls with it” (2006: 331). In this way, she sets 
Milla’s retrospection in motion. As part of her endeavours to jog Milla’s memory, Agaat’s 
brings the dying woman a portrait of her great-grandmother (2006: 283), the very portrait 
Milla’s mother used to tell her about the first matriarch, the woman who first tamed 
Grootmoedersdrift. By doing so, she allows Milla the opportunity to review her matrilineal 
heritage one last time before her death, and to confirm her place in this dynasty of influential 
women. Milla is thus able to die with full recognition of her place in the greater arrangement 
of her family.  
 
Agaat also reminds Milla of events she would rather forget, so that the dying woman is 
tormented by the sheer relentlessness of her memory (2006: 64). With her birthday every year 
Agaat paints a white spot on Milla’s forehead (2006: 19) and makes her look at herself in the 
“round hand mirror” (2006: 328). As a symbol of the detainment of unconscious memories, 
the mirror allows Agaat to confront the dying woman with those embarrassing moments in the 
past she wishes to ignore, in this case how she spied on Agaat and saw “what I shouldn’t have 
seen that time with my head against a whitewashed window sill of the outside room” (2006: 
19). It is also significant that the hand mirror is traditionally an emblem of truth (Cirlot 1971: 
212), as Agaat uses the mirror to confront Milla with her emaciated image, such as when she 
trims Milla’s hair to parody the hairstyle of Liza Minnelli, Mary Quant, and Julie Andrews 
(2006: 339), the glamorous celebrity figures of Milla’s youth.  
 
The coloured woman also offers Milla a refreshing perspective on her life, helping to restore 
some of her earlier vitality. Once confined to her deathbed, Agaat uses Milla’s mirrored 
dressing table to reflect and intensify the various scenes she sets up for her, such as a flower 
arrangement containing a praying mantis (2006: 162). A short time before her death, Agaat 
treats Milla to a view of the garden’s splendour by adjusting the three panels of her mirrored 
dresser in precise relation to the patient. Milla is provided “a view of the garden in the mirror, 
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but sharper, clearer than a garden can be (…), cut out on three levels, abounding with detail, 
the most alluring prospects” (2006: 153). The garden is reflected thrice, so that it becomes 
“[a] multiple garden. One visible through the window, one in the mirror, one on the wall” 
(2006: 154). Consequently, Agaat offers Milla a point of view, a perspective, which can take 
cognisance of “[o]utside and inside at the same time” (2006: 209), and she expands the dying 
woman’s limited viewpoint. Agaat compels Milla to acknowledge not only what lies outside 
her, but to confront and re-evaluate the innermost recesses of her being, specifically her role 
in their shared history. This is also evident in her reading of Milla’s diaries, in which her 
distortion of the notebooks’ content lays bare the self-righteousness and cruelty that 
characterises much of Milla’s early perspective in her journals.  
 
Where she remains on Grootmoedersdrift, Agaat is a living depot of Milla’s traditions and 
customs. The coloured woman’s future role as protector and extender of Milla’s values is 
disclosed by her promise to Milla that she will continue to water the hydrangeas with her 
urine, and that she will “keep up the old traditions for you [Milla]” (2006: 433). The dying 
woman interprets the gesture to mean that her “influence will be felt for a long time yet, even 
unto the capillary roots of the plants of [her] garden” (2006: 433). Agaat’s knife-sharpening 
performance, in which she sharpens a knife over Milla’s nose, is another good example of the 
knowledge she has acquired under Milla’s tutelage. The matriarch taught the child the skill of 
knife sharpening and explained the ensuing numb feeling in her hands as an indication that 
“the knowledge is going into you, into your flesh and into your bones so that you won’t 
forget the lesson” (2006: 579). Agaat’s performance shows that she has not forgotten the 
lesson and will continue to preserve her inherited knowledge. Milla’s influence will live on in 
Agaat’s memory.  
 
As befits the primary function of the archive, Agaat not only retains information relating to 
Milla’s life, but is also instrumental in transferring this data to individuals that would 
otherwise have little or no opportunities to obtain such knowledge, in particular her son, 
Jakkie. One of the overt ways in which she functions as an archive is in the exhibit she leaves 
for Jakkie to find after Milla’s death. In its endeavour to preserve information relating to 
events past, the archive distinguishes between ‘dead time’ (that which is contained within its 
limits) and ‘present time’, the temporal framework in which the archive is situated. Mbembe 
shows that the act of dying, inasmuch as it entails the dislocation of the physical body, never 
succeeds in destroying all the properties of the deceased, in either the figurative or the literal 
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sense (Mbembe 2002: 23). There always remain traces of the deceased, elements that testify 
to the fact that a particular life was lived, that certain deeds were enacted, and certain 
struggles engaged in or evaded. In spite of what Jakkie believes to be a “miasma of mortality” 
(2006: 679) invoked by Agaat’s collection, her display is an assembly of the traces remaining 
of Milla’s life, which she arranges for him to find. He rightly recognises the display as a 
“weird mnemonic” (2006: 679); an assortment of items intended to serve as a memory aid. 
Indeed, he likens Agaat’s exhibit to a shrine, one intended to “commemorate” (2006: 680) his 
mother and kindle his recollections. As a result, Jakkie’s imagination is stimulated by what he 
recognises as “Gaat’s handiwork, unmistakable” (2006: 680).  
 
While the collection appears to be assembled from bric-à-brac, each item is carefully selected 
and included for its symbolic importance in the women’s shared history. For the most part, 
her chosen items include objects associated with Milla’s prolonged death, such as her 
medicines and lists of vernacular phrases used for communication (2006: 679). The display 
serves, at least in part, to share something of Milla’s final experiences with her son. As a 
staged archive, the exhibit also includes objects relating to the knowledge Agaat inherited 
from Milla, such as the agricultural knowledge signified by the large quantity of farming 
equipment. Furthermore, the collection also includes information about Milla’s lineage, as 
well as items relating to Jakkie’s childhood, such as his varnished birds’ eggs and his 
maternal grandfather’s old telescope, which Milla used to teach him and Agaat about the stars 
(2006: 679). In this way, the display links the different generations together.  
 
Jakkie is perplexed by those items he does not recognise from his childhood, and that he 
cannot place as rightfully belonging in the homestead. He discovers a “worn brown suitcase” 
(2006: 680) filled with a number of outlandish items, including a “little pelt, soft-brayed, of a 
mole” (2006: 680), and, “suspended by threads from the ceiling, the rim of a little wheel. And 
a stick” (2006: 680). As these items are Agaat’s first possessions and the signifier of her 
cultural origins, the display is the coloured woman’s answer to Jakkie’s curiosity about her 
origins. During his last visit to the farm, Jakkie and Agaat had a private conversation in the 
old orchard, during which he told her that he has “always wanted to know where you came 
from, what your name means” (2006: 589). He also reminded Agaat of her promise that she 
would tell him (2006: 589). Instead, Agaat pacifies him by promising to tell him “One day 
when the time is ripe” (2006: 589). The time is ripe only after Milla’s death, when she leaves 
him this startling display of seemingly arbitrary objects.  
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It is significant that Agaat does not merely present Jakkie with an array of strange objects, but 
also leaves him Milla’s diaries as a written guide to his interpretation of the items’ 
significance. In doing so, she fulfils the principle role of the archive: a desire to reassemble 
the traces left behind by the lives of others, rather than destroy them. The archive is intended 
to prevent the random dispersion of these traces, and to compose them into a coherent whole 
to ensure that the ‘facts’ are not misconstrued or exploited. In this manner, Agaat presents the 
final, conclusive account of the novel’s events, one conceivably closest to the ‘truth’. Reading 
snatches from his Milla’s writing, Jakkie concludes that his mother was “force-fed with the 
insanity of this country” (2006: 681), and he rightly assumes that her actions were influenced 
by her socio-political environment.  
 
However, as with any record, which can never be complete, the archive of Milla’s life as 
compiled by Agaat leaves Jakkie with “[m]ore questions than answers” (2006: 678). 
Ultimately, he is left with what he interprets as the implied message: “Analyse that” (2006: 
680), which also formulates the novel’s implied injunction to the reader. Just as he must 
decode Agaat’s unconventional communication, the reader must detect the hidden meaning in 
her various mimetic and performative gestures. Unlike his mother, Jakkie thus recognises 
Agaat’s patent attempts at communication, though he cannot fathom what it implies. Milla 
never comprehends as much as is at least theoretically available to Jakkie, for he has always 
been privy to his minder’s idiosyncratic communication skills: he is the addressee of her fairy 
tale (2006: 313), recognises her ever-growing cap (2006: 389), and returns to 
Grootmoedersdrift to be confronted with her chosen display of objects. As ethno-
musicologist, Jakkie has a sensitivity for other, marginalised voices and cultures. He 
considers the discrepancy between the story in his mother’s dairies, and Agaat’s story as 
suggested by the remnants from her childhood, and concludes that beyond Milla’s narrative, 
“[t]here’s another story” (2006: 692) – Agaat’s. On his return flight, Jakkie’s imagination is 
stirred by the strange exhibition made of his mother’s bedroom. He is surprised to remember, 
“under the engine noise [and] through the air conditioning” (2006: 683), “Gaat’s story, the 
last story that she always had to tell me before I’d go to sleep” (2006: 683). Through Jakkie’s 
perspective, the novel directs the reader to “read between the lines, to hear the notes in 
between, as it were” (Van Niekerk 2005: 4). The reader is encouraged to subject Milla’s 
narrative to the scrutiny Jakkie subjects her diaries to, and to construct an alternative 
perspective of Agaat from the “loose components” (2006: 677) of Milla’s focalisation.  
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Although Jakkie leaves South Africa, he does not completely disregard Agaat’s knowledge 
and departs with various gifts, including a ram’s-horn and a bellows, objects associated, 
according to Van Niekerk, with “wind, met geluid, met energie, met inspirasie en entoesiasme 
en oordrag” (Van Niekerk in Smith 2004: 12). These instruments are powerful symbols of 
Agaat’s influence over Jakkie. As his ‘second mother’, she is instrumental in shaping his 
identity and instilling alternative and subversive ideas in him. These unconventional wind 
instruments represent the sonority of music, especially non-western, ethnic music, which later 
becomes Jakkie’s chosen filed of study. The items are also significant of Agaat and Jakkie’s 
happy childhood. The bellows is a treasured possession of Agaat, responsible for giving her a 
voice, as Milla uses it to encourage the child to speak (2006: 526), while the ram’s horn was 
used in the games between Jakkie and Agaat (2006: 364). While he does not feel at home in 
South Africa and does not care to return, he does state that he will keep “the ram’s-horn on 
[his] window sill” (2006: 692) and “the bellows by the firedog next to the JetEagle” (2006: 
692). Jakkie’s care of these objects (and his choice to place the ram’s horn in view and the 
bellows within easy reach next to the fireplace) suggests that he has not entirely discarded his 
South African heritage, and might return to the country. Jakkie’s memory is thus the final 
depot of information relating to Milla and Agaat’s stories, as well as in an allegorical sense, 
the history of South Africa. He carries this information with him. It is engraved on his 
memory by the items he takes with him, and by Agaat’s fairy tale, which contains the closest 
approximation of her autonomous ‘voice’ in the text.  
 
4.4 Agaat as subaltern: a silent presence or clever communicator?  
 
A pertinent debate in the reception of Agaat is whether the coloured woman is allowed a turn 
to speak in the text and, if so, whether this ‘speaking’ engagement is suitably recognisable to 
Milla and therefore effective. More importantly, this is a question of whether Agaat’s 
communication is distinguishable and interpretable to the reader and may be regarded as 
effective in communicating her subjectivity. This is also a debate about whether Agaat has 
any agency in the text, and may be regarded an autonomous character, or whether she is an 
oppressed and marginal presence only. Critics like Andries Wessels (2006: 40) have claimed 
that Agaat has little autonomy while Joan Hambidge (2004:1) and Hein Viljoen (2004: 1) 
argue that she does focalise her experiences, although very subtly, but that her ‘narrative’ is 
substantially distorted by Milla’s dominant perspective. More recently, Loraine Prinsloo and 
Andries Visagie (2007: 51) argue that Agaat is given a figurative ‘voice’ in the novel due to  
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her strong presence in Milla’s focalisation, as well as the fairytale she tells Jakkie, whose 
stream of consciousness the author uses as a technique to relay this information to the reader.  
 
Agaat is a subaltern, which refers to a person belonging to a subordinate and marginalised 
social group, who is “without lines of social mobility” (Spivak 2006: 28). In her essay, “Can 
the Subaltern Speak?” (2006), Spivak considers the difficulties and contradictions involved in 
constructing a ‘speaking position’ for the subaltern. She questions whether the subaltern, who 
has been written out of the record by colonial historiography, has any real opportunity to 
‘speak’ in contemporary fiction, and whether the possibility exists for a recovery of such a 
voice that is not “a kind of essentialist fiction” (Ashcroft, Griffiths and Tiffin 1995: 8), based 
in the author’s representation of the oppressed individual. Gareth Griffiths articulates this 
problem as follows:  
Even when the subaltern appears to ‘speak’ there is a real concern as to whether what 
we are listening to is really a subaltern voice, or the subaltern being spoken by the 
subject position they occupy within the larger discursive economy (Griffiths 1995: 
240). 
 
In her analysis of the subaltern’s speaking opportunities, Spivak (1995: 28 - 37) argues that 
there is no subaltern subject that can speak itself and believes writers should abstain from 
representing the subaltern identity as it is a problematic field of knowledge. What is more, in 
the absence of a ‘speaking’ subaltern, Spivak does not proffer much hope for such an 
individual to act out his/her subjectivity instead of speaking it. Instead, she reveals that those 
who act and struggle are frequently more easily deemed to be mute, as opposed to those who 
act and speak (Spivak 2006: 28). The act of ‘speaking’ implies a degree of autonomy, though 
this is not necessarily the case, as representation often involves ‘speaking for’ the oppressed 
individual or group.  
 
In Van Niekerk’s novel, the reader is faced with the question whether the oppressed Agaat 
can ‘speak’, or otherwise communicate (through acting or performing) her identity in the text. 
This question also entails whether such communication is audible above Milla’s focalisation, 
or whether the reader is presented only with what Spivak calls “the ventriloquism of the 
speaking subaltern” (Spivak 2006: 28), that is, the endless reproduction of dominant 
discourses.  
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The problems surrounding the possibility for a subaltern voice in fiction and the   
representation of marginal groups and individuals are central to postcolonial literary theory. 
Commenting on the South African situation, Ena Jansen notes that the absence of the 
servant’s narrative is characteristic of South African fiction. She claims that what black 
servant characters have to say “is steeds in die vorm van stukkies dialoog ingebed in die 
vertelling van ander, meestal wit, karakters – soms opgesom, en meestal verswyg” (2005: 
122), a criticism brought against Elsa Joubert’s seminal novel Die swerfjare van Poppie 
Nongena (1978), to which multiple references are made in Agaat.  Joubert’s novel creates the 
illusion of presenting its protagonist’s first-person narrative, and the author was criticised for 
representing, or articulating the black woman’s narrative in the novel. Jak is quick to reveal 
the parallels between Poppie and Agaat by claiming that Milla, like Joubert, exploits a trend 
of “Afrikaners making a name for themselves with coon stories that they pick up in the 
backyard and spread far and wide as gospel truth” (2006: 597). Jak’s comment may reveal the 
author’s implied recognition of the dangers of representing the subaltern identity. It appears to 
be a subtle form of self-criticism embedded in the text to predict and address future criticism 
of the novel’s particular narrative structure, in which Agaat’s ‘voice’ is reported in Milla’s 
focalisation. Ultimately, the narrative structure of the two texts in question is quite different.  
 
By all appearances, Agaat does not have a turn to speak in the novel. She is a predominantly 
silent presence in the novel and does not ‘speak’ except in reported speech, and recorded 
utterings framed by Milla’s stream of consciousness, while she is given ‘voice’ in Jakkie’s 
recitation of her fairy tale, through which the reader comes closest to her untainted voice. In 
an interview with François Smith (2004), Van Niekerk clarifies the absence of Agaat’s direct 
focalisation by explaining the difficulties of representing the woman’s subaltern identity. She 
states that Agaat: 
bly die Ander, die geheime, en ek kon haar nie laat fokaliseer nie. Sy is die bron  
van selfverstaan van ander wat haar sien en probeer interpreteer. Sy bly ŉ projeksie, ŉ  
spook van al die karakters se verlange en vrees. Selfs so domesticated soos sy is, bly  
sy die Ander (Smith 2004: 12).  
 
Van Niekerk’s self-declared inability to focalise Agaat’s experiences relates to an argument 
presented by Ena Jansen, who claims that, in the body of South African literature, the 
thoughts of servants are never made ‘audible’, or included in what she terms a “democratic” 
(Jansen 2005: 122), that is, an ‘equal’ or ‘balanced’ focalisation structure. Conversely, besides 
the violence of overlooking the servant’s narrative, Jansen argues against an author’s 
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representation of the servant’s thoughts, claiming that such focalisation, however 
sympathetically done, displays only “ŉ skyn van gelykwaardigheid” (Jansen 2005: 122). She 
reads this as a form of political correctness that commits yet another “soort tekstuele geweld 
(…) dié van appropriasie” (Jansen 2005: 122). From her argument, it arises that problems of 
representation are infinitely complex and irresolvable: they are questions of choosing between 
‘speaking for’ the subaltern, or of omitting his/her focalisation from a work of fiction’s range, 
with neither option exempt from criticism.  
 
Despite her frustration with the limits of the avenues open to the author, there is relevance to 
Jansen’s conclusion that an unequal focalisation structure (evident in Agaat) remains the most 
realistic and effective way of representing the complex relationship between ‘madam’ and 
‘maid’ in post-apartheid South Africa. For this reason, she applauds Van Niekerk’s 
unwillingness to represent Agaat’s subjectivity, which she claims  
 word ruimskoots gedemonstreer deur Marlene van Niekerk wat juis nié ‘toelaat’ dat  
die op haar beurt letterlik stemloos-geworde Milla meer doen as gis oor Agaat se  
gedagtes nie. Agaat word obsessief en konsekwent steeds slegs van buite waargeneem  
deur haar ‘miesies’, wat volledig van haar afhanklik is. Agaat bly ondeurgrondelik –  
nie vanweë die ‘politieke onkorrektheid’ van die skryfster nie, maar juis as ŉ kritiek  
op die diskoers van soveel stemlose bediendes in die Suid-Afrikaanse letterkunde  
(Jansen 2005: 123).  
 
Despite Milla’s claim that, “I know how Agaat’s mind operates” (2006: 394); neither she nor 
the reader has access to Agaat’s consciousness. Yet, while Jansen reads Agaat as an 
impenetrable textual presence, the servant is by no means silent in the novel. Indeed, the 
coloured woman does ‘speak’ at a pronounced and basic level in the text, in the sense that she 
communicates her subjectivity through certain mimetic gestures, which Milla has difficultly 
interpreting (2006: 554). Indeed, Spivak believes that the subaltern cannot speak as his/her 
efforts to do so are often misinterpreted or overlooked by those around him/her, which renders 
them a failed attempt at communication (Spivak 2006: 35). Thus, Agaat’s narrative resides in 
the fissures of the white woman’s account. As J.M. Coetzee points out:  
Only part of the truth (…) resides in what writing says of the hitherto unsaid; for the  
rest, its truth lies in what it dare not say for the sake of its own safety, or in what it  
does not know about itself: in its silences (Coetzee 1988: 81). 
 
Agaat is not a silent presence in the text. Milla’s dominant focalisation simply does not allow 
her a ‘voice’ in the obvious sense of the word. Hence, Agaat does not have a voice “clearly 
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and unproblematically audible” (Ashcroft et al 1995: 10) above Milla’s perspective. Milla’s 
tendency to ‘overlook’ or misinterpret Agaat’s subtle self-expression, consigns the servant’s 
personality to the peripheries of the text, where it remains as what contemporary narrative 
theory calls the supranarratable and paranarratable.  
 
The supranarratable is that which “can’t be told because it’s ‘ineffable’” (Warhol 2005: 223). 
These are events that “defy narrative, foregrounding the inadequacy of language or of visual 
image to achieve full representation, even of fictitious events” (Warhol 2005: 223). Agaat’s 
unconventional narrative is thus obscured in the text largely because Milla cannot interpret it, 
as the very lexicon available to her to do so, is wholly inadequate. This is because Agaat’s 
subjectivity is created chiefly through non-verbal means, indeed her actions are seldom if 
“ever accompanied by words” (2006: 511). Indeed, Milla believes that, “[i]f she didn’t say 
[anything], her crooked drawn-up shoulder said it” (2006: 460). Hence, Milla requires 
consistent interpretation of Agaat’s subjectivity and wonders, “How would [I] understand her 
[Agaat] then? Who would interpret for her [me]?” (2006: 554). Though she tries desperately 
to understand the coloured woman, Milla can only speculate over her thoughts and wonder, 
“What must it feel like to be Agaat?” (2006: 554). Despite her attempts to understand Agaat, 
Milla is doubtful whether she will ever be able to comprehend the other woman and asks 
herself, whether she would “be able to figure out what she [Agaat] was saying if she could 
explain it” (2006: 554).  
 
Agaat’s individuality may also be described as the paranarratable, or that which cannot be told 
because of “formal convention” (Warhol 2005: 226), such as the laws of literary genre. The 
rules of “literary generic convention are more inflexible (…) than laws of social convention, 
and have led throughout history to more instances of unnarratability than even taboo has led” 
(Warhol 2005: 226). Thus, Agaat’s narrative resides in the fissures of Milla’s account because 
the dying woman’s narrative can be concerned only with her own stream of consciousness 
and cannot accommodate Agaat’s account.  
 
Agaat is therefore depicted as other characters (and by implication the reader) see and attempt 
to interpret her in the text. By allowing Agaat to ‘show’ her narrative through certain 
performative gestures rather than laying words in her mouth, the novel avoids the pitfalls of 
other, more contentious works of fiction. Van Niekerk’s decision to have Agaat communicate 
not through direct verbal focalisation but rather through various performative gestures, points 
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to a central awareness of the limits of any record: its inability to be complete or accurate. The 
archive is always marked by what it cannot capture and by the countless spheres of human 
experience that elude its grasp. Consequently, the textual ‘silences’, or omissions, of the 
record resonate louder than what it does contain. In Agaat’s case, a great deal of her non-
verbal communication eludes Milla, who will need to read the text very carefully in order to 
recognise and comprehend the servant’s understated narrative.  
 
Although Agaat’s subjectivity is not articulated clearly in the text, ultimately her focalization 
and implied perspective (which constitute her ‘voice’) may be deduced from a number of 
unconventional communicative methods, albeit framed by Milla’s narrative. The unusual 
means of expression employed by Agaat are the most overt indication of how she “defies the 
demands of the discriminatory discourses impinging on her person” (Parry 1995: 40), 
especially as relates to her challenge of the values impinged upon her.  
 
4.5 Challenging the authority of Milla’s narrative:  Agaat’s mimicry  
 
Milla’s voice is persistently “geëggo, nagepraat en nageboots” (Viljoen 2005: 174) by Agaat, 
who uses various “‘tale’” (Viljoen 2005: 174), or communication codes, to ‘speak’ her 
subjectivity, thus adding to the heteroglossic resonance of the text. The coloured woman’s 
choice of communication methods depends predominantly on her status as hybrid. According 
to Homi Bhabha, hybridity functions in a ‘third space’, an ambivalent in-between space of 
contestation, but also of accommodation and co-operation. It is “a problematic of colonial 
representation and individuation that reverses the effects of the colonialist disavowal, so that 
other ‘denied’ knowledges enter upon the dominant discourse and estrange the basis of its 
authority” (Bhabha 1994: 114). In operation, hybridity is carnivalesque, that is to say, in 
Bakhtin’s terms; it is subversive in its use of motifs, themes, and generic forms. Hybridity 
questions and undermines the master codes from which it arises, through the creation of new 
and heterogeneous forms.  
 
The cultural hybrid’s deconstructive effect occurs through a number of strategies, many of 
which are also strategies characteristic of post-modern fiction. These include elements of the 
fantastic, grotesque, and chaotic, the parodic imitation or inversion of dominant codes, 
estrangement of the familiar, the distortion of master tropes, and a departure from the rules of 
grammar. The hybrid individual further negotiates his/her identity through the dismissal of 
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linear narrative, chronology, and realism. (Van Wyk 2001: 165). For Bhabha, the possibility 
of subaltern speech exists principally and crucially in its use of mimicry, a colonial resistance 
strategy that allows for the mediation of the dominant discourse and so “subverts and menaces 
the authority within which it necessarily comes into being” (Griffiths 2006: 168). Bhabha 
defines mimicry as “the desire for a reformed, recognizable other, as a subject of a difference 
that is almost the same, but not quite” (Bhabha 1984: 126). Mimicry is thus essentially a 
defective identity imposed on the subaltern subject:  “a flawed identity imposed on colonized 
people who are obliged to mirror back an image of the colonials but in imperfect form” 
(McClintock 1995: 63). In the South African context, this manifests in what Jakes Gerwel 
identifies as the problematic classification of coloured people in the apartheid stats quo, in 
which they are presented as ‘borrowers’ of the white, Afrikaner lifestyle. They “deel in die 
beskawing van die blanke, is die lewensbeskouing van die blanke toegestaan, praat die taal 
van die blanke, moet ekonomies (en moet) industrieel en polities by die stelsel van die blanke 
opgeneem word” (Gerwel 1983: 99), but are never considered to be white. Consequently, the 
discourse of mimicry is one constructed around ambivalence. In order to be effective, 
“mimicry must continually produce its slippage; its excess, [and] its difference” (Bhabha 
1984: 126).  
 
Mimicry allows the subaltern the means through which to internally challenge and 
disintegrate a hegemonic discourse, which is imperative to Agaat’s resistance performance in 
the text. Indeed, she recognises the value of this reaction from a young age. As a child, she 
engages in mimicry when she threatens to punish her rag doll by phoning the police to arrest 
it (2006: 577), as Milla did to discipline her. Her accurate assessment of Milla’s transparently 
false threats exposes the artifice of the white woman’s disciplinary measures and her need to 
control Agaat.  
 
Agaat’s story demonstrates the “omkering van rolle [en] die ironisering van die idee van 
beheer, mag en ouerskap” (Van Niekerk 2005: 1). Consequently, the narrative approaches 
available to her indicate the success with which she has constructed a ‘language’ of her own, 
one in which her “‘voice’, concepts of speech and silence, and concepts of mimicry” 
(Ashcroft et al 1989: 175) confront Milla’s dominant narrative and her power as documenter 
of Agaat’s life. For Agaat, the use of mimicry as resistance strategy translates into her 
successful appropriation of Afrikaner cultural goods, through which she emerges as ‘almost 
white’, but not quite. In her deliberate reproduction of Afrikaner cultural values and customs, 
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Agaat reveals the ambivalence of her status as other. Jak notes that she deliberately 
reproduces all the accoutrements of Afrikaner culture as taught her by Milla. At Jakkie’s 
birthday dinner, he is adamant that Agaat is the perfect mirror of Afrikaner values when he 
views her table setting, complete with “white tablecloths, white candles, (and) fragrant white 
flowers” (2006: 597). Stating his belief that Agaat is “so white (…) that she plays back all the 
little white things as she knows we like them” (2006: 597), Jak recognises her reproduction of 
their values as mimicry. He realises that it is not mere imitation, but rather a double-edged 
type of flattery, through which Agaat expresses her competence in practicing their culture, 
while simultaneously exposing their customs as empty affectation and posturing. Jak 
understands that Agaat mimics their habits not because she values them, but because she 
wants to demonstrate that she knows the De Wets well and can manipulate them. In this way, 
Agaat not only conserves, internalises and re-enacts the knowledge she accumulates in the De 
Wet household, but by reflecting the values of those around her, she is for them, according to 
Willie Burger (2005: 4), a space of self-confrontation and judgement, where they can view 
and asses their ideological certitudes against the consequences of their actions. Ultimately, 
Agaat continually challenges and destabilises the power of her assimilated culture by 
mimicking its values and playing it back to those around her. By creating an obvious 
reproduction of Afrikaner cultural goods and highlighting their artificiality, she succeeds in 
exposing their veiled ideological underpinnings.   
 
As part of her greater resistance strategy, Agaat creatively subverts her inherited cultural 
objects. She enjoys assembling fragments of different proverbs into new constructions with 
which to taunt Milla or convey an implied meaning, such as “love will find a way to get the 
camel through the needle’s eye” (2006: 189). This makes Milla nervous and she realises that 
Agaat is  
defending herself with prefabricated sentences that she appropriates to her purpose  
through tone and emphasis. Old trick. She has no respect for what the proverbs really  
mean, she invents her own language as she goes. That’s her way when she’s  
discombobulated. The old parrot ways. Double-barrelled mimicry” (2006: 189). 
 
Agaat’s purported ‘double-barrelled’ mimicry confirms Bhabha’s assertion that mimicry is 
the representation of a difference that is itself a process of disavowal, making it “the sign of a 
double articulation; a complex strategy of reform, regulation, and discipline, which 
‘appropriates’ the Other as it visualizes power” (1984: 126). While Agaat is compelled “to 
articulate [her] experiences in the language of [her] oppressors” (1989:175) and through the 
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assimilated culture in which she functions, her narrative is “explicate[d] (…) in a language 
other than the tongue [Milla] had taught her” (2006: 554). Indeed, the white woman is 
dismayed by the extent to which Agaat appropriates the dynamics of Afrikaner culture, that 
which “she got (…) from me” (2006: 365) and “makes of it (…) the Lord knows a veritable 
Babel” (2006: 365).  
 
4.6 ‘Speaking’ the self: Agaat’s mimetic communicative codes 
 
As part of her mimicry, Agaat makes use of her Afrikaner cultural goods. Her various rhymes, 
songs, fairy tales, and quotations are modelled on traditional genres, and are mostly parodies 
of the popular stories with which she was raised. While this may seem to accentuate Agaat’s 
lack of autonomy and her compulsion to reproduce the master’s values, her appropriation of 
these cultural artefacts point to a clever and highly creative mind. 
 
Jak believes that Milla and Agaat, enthralled by their mutual love of “nonsense-rhymes” 
(2006: 545), are incapable of the correct “judgement and interpretation” (2006: 545) of their 
beloved yarns. Despite his allegation, however, Agaat’s ‘reinvention’ of familiar stories 
indicates that she is not only an innovative inventor, but also has an excellent understanding 
of the ideological foundations underpinning these cultural artefacts. The coloured woman thus 
communicates her subject position through the subversion of Afrikaner cultural activities. On 
a metafictional level, these creative pieces are closest to Agaat’s ‘voice’ in the text, as they 
typically escape Milla’s distorting interpretation and are presumably offered to the reader in 
their original form.  
 
Nevertheless, it is important to note that for Agaat’s self-expression to be effective, especially 
as an archive of her experiences, opinions and inner reflections, it must be exterior to her 
being and become accessible to others. The success of any archive is necessarily subject to its 
external location, its accessibility, and its durability. Agaat’s performative gestures, which 
constitute the record of her lived experiences, must therefore extend beyond the confines of 
her consciousness and enter the minds of those around her if they are to be effective. Indeed, 
as Jacques Derrida confirms, the very cornerstone of the archive is that it must be public, even 
if its contents are provisionally hidden or appropriated by someone (2002: 48). It is thus 
important to note that Agaat’s mimetic tales are always directed at either Milla or Jakkie, in 
whose memories/ consciousness they resonate and obtain their lasting effect. Research 
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conducted by Alyssa Carvalho and Helize van Vuuren (2009) indicates that Agaat’s 
expressive methods are many and diverse. As the implications of her mimetic narratives are 
not negotiated in the text, they present good material for examination. Attention is directed 
here at the most peculiar, but most powerful, instances.  
 
4.6.1 Song 
 
Agaat is adept at revising the songs contained in the FAK Sangbundel, and is often overheard 
singing distorted versions of popular Afrikaans lyrics (2006: 59, 215, 339, and 534). She has a 
considerable knowledge of the anthology, and even knows “more verses of The Call of South 
Africa” (2006: 364) than Jakkie. Milla frequently overhears her outlandish songs, which she 
deems “heathenish” (2006: 367) or “ominous” (2006: 429), and which she reports, “quite 
gives [her] the shivers” (2006: 429). For example, Agaat terrifies Jakkie with her rendition of 
a tune vaguely familiar to Milla from her university days (2006: 366), a strange “choral piece” 
(2006: 365) that the white woman cannot positively identify.   
 
One of Agaat’s most valuable songs is one in which she regales Milla with a presentation of 
her early childhood, abbreviated to a spontaneous ditty and sung to the rhythm of an 
imaginary “goosestep with tuba thrusts” (2006: 407). Swinging a duster like a bayonet, and 
marching back and forth at the foot of Milla’s bed, Agaat sings of her childhood experiences. 
She includes her earliest confinement in the outside room (shortly after Milla takes her from 
her abusive parental home) as a “Lockupchild/ Without a pot” (2006: 407), through her 
systematic disciplining with the “Dusterstick on Agaatsarse” (2006: 407), to her position as 
beloved child for seven years. Her song reaches its climax with the birth of Milla’s son, 
Jakkie. Suddenly, the “Sevenyearschild” (2006: 407) is banished to the “Backyard/ [a] 
Skívvy-room” (2006: 407) with a “Highbed” (2006: 407) and a “Brownsuitcase” (2006: 407) 
of belongings. Agaat sings how she goes “Nevertold/ [and] Unlamented” (2006: 407). 
Banished from Milla’s home, she feels stripped of the goodness inherent to her name and 
considers herself “Good-my-Arse” (2006: 407) suddenly reduced to “Now-my-Arse” (2006: 
407), thereby exposing the extent to which she feels herself the victim of Milla’s cruelty.  
 
This song is valuable as it foreshadows the disclosure of Agaat’s childhood as revealed 
towards the end of Milla’s life when the nurse finally reaches the diaries dedicated to her 
arrival on Grootmoedersdrift. Since Agaat’s childhood is narrated exclusively from Milla’s 
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perspective, her song serves as one of the few indications of her emotional response to this 
matter – her anger, resentment and the underlying grief, which marks the event in her 
memory. The dying woman is thus correct in her assumption that she is in “the line of fire” 
(2006: 407), as the militaristic tune poses an express challenge of her diary entries. Milla also 
recognises the song as a form of self-soothing. She understands that singing is a form of 
emotional release for Agaat, and silently encourages her to “sing, that you may be consoled. 
Because that you now have to do for yourself, as you’ve always had to do” (2006: 283). 
 
Quite a few of Agaat’s songs depict the trauma of being subjected to Milla’s pervasive 
tutelage and of being ‘processed’ into something else. For Jakkie, she performs a strange 
choral piece modelled on a freedom song Milla learnt at university. The composition is useful 
to reveal not only how Milla shapes Agaat, but also how the latter defies her. Agaat sings that 
she is “the meal of the first milling” (2006: 366), with the implication that she is Milla’s first 
child, and the first to experience her tutelage and that she is the holder of values not her own, 
of ‘speaking’ with a voice not her own, but “the mouth of the mother” (2006: 366). The song 
also describes Agaat’s powerful association with the natural environment and her spirituality, 
which counteracts Milla’s power, as she believes she is “the fen of the fennel”, “the end of the 
river-bend” and “the breath of the Breede” (2006: 366).  
 
After Jakkie leaves for the army, Agaat again enacts her sorrow through song and sings of her 
marginalised position in the household. Her suffering under Milla is obvious when she refers 
to herself as “the one-armed dwarf” (2006; 429) who sits “under the mill” (2006: 429), with 
‘mill’ phonetically evoking ‘Milla’. Singing to the handlammers, Agaat acts out how she is 
dragged through the mill, stating, “hear her turn/ it’s the meal it’s the snow it’s the salt it’s the 
bone. Listen to it grind/agaat agaat agaat” (2006: 429). Here, ‘agaat’ not only describes the 
grinding sound of the mill, but cleverly suggests that the coloured woman feels her identity is 
decimated by Milla, as if her bones are ground to dust.  
 
4.6.2 Stories and rhymes 
 
Having been raised with a number of enchanting children’s stories and rhymes, like those 
recorded from oral tradition by the Afrikaans children’s author Pieter W. Grobbelaar, Agaat 
has a good understanding of the uses of fairy tales, especially as a form of moral and social 
instruction. Thus, she often entertains Jakkie with “[s]tories and rhymes to make it [his food] 
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go down” (2006: 581). Once again, the most interesting instances of such rhymes have a 
central theme in common: the particulars of her sudden demotion from beloved foster child to 
servant. One such example appears to be a revision or reversal of Cinderella, which depicts 
Agaat’s sudden demotion from a position of privilege to one of disadvantage, in contrast with 
the famous story. For Agaat, her rejection is symbolised by the special cutlery assigned to her, 
with “a capital A [painted] on the underside of the plate, on the underside of the mug, so that 
they couldn’t get mixed up with those of the other servants” (2006: 582). She tells Jakkie: 
And when the clock struck twelve,/ her dish was of enamel made,/ her mug 
of tin, her knife her fork her spoon. Hidden under the kitchen sink./ Here, 
your things, in case of need,/ They have their place as you do now,/ You are 
of another breed.  (2006: 582). 
 
Depicting the seemingly inconsequential issue of the cutlery assigned her in the De Wet 
household, Agaat is aware that her rejection is a racial concern. Her rhyme merges the 
structure of a traditional rhyme with a powerful awareness of her marginal status and the 
racial implications behind her demotion. She thus effectively enacts her insurrection by 
subverting the themes of the magical and enchanted fairy tales she learnt from Milla.  
 
4.6.3 Fairy tales 
 
Agaat tells Jakkie stories at bedtime, and ends every story-telling session with what he calls 
the “last story” (2006: 313). This is the “one story that he always wants to hear last of all & of 
which he never tires & when she changes óne word of it he shouts no! no! that’s not how it 
goes” (2006: 313). It begins with what Milla believes is the line “once upon a time there was a 
woman who was terribly unhappy” (2006: 313), though she can never fully make it out as 
Agaat deliberately whispers when she tells the story. Jakkie also guards the particulars of the 
story closely as “it’s his & Agaat’s secret” (2006: 314) and “he’s not allowed to tell it 
[because] Agaat will bewitch him if he does” (2006: 314). The ‘last story’ is revealed in its 
entirety in the epilogue, when the reader shares the recollections of Jakkie, the prodigal son 
returned to Grootmoedersdrift. In her lecture on the ‘story’ of Agaat’s creation, Marlene van 
Niekerk underscores the important metafictional significance of stories and storytelling in the 
novel. She states that Agaat’s fairytale (the final ‘story’ in the novel) was really “het eerste 
verhaal in het schriifproces” (2008b: 3). Since it contains the gist of the novel, compacted into 
a bedtime story for Jakkie, the fairytale was instrumental in the novel’s creation.  
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In her tale, Agaat takes care to masquerade under the pseudonym “Good” (2006: 688), while 
she cautiously refers to Jakkie as ‘the little boy’ and Milla as ‘the woman’, and later as ‘the 
little boy’s mother’. Yet, despite these apparent ‘precautions’, Jakkie recognises it as an 
account of his home life, which provides interesting titbits of information regarding his 
caretaker and his mother, even about the conditions of his birth and early childhood. This is 
information to which he does not have access (other than through Agaat), so that he cannot 
help but regard it as the absolute truth, especially since the in particulars of the story reflect 
realities in his daily life. When Agaat refers to Good’s one arm being thinner than the other, 
and that she had “one crooked shoulder and one hand with fingers clawed together (so that) it 
looked like the head of a snake” (2006: 685), Jakkie recognises this as a description of Agaat. 
When she tells him how Good whispered the refrain “I am a slave but You-are-mine” (2006: 
691) in the little boy’s ear every night, Jakkie realises that he is the boy in question, and Agaat 
succeeds in relaying this message to him once more, this time simply embedded in the 
fairytale. When Agaat tells of the game Good played with the little boy, in which they called 
each other by blowing on “the curved horn of the ram” (2006: 691), Jakkie is aware that they 
too, regularly play this game. Similarly, he recognises Agaat’s descriptions of how Good 
embroidered the boy’s pillowslips with “the Good Shepherd and the Wise Virgin in white” 
(2006: 691) as the very pillows he lays his head on every night. Thus, while Jakkie plays 
along with the fairy-tale and does not appear to make the connection between the story and 
his life, he can be under no doubt that the tale is based in reality. The fairy tale thus provides 
Agaat with a means to present her story and perspectives as the unequivocal truth, in such a 
way that Jakkie does not question its trustworthiness. Hence, the story serves as a platform for 
the expression of Agaat’s strongest emotions, although it is masked as the plot of an engaging 
tale for Jakkie’s amusement. Its set form (Agaat never deviates from her word-perfect recital) 
makes it comparable to a form of scriptotherapy, the term suggested by Sidonie Smith and 
Julia Watson for writing’s potential to function as “a mode of self-healing” (Smith and 
Watson 2001: 202). By serving as a form of therapeutic re-enactment of her trauma, Agaat’s 
fairy tale is a form of managing or ‘working through’ her trauma.  
 
Agaat’s fairytale is arguably the closest approximation of Agaat’s autonomous voice in the 
novel, since it is not depicted through Milla’s perspective, but is recited by rote from Jakkie’s 
memory. Consequently, it is an important archival information source. It depicts the 
particulars of the women’s shared history from Agaat’s perspective, which is mostly lacking 
in the rest of the novel. In particular, it chronicles Agaat’s emotions, as it mentions how 
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“Good’s heart was very very sore” (2006: 689) at her rejection, how “[n]obody noticed 
anything of Good’s mourning because she cried without tears” (2006: 689), and how her 
heart “grew as hard as a stone and black as soot and cold as burnt-out coal” (2006: 689). 
Though it is never committed to any written record, the story is transferred to Jakkie through 
the magic of the oral tradition and continues to reside in his memory.  
 
4.6.4 Riddles and verbatim quotations 
 
One of the most peculiar ways in which Agaat expresses herself, is through the strange 
answers she provides to Milla’s final questions as the latter spells them out on the alphabet 
chart. Her answers consist of quotes delivered verbatim from various sources, in particular the 
farmers’ handbook and the embroidery book given to her by Milla. Among Milla’s many 
questions, two are particularly pressing: what Agaat did with the brown suitcase in which 
Milla packed her belongings with the move to the outside room and whether Agaat really 
breastfed Jakkie. These questions elicit the most fascinating responses from Agaat, answers 
that at first glance do not appear relevant to the dying woman’s inquiries.  
 
The servant’s recitals are mechanical and repetitive and could indicate a number of different 
concerns. As a form of mimesis, the lines exaggerate the “ventriloquism” (Spivak 2006: 28) 
of the speaking subaltern. This is especially relevant as Agaat is a product of the dominant 
Afrikaner culture and can only endlessly reproduce the discourses she has internalised. 
Indeed, Milla has always encouraged Agaat to learn by rote, such as when she insists that the 
other woman memorise the information on ploughing by hand in the farmer’s handbook and 
recites it for her (2006: 224). There is thus the suggestion that Agaat has not really 
internalised Milla’s discourse, but instead only mimics it when she feels it is appropriate to do 
so. 
 
Agaat’s quotations not only reveal the debilitating effects of trauma on her consciousness, but 
in their capacity to unnerve Milla also realize the warning her mother gave her when she 
advised her to pay attention to what she teaches Agaat, as “everything you put in there will 
come back to you” (2006: 515). The servant’s droning performance shows that she has acted 
as a receptacle for all that Milla has taught her and now presents her adoptive mother with a 
warped rendition of these teachings. These recitations are beneficial to confront the dying 
woman with her own convictions, with the very teachings and ideologies she taught Agaat.  
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When Milla asks what happened to Agaat’s brown suitcase on the day of her move to the 
outside room, Agaat replies with a perfect recitation of “[t]he cutting-up of an ox” (2006: 
444). This information is directly taken from a section in the Hulpboek vir boere in Suid-
Afrika, entitled “Vleis en Behandeling daarvan” (1929: 765-766), with the sub-heading 
“Opsny van ŉ Bees”. The section explains how a slaughtered ox should be cut up and lists the 
dishes suited to various cuts of meat.  
 
However, Agaat’s recital has vastly different implications and recollects a number of 
traumatic events in her life. It recalls the day Agaat is moved into her new room, when Milla 
made her slaughter a lamb, in order to teach her the skill and inducts her into the role of future 
servant. The selected lamb was Sweetflour, Agaat’s much-loved hanslam. Milla’s rejection of 
Agaat, and her role in forcing the child to slaughter a pet, is very traumatic for the child. 
Consequently, the adult Agaat’s recital recalls this trauma and indicates how she feels her 
former identity as beloved child was symbolically ‘cut to pieces’ and destroyed by Milla’s 
actions. Indeed, she informs Milla, “The two of them, skivvy and lamb, both cut up much 
better than an old tough cow, let me tell you that!” (2006: 444).  
 
In response to Milla’s inquiry whether Agaat really nursed Jakkie, Agaat responds by baring 
her “small crooked shoulder” (2006: 491) to Milla and chanting a “kind of song-speech” 
(2006: 491); a lecture on the care of sheep also cited from the farmer’s manual. This word-
perfect narration is a concise recollection of Agaat’s banishment from the home and her 
subsequent nursing of Jakkie when his mother is unable to do so. It also plays on Milla’s 
assertion that she raised Agaat as a hanslammer (2006: 166). The servant explains the best 
method of separating ewes and their lambs, especially the importance of ensuring that the 
weaned lambs “do not suffer over-much” (2006: 491) because “once marred in their 
development, they never mend again” (2006: 491). Agaat thus appears to admit that she 
nursed Jakkie in order to give him the care his mother could not provide. Her recital also 
chronicles her own brutal separation from her mother (and subsequently from Milla), which 
appears to have caused irreparable damage, symbolised by Agaat’s disabled arm. However, 
while Agaat admits that she nursed Jakkie, she refuses to explain her ability to do so.  
 
From the above analysis of Agaat’s mimicry, it emerges that the servant is an artistic and 
innovative character. Through mimicry, Agaat not only succeeds in communicating her 
subjectivity, but also revitalises and reinterprets her inherited culture by adapting it to serve as 
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a tool of resistance. From a metatextual viewpoint, her subversive character may be compared 
to the role of the author, so that the author’s implied ideological and metafictional 
commentary may be deduced from the complexities and contradictions of Agaat’s character. 
The coloured woman is not only a destabilising and seditious character, but possesses a 
seemingly inexhaustible reserve of creative potential that is expressed through clever 
wordplay and rhetoric, and the mastering of artistic skills such as embroidery. In adapting and 
reimagining Afrikaner cultural goods, Agaat guarantees its continued survival, since any 
culture can be kept in being only by being “continually adapted to meet the manifold 
requirements of ever-changing circumstances” (Toynbee in Rabie 1966: 69). By extension, 
Agaat’s character shows that art has not only subversive and revolutionary potential, but is 
also a constructive and aesthetic product that contributes to society’s knowledge base. 
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5. AGAAT’S SYNCRETIC SELF: RESIDUES OF KHOI AND SAN CULTURE 
 
In the preceding chapter, it was demonstrated how Agaat functions as an archive of Afrikaner 
cultural practices, as well as a living testimony to Milla’s life. Yet, she also appears to be the 
keeper of the rudimentary vestiges of a different cultural heritage, one whose rituals and 
customs she practices in secret, and which threatens to undermine her assimilated culture. 
From the moment of her rescue, the little girl’s stubborn grip on a number of esoteric habits 
defies Milla’s attempts to refine her character and the matriarch is led to believe that the child 
has an irrevocably wild streak. At times, she is convinced that Agaat is evil, wondering, “Who 
are you? How many thousands of devils are you?” (2006: 551).  
 
Agaat maintains recognisable links to an ancient cultural community and is able to enter a 
realm of ancient spirituality for invigoration and spiritual revitalisation. She appears to be 
engaged in a continuous process of symbolically compiling an inventory of this cultural 
inheritance, amongst others through artistic creation and performative expression. This 
chapter focuses on how the novel collates the traces of Agaat’s alternative cultural heritage to 
create a personal archive, or a record of her inner being. This includes her cultural heritage 
(as symbolised by her ancestry), her associated affinity with nature, her unusual and almost 
pantheistic religious practices, her shamanistic customs and role as psychopomp, and the 
inspired creative activities with which she occupies herself. Finally, this chapter considers 
whether Agaat has an autonomous identity, and if so, whether she is able to make it known to 
those around her. 
 
5.1 Agaat’s cultural heritage: an archive of Khoi and/or San culture   
 
As illustrated in the first chapter of this study, there are limits to the range of the archive. 
This is particularly evident in the study of human genetics. The “authority vested in scientific 
evidence suggests that some archives do in fact exist outside of human agency – some things 
happen and are preserved beyond the self-conscious construction of the archive” (Hamilton et 
al 2002: 12). Contemporary scientific discourse holds that each individual’s DNA constitutes 
an indelible record of his/her identity, especially as regards his/her prehistory and 
evolutionary past. The human genome operates as a valuable supplement to the restricted 
customary definition of the archive and is beneficial for “refining and/or testing theories 
based on historical, anthropological, archaeological and cultural data” (Soodyall, Morar and 
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Jenkins 2006: 191).  
 
As a coloured individual, Agaat can lay claim to a possible Khoi and/ or San cultural 
inheritance. While she may not have an officially recorded genealogical link with the Khoi or 
San people, her link with these communities is etched on her genetic inheritance, or genome 
archive (Soodyall et al 2002: 179), and survives through the power of the oral tradition, with 
its capacity to relay knowledge along the generations. The knowledge and wisdom gained 
from the oral tradition remains largely absent from any ‘official’ archive. Verne Harris argues 
that the oral tradition is seen as a “‘source’ of historiography rather than as ‘history’ in its own 
right” (Harris 2002: 150). There is a tendency in society to overlook and undervalue the 
importance of the oral tradition as a legitimate source of information, and a drive to 
‘authenticate’ oral narratives by including them in the custody of the archive, that is to 
commit them to writing. For practical reasons, however, orality is difficult to include in the 
official record, which is mainly concerned with written documentation, since oral narratives 
rely on their characteristics of fluidity and flux to survive.   
 
Agaat’s link with orality is central to her suggested Khoi or San heritage and is incorporated 
into the archival scope of the novel. She has a close identification with the giant purple 
emperor butterfly, Apatura iris, which appears as an important and recurrent leitmotif in the 
novel. In symbolism, a butterfly is traditionally an emblem of the soul and of the unconscious 
attraction towards the light, while it is also a sign of life and rebirth (1971: 35). Indeed, Van 
Niekerk points out that the butterfly’s marking symbolises “die oog [en] die venster van die 
siel” (Van Niekerk 2008a: 12).  
 
As a child, Agaat reinvents the yoga movements Milla teaches her into a “dance of the 
emperor butterfly” (2006: 632) and identifies herself with the insect by pointing out that it 
has one wing different from the other, just as she has one arm weaker than the other. Later 
seeking the mysterious and reticent creature in the woods with Jakkie, she equates the 
butterfly with the power and magic of ancient spirituality and the enchantment of the oral 
tradition. She describes the large blue ‘eye’ on its wings as follows: “He folds open his wings 
it’s the Eye of Everything. But when they’re closed, there’s nothing” (2006: 298). She 
explains that gazing into this ‘eye’ is like staring into “a fire like great love it’s all it’s 
nothing & your soul perishes in the flames but the story is told from generation to 
generation” (2006: 598). For Agaat, its spiritual power allows a different way of perceiving, 
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understanding, and responding to reality, and facilitates the ways in which existence is 
communicated to others. 
 
While Agaat’s exact cultural origins remain a matter of speculation, her behavioural patterns 
seem to resemble most closely the customs of the San, a Southern African people living in 
small nomadic groups as hunters and gatherers. When she enters the De Wet household as a 
five-year-old, Milla is aware that “this child led a different life before I found her” (2006: 
571), although she would rather not dwell on “what (…) lurks in that past” (2006: 574). The 
child arrives at Milla’s home not merely abused and neglected, but with certain culturally 
specific skills such as the art of catching moles and braying their skins, which she learnt from 
her sister, Lys (2006: 573). Milla notes that these abilities have been established at an “earlier 
time” (2006: 573), which could refer both to her identity formation in her childhood home, as 
well as to her longer genetic ancestry. Throughout her life, Agaat continues to display a range 
of behaviours that appear to surface spontaneously – and as if by instinct – from her 
unconscious, and that she seems unable to explain. Several of her activities, including her 
mystic attraction to fire, affinity with nature, engagement in trance dances and rainmaking 
rituals, and her worship of the moon and the mystic mantis-god are also recognized features 
of the San culture (Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1989: 13).  
 
A key symbol of Agaat’s cultural bequest is the hessian bag filled with toys that she brings 
with her upon her arrival on Grootmoedersdrift. When Milla takes the child from Goedbegin, 
little Asgat’s only belongings are a “wheel (…) and (… ) stick and (…) moleskin” (2006: 
667), all of which have symbolic associations pertinent to her potent spiritual presence. The 
stick represents wisdom (1971: 313), while the wheel (due to its similarity in shape to the sun) 
stands for intelligence and spiritual illumination (1971: 370), all of which are suitable to 
denote Agaat’s spirituality, and her access to a mythical realm. Her prized moleskin is also an 
important emblem, as skin is associated with concepts such as birth and rebirth. In addition, 
skin-symbolism also includes the notion that an individual may assume the characteristics of 
an animal, with its totemic implications (1971: 298-299). Agaat’s attachment to the moleskin 
suggests that the creature is her totemic animal. Moles are associated with, amongst others 
wisdom from the underworld and diligent industry (De Vries 1974: 325). Agaat also shares 
their ‘underground’ status in her marginalised position in the De Wet household, while her 
role as Milla’s spy and informant – she is the other woman’s eyes and ears (2006: 231) – 
makes her a mole-like figure.  
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Besides their initial symbolic associations, Agaat’s toys are also the remnants of her earlier 
identity and imply a possible Khoi or San heritage. The stick and wheel resemble an 
important and treasured implement of the San women: the ’kibi, or digging stick, on which 
they relied exclusively in times of famine, when underground vegetation was the only means 
of subsistence. The ’kibi is also believed to have been occasionally used as an offensive 
weapon or a club, since men had a shorter version of the digging stick to throw and a long 
one with which to hit (Stow 1964: 67). The wheel into which Agaat fits the stick also 
resembles “the large round perforated stone used to give weight and impetus to the ’kibi” 
(Stow 1964: 67). This stone  is called “’T-koe or ’Tikoe, signifying ‘the strong hand,’ since it 
enabled the San to dig into hard surfaces and make excavations which it would have been 
impossible for them to have accomplished without its assistance. The celebrated ’kibi was 
regarded as so valuable that the ’Tikoe was never left behind or discarded. When these 
components are found scattered in the open veld, for example, it is a fair deduction that their 
owners had died suddenly, or fled in panic. Agaat too, is never without her stick and wheel. It 
accompanies her upon her arrival on Grootmoedersdrift and she later buries it in a secret 
location on the mountain, before excavating it and affixing it to the roof above Milla’s bed 
where Jakkie later finds it.     
 
Corresponding to her implied Khoi and/or San heritage, Agaat nurtures a powerful affinity 
with nature. As a child, she has the habit of disappearing in the veld, to return dirty and with 
soil under her nails. Milla soon discovers that she is responsible for the great mass of fennel 
“that’s shooting up everywhere in the garden & in the yard & next to the irrigation furrow & 
the orchard all the way to beyond the dirt road in the dryland” (2006: 629). Since fennel is 
associated with spiritual insight and purification (Wilkinson 2008: 88), Agaat’s fondness for 
the herb signifies her link with the spiritual realm, and her engagement in mysterious practices 
maintains a powerful connection with “die Onbewuste, (…) ŉ kragtige natuurlike lewe, (en) ŉ 
natuurmistiek” (Van der Merwe 2004: 2). Van Niekerk indicates that the child’s fennel 
sowing is “een soort bevruchting van de omgeving en een merkteken van haar invloedssfeer” 
(Van Niekerk 2008a: 13) and that “die ongebreideld voortwoekert en magisch proefbaar is in 
de melk van de koeien uit de omgeving” (2008a: 13). Agaat is proud of the masses of fennel 
that gives the area’s milk its distinctive hint of liquorice and calls it her “trademark” (2006: 
312). In addition to her influence on her environment,  Agaat’s receptivity to nature also 
enables her to identify which rocks have fossilised items in them, on the premise that “[s]ome 
stones are warmer than others” (2006: 625). Milla can only explain this almost supernatural  
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ability by deducing that Agaat has a type of “second sight” (2006: 625).  
 
From a young age, Agaat also upholds spiritual practices that are at odds with her Calvinistic 
upbringing. While Milla discourages her inclination towards such apparently ‘uncivilised’ 
behaviour, Agaat continues to engage in extraordinary quasi-religious customs throughout 
her life. These do not appear to be acquired conduct, but seem to occur spontaneously, and to 
exist as an innate, unquestioned – and wholly unspoken – component of her identity. One 
example of this is that her concept of the soul differs radically from the view put forward by 
Christianity. Milla explains that heaven is made of “precious stone walls of jasper & streets 
of gold” (2006: 626), but Agaat is convinced that heaven is a rock and that the human soul is 
a “fossilised fern leaf” (2006: 626) contained within it. Her belief echoes the mystic 
relevance of rocks in symbolism. In many traditions, rocks are held to be the dwelling-places 
of gods, and it appears that humanity intuitively regards stones and rocks as the source of 
human life (1971: 274). As Agaat explains to Milla, the fossil contained within the rock 
represents “the soul (…) trapped in heaven” (2006: 626). Her preferred understanding of the 
soul is that it is an ancient, natural, and tangible object that can be identified and experienced 
through the senses. This concept of the soul is extended when Milla tells the child about the 
emperor butterfly and that the eye on its wings is the “eye that guards the secret of the soul” 
(2006: 571). Agaat wants only to capture the butterfly and “put it in a bottle [so] (…) it can’t 
escape” (2006: 571). From her reaction, it emerges that Agaat identifies the notion of heaven 
put forward by the Christian faith as a restrictive space, where the soul is ensnared without 
the possibility of freedom and autonomy. Indeed, the importance Agaat believes freedom has 
for the soul is evident in the deduction she makes from Milla’s convoluted definition of 
holiness and her belief that the soul is, above all, holy.  The white woman explains that 
holiness exists in “everything that’s wild everything that’s free, everything that we didn’t 
make ourselves, everything that we can’t cling to & tie down” (2006: 627). From this 
explanation, Agaat reasons that her soul is not holy, for she was “caught (…) & tamed” 
(2006: 627) by Milla.  
 
It is also apparent that Agaat has a powerful attraction to fire. Emerging from the fireplace of 
her parents’ hut on Goedbegin (2006: 656), the child is, in effect ‘born’ of the fire element. 
Consequently, the hearth as symbol of the home (1971: 142) is a place of comfort and safety 
for Agaat, which could explain why she demands that Milla install a fireplace in her living 
quarters (2006: 265). The hearth also symbolises a return to the womb and a primordial state 
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of seclusion and protection (1971: 142). Subsequently, the fireplace remains a place of safety 
for Agaat throughout her life, and she retreats to this location whenever she feels threatened. 
Milla realises that the fireplace represents for Agaat a place where she is free from the various 
demands made of her. Shortly before her death, Milla thinks she hears Agaat crawl into the 
hearth (2006: 249) after having had to beg Beatrice to tend to Milla for an afternoon. In 
empathy with her melancholy, Milla imagines Agaat lying down “[a]t the heart of the hearth, 
under the soot, where you want to conceal yourself” (2006: 249). She white woman knows 
that Agaat seeks refuge here from the tense atmosphere of her imminent death, and that the 
hearth is her place of safety, where she can be free for a moment from the burden that the 
matriarch has become, from her “tyranny” (2006: 249), as it were. In an imagined dialogue 
with Agaat, the matriarch declares that Agaat hides in the fireplace so that “nobody searches 
for [her] any more, to draw [her] out, to split [her] into parts and stretch [her] over spars and 
to infuse [her] (…) till [she] dance[s] to their tune” (2006: 249).  
 
Fire holds a powerful magnetism for Agaat (2006: 575). Since it embraces both good (life 
giving) and bad (destructive) energy, fire is an agent of destruction and spiritual regeneration 
(1971: 106). It plays a prominent role in many primitive cultures, where it is considered a 
demiurge emanating from the sun, endowed with the power to bring regeneration and renewal 
by stimulating the growth of the fields (1971: 106), for example. Consequently, fire is a 
powerful symbol of life and death, and of spiritual energy. 
 
Agaat’s connection with fire is particularly useful to portray the supernatural value of this 
element in San culture. The tribal fire is the central location where stories are told, ritual 
trance dances take place, important decisions are made, and clan members bond with one 
another, all of which make it central to the tribe’s communal consciousness (Lewis-Williams 
and Dowson 1989: 20). Thus, fire is an important symbol of Agaat’s inferred cultural 
heritage. It establishes her bond with Milla and is a means through which the young girl 
learns new forms of behaviour. It is reserved for all “special lessons” (2006: 530) as it “binds 
her attention” (2006: 530) and makes her react “more spontaneously” (2006: 530) to Milla’s 
teachings. In an attempt to get Agaat to speak clearly and enunciate her words properly, Milla 
shows the little girl how to make fire using different tools (2006: 515). She also shows the 
child how to breathe the emerging flames into life (2006: 526) in the hope that it will motivate 
her to speak. When she shows Agaat how to make fire using a stick, she is surprised to find 
that the little girl already knows how to do so and wonders, “Wherever did you see it, Agaat? 
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How do you know so well to start a fire? Who taught you?” (2006: 516). The young Agaat 
can respond only with a series of gestures to describe a mythical entity which seems to reside 
everywhere and who empowers her with the gift of fire, significantly placed in her strong 
hand. According to Milla’s description of the movements, Agaat “looked over my [Milla’s] 
left shoulder, (…) then she looks over my right shoulder, (…) then she looks on the ground, 
then in the air, then in the palm of her strong hand!” (2006: 516). Perplexed, Milla can only 
interpret these gestures to convey, “The Nowherewoman, the woman without name, who is 
everywhere but who can’t be seen, shé taught me about starting a fire” (2006: 516).  
 
Agaat’s association with further fire extends to implicate her involvement in the outbreak of 
mysterious fires on Grootmoedersdrift, including the devastating veld fire of 1963 (2006: 
418) and the ignition of the barn at Jakkie’s birthday feast (2006: 616). In both instances, it is 
suggested that Agaat may have been involved in setting the fires, as the outbreaks are 
preceded by her absence. As fire is both an agent of devastation and renewal, Agaat’s 
suggested involvement in setting fires highlights her ambivalent role as a potential harbinger 
of destruction and/or upliftment.  
  
5.2 Agaat as pseudo-shaman  
 
Agaat resembles a modern-day shaman, or a go-between for the physical and spiritual realms, 
a reading which Van Niekerk herself suggested in a paper on the ‘artist’ characters in her 
novels Triomf (1994) and Agaat (2004). Gifted with a repertoire of mystic abilities, her 
actions (though peculiar in an everyday context) are indicative of her shamanic potency. 
Shamans are “ritual practitioners in hunting-and-gathering societies who enter altered states of 
consciousness to achieve a variety of ends that include healing the sick, foretelling the future, 
meeting spirit-animals, changing the weather, and controlling real animals through 
supernatural means” (Clottes and Lewis-Williams 1996: 19).  
 
Shamanism is a multi-component belief system and comprises several activities, each of 
which has its own appropriate rituals, symbols, and myths. The induction, control, and the 
exploitation of altered states of consciousness are at the heart of shamanism. These mediums 
use various techniques, including “protracted dancing, hyperventilation, audio-driving, and 
intense concentration, together with music, hallucination, deep trance, and dreaming to enter 
the spiritual realm, engage in a reciprocal exchange with spirits, and return with the wisdom 
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of these encounters. Shamans also tend to acquire an association with a particular spirit-
animal and the supernatural potency that it bestows (Clottes and Lewis-Williams 1996: 22 -
23), which enables them to perform their mythical duties. In Agaat’s case, she is associated 
with a mole (2006: 527) and shares its dissident and mysterious status, which allows her to 
engage in her activities undetected.  
 
Shamans play an important role in San cultural practices and religion, for they are the keepers 
of generations of accumulated knowledge and cultural experience. These ‘sorcerers’ are 
called !gi:xa, a compound of !gi, meaning power, magic or spiritual potency, and xa, 
indicating possession (Bennun 2004: 174). The !gi:xen (plural) are ordinary individuals, of 
any sex, who are intermittently capable of extraordinary feats. They comprise of three key 
types, the !gi:xen of the game, who can predict or influence the movement of herds, those of 
the rain, with control over rainfall, and those of healing, who possess curative powers. A 
different, fourth type of !gi:xa, is evil and is believed to poison and kill people.    
 
Agaat’s shamanic potential is symbolised by her deformed hand, which is a potent indication 
of her spiritual power. According to her own description, her deformed right hand is “a 
snake’s-head hand” (2006: 689), so that she is likened, according to Francois Smith, to the 
Agathos daemon (2004: 12), a mythical creature to which sacrifices are made in order to 
maintain peace and harmony in the home. What is more, her arm, with the “same thickness all 
the way, a thin rod with a wrong-way-round elbow” (2006: 403) summons the image of a 
praying mantis’s arms, an insect held in high veneration by the San for its association with the 
mythological entity /Kaggen, whose representation is the praying mantis. /Kaggen is the Chief 
of the Sky and referred to as ’Kue-A’keng-’teng, meaning the ‘Master of all things’ (Stow 
1968: 113). He is a mischievous trickster figure, at turns either generous or vindictive and is 
propitiated in times of famine, war, or illness, when his benevolence and positive intervention 
is sought (1968: 113).  
 
Agaat’s potential to act as a !gi:xa is implied by her participation in ritual ceremonies 
favoured by shamans, such as her healing abilities and her mythic ability to control natural 
processes such as rainfall, as well as her engagement in trance dances. Nevertheless, while 
Agaat appears to have access to shamanic powers, this does not suggest that she is a shaman 
per se. She does not have the instruction or guidance of a “tightly knit indigenous or 
traditional community that integrate[s] the social and spiritual, material and mythic realms” 
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(Ott in Narby and Huxley 2001: 280) that is essential to tutor an emerging shaman. Rather, 
she functions as a pseudo-shaman, one operating “outside of the bonds that informed and tied 
the (…) shaman to a cultural community” (2001: 281).  
 
5.2.1 Agaat’s shamanic powers: healer and rainmaker 
 
Agaat’s shamanic power is suggested by an almost mystical healing ability, to judge by the 
“countless little dying animals” (2006: 42) she nursed back to health, for as Milla puts it, there 
was “[n]obody who could raise them like Agaat” (2006: 42). Since in symbolism, identifying 
oneself with animals indicates integration of the subconscious (1971: 13), Agaat’s affiliation 
with animals points to her profound psychic self-knowledge. What is more, her knowledge of 
animals also makes her a valuable farming asset, as she warns of an outbreak of chicken roup 
(2006: 636), while she is the first to discover the devastating outbreak of botulism (2006: 53), 
which nearly destroys Milla’s Jersey cow stock. She also succeeds in treating the prized 
Simmentals during an outbreak of kalanchoe poisoning (2006: 253), as she has an almost 
hypnotic effect on Hamburg, the stud bull, and succeeds in administering the necessary 
medication. So finely attuned is Agaat to the principles of illness and healing, that she nurses 
Milla with the same instinctive care, and stimulates her swallowing reflex by massaging her 
throat in the same manner as she did when feeding fledglings (2006: 42).  
 
Nevertheless, the servant’s shamanistic power is perhaps best revealed in the outbreak of the 
mysterious 1976 veld fire on Grootmoedersdrift, which occurs after yet another of her 
mysterious and lengthy disappearances, which implicates her as the arsonist. Confronted by a 
raging inferno, the De Wets look on helplessly. Realising that there is “nothing to be done 
about the fire” (2006: 420), they wait for the thatched roof of the homestead to catch alight. 
Shortly after Agaat leaves to untether her goats and drive them from their camp, an erratic 
rainstorm extinguishes the now raging fire. Astonished, the De Wets watch “the fire being 
rained into oblivion in front of [their] eyes” (2006: 451). Milla explains the incident as “[a] 
stray cloud, an evaporated day, scooped up by a rogue wind on the open sea and left exactly 
there where a fire was raging inland, a freak, something that didn’t even happen in books 
because it didn’t conform to any pattern of probability” (2006: 421). 
 
Some time after the fire is extinguished, one of Agaat’s goats is discovered “lying with a 
broken neck … by the river” (2006:422). It is clear that “somebody got at [it] quite badly 
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[and] drowned it on purpose” (2006: 422), as “skid marks (…) in the mud on the little bank 
[indicate] [i]t was drágged in there” (2006: 422). Later, Milla discovers a “piece of trampled 
mud grooved with the pattern of Agaat’s school shoe” (2006: 422) in the living room and 
realises that it was left there intentionally, since Agaat has always been “well-practiced in the 
art of leaving tracks” (2006: 334). It is suggested that Agaat drowned the kid, and that she 
wants Milla to know it.  
 
While the coloured woman’s actions are baffling, a possible explanation involves an ancient 
shamanic practice of the San: the killing of an animal like an eland or springbok in a ritual 
that reinforces “the link between death, trance and the !gi of a powerful animal and 
[facilitates] the transformation of the shaman” (Bennun 2004: 352). The eland’s primary 
significance is that of shamanic supernatural potency, for it is believed that the location of its 
death is imbued with great energy that allows the shaman to engage in a particularly effective 
trance dance (Clottes and Williams 1996: 33).  During the ritual, a shaman uses the power 
released from the death of an animal to “propel him from the material world into the world of 
the spirit” (Bennun 2004: 352). Indeed, it is interesting to note that the spiritual energy 
acquired through sacrificing something is proportional to the importance of what is lost 
(1971: 276). Agaat’s willingness to sacrifice one of her beloved animals thus points to her 
earnest desire to douse the raging fire on Grootmoedersdrift.  
 
Agaat’s killing of the goat, which is followed by the improbable rainstorm, identifies her as a 
!gi:xa of the rain and suggests that she has successfully accessed her latent shamanistic 
powers in order to bring the much-needed rain. After the veld fire is extinguished, Agaat 
appears with “a black-and-white bundle of freshly-laundered clothing in her arms” (20065: 
422), a vast improvement on the “fine black specs” (2006: 422) of root which previously 
marred her uniform. Agaat’s attention to regaining her composure holds the disquieting 
implication that her position as compliant servant is simply a façade and that she has access to 
a terrifying spiritual energy. A similar shamanic practice occurs in Marlene van Niekerk’s 
short story “Die laaste noodlottige somer van die hardlywige Minister van Wet en Orde, 
Pierre M. Labuschagne” (1992), which identifies the appearance of a powerful !gi:xa- figure 
and the ritual killing of an animal (particularly to bring rain) as a motif in her work.  
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5.2.2 The significance of dance 
 
From childhood, Agaat seems to possess knowledge of a ritual dance in which she encounters 
the transcendental. In her attempts to boost the withdrawn child’s confidence and make her 
speak, Milla has Agaat dance around the fire (2006: 528). The child takes to dancing with 
ease and becomes so inspired that she “[j]umps up and down, whirling the little legs, quaking 
with the arms. Altogether wild” (2006: 528).  
 
In later years, she frequently engages in a ritualistic form of dance, which serves as a 
powerful symbolic method of self-expression. Chris van der Merwe views this activity as an 
indication of how Agaat rejects her Calvinistic religious instruction and “ontwikkel tot ŉ
‘heks’ met haar eie geheime religieuse praktyke” (2004: 2). A rhythmic art form, dance is a 
symbol of the act of creation. It is also one of the most ancient forms of magic, in that every 
dance is “a pantomime of metamorphosis (…), which seeks to change the dancer into a god, a 
demon, or some other chosen form of existence” (1971: 76). Thus, the function of dance is 
essentially cosmogonic. In addition, as Helen Gilbert states, any form of dance is a 
“focalizing agent” (1995: 341), which encompasses a number of signifying practices. 
According to Russell McDougall, dance makes of the “human body (…) a verbal signifier 
that encodes movement iconographically” (2006: 298). It therefore has the potential to 
function as narrative, or a method of personal expression. Agaat’s unique dance form is 
important both as a reference to her implied cultural heritage and shamanic powers, as well as 
a symbolic form of burying, or ‘archiving’ objects relating to this heritage for retrieval at a 
later stage. 
 
Milla first becomes aware of Agaat’s unique dance-form shortly after the child’s move to the 
servant’s quarters. That night, she finds Agaat on the mountain, occupied in “odd steps & 
gestures against the slope” (2006: 150) and is perplexed by her strange movements, by the: 
[s]ideways & backwards knees bent foot-stamping jumping on one leg jump-jump- 
jump & point-point with one arm at the ground. Then the arms rigid next to the sides.  
Then she folded them & then she stretched them. Looked as if she was keeping the  
one arm in the air with the other arm waving (2006: 150 – 151).  
 
This dance is later repeated during the De Wet’s summer holiday at Witsand. Milla follows 
Agaat to the ocean and observes that she makes “the same odd gestures as that evening on the 
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mountain with hr arms extended in front of hr as if she’s indicating points of the compass or 
explicating the horizon” (2006: 315).  
 
Agaat’s dance bears striking similarities to the various spiritual dances performed at Khoi or 
San spiritual festivals. In times of distress, the San worship /Kaggen in a ritual dance called 
the Mo’koma, or the dance of blood (Stow 1964: 113), which continues throughout the night. 
The San believe that the movements of this dance, which, like Agaat’s movements consists of 
a number of irregular jumps (1964: 119) are handed to them directly by /Kaggen himself. 
Men and women alike participate in rhythmic, trance-like movements around the fire, which 
are meant to aid the process of spiritual renewal. In Khoi culture, /Kaggen correlates loosely 
with the trickster-figure Heitsi Eibib; also associated with the praying mantis. Much like the 
moon with which he is associated, Heitsi Eibib is engaged in a perpetual cycle of death and 
rebirth. He is honoured during a feast held at T’kamkhab, or the new moon. Participants 
implore Tsoekoab, the Big Creator of the red heavens, for rain, plentiful grazing for their 
cattle, many wild animals and bountiful veld food. For its association with Heitsi Eibib, the 
T’kamkhab festival is one of renewal and allows its participants to attain spiritual 
rejuvenation (1964: 261).  
 
As regards her implied shamanic prowess, Agaat’s dance is also useful to mark her admission 
into the spiritual realm of the shaman. I.M. Lewis states that shaman’s therapeutic vocation is 
typically initiated and announced by a traumatic experience associated with “hysteriod 
behaviour interpreted as uncontrolled possession” (1986: 84). Jean Clottes and David 
Williams, on the other hand, indicate that a trance-like state could also be invoked by the 
advent of important events in the individual’s life, such as “boys’ first-kill rituals, girls’ 
puberty observances, and marriage rites” (1996: 33). According to these theories, Agaat’s 
acquisition of shamanic powers may have been activated by the culmination of various 
events. These include the trauma of her relegation from the position of child to servant, as 
well as the completion of her first kill, a distressing event in which Milla forces her to 
slaughter her hanslam, Sweetflour (2006: 96). It may also have been initiated by the advent of 
puberty, since Agaat performs her trance dance the night Milla discovers that she has begun 
menstruating (2006: 149). In Agaat’s case, her transformation thus occurs as she develops 
from a child into an adult.  
 
An important facet of Agaat’s dance emerges at the novel’s conclusion, when her mysterious 
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fairytale is revealed and the disappearance of her brown suitcase is explained. It surfaces that 
she buried the suitcase (containing amongst other items, her beloved moleskin, stick and 
wheel and the old hessian sack) on the mountain. Hereafter, she “piled black stones on top of 
it[, ] … trampled it with her new black shoes and cocked her crooked shoulder and pointed 
with her snake’s-head hand (2006: 689).   
 
In her story, Agaat informs Jakkie that the dance is a burial rite, in which she expressed her 
mourning “without tears” (2006: 689). The ritual allows her to lay a part of her identity to 
rest, and to declare, “Now, Good, you are dead” (2006: 689). Her dance is thus directed at the 
suitcase full of her own cultural goods, or as she puts it “the things of the child she’s been” 
(2006: 689), which Milla desires her to discard in favour of her ‘new’ culture. Consequently, 
Agaat’s strange performance is also indicative of her undergoing a process of spiritual 
alteration. Since it may be regarded as signifying the symbolic death of her previous identity, 
it may be termed a type of transition rite, which according to Arnold van Gennep (1960: 36) 
is a process through which initiates are symbolically released from their ordinary social status 
and undergo a symbolic process of death and rebirth. Upon completion of the process, 
elements of opposing cultures are configured to create a new whole. The initiates rejoin 
society, but henceforth as different people. 
 
The burial act is thus a powerful form of archiving. When initially burying the suitcase, 
Agaat’s actions point to her desire to temporality ‘forget’ or relinquish her earlier personality 
under the pressure of the new identity Milla creates for her. It could also signal her desire to 
‘forget’ her traumatic childhood and her rejection by Milla. In this respect, the burial act 
fulfils one of the most important functions of the archive: prohibiting the past from stirring 
up disorder in the present. Nevertheless, Agaat takes care to mark the burial spot, which 
signals her intention to access these objects later. The rock pile she creates to mark the 
location resembles the piles of rock serving as gravesites erected by the Khoi in worship of 
Heitsi Eibib (Stow 1964: 261), which gives greater spiritual resonance to her actions. Shortly 
before Milla’s death, Agaat excavates the suitcase and retrieves the various items therein. She 
rolls the wheel over Milla’s inert body and presses the moleskin in her neck (2006: 648) in a 
variation of the game Agaat used to play when she was child (2006: 477). Agaat’s actions 
can thus be interpreted as an act of soothing Milla in her time of distress.  
 
Yet Agaat’s dance also has implications of subversiveness and offers a challenge to the status 
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quo. As Helen Gilbert reminds us, dance is “encoded as the expression of savage or exotic 
‘otherness’” (1995: 342). While Agaat’s dance is thus a resentful abandonment of her cultural 
goods, it is also a powerful site of potential resistance to hegemonic discourses that impinge 
on her identity, such as the pressure exerted by Milla to have Agaat conform to established 
cultural norms. By “bringing the body into focus, dance … spatializes… [and] foregrounds 
proxemic relations between characters” (Gilbert 1995: 341). The dance is thus useful to 
depict the unequal power relations between the two women. Though ostensibly neglecting 
her cultural heritage, Agaat actually challenges Milla’s attempts to tamper with her cultural 
identity and subverts her power. The “foot-stamping” (2006: 151), “rigid” (2006: 151) 
performance is near tribal, and contains strong elements of ritualistic, discordant movements 
that denote a terrible anger. It is a form of dance entirely at odds with accepted dance genres 
in Western culture. Milla is utterly perplexed by it, by a performance “[s]o weird … I can’t 
put the images out of my head [and] think of it all the time” (2006: 151). She can resort only 
to her imagination in order to envision its meaning.  
 
Finally, Agaat’s movements operate as “a method for deconstructing the illusionistic devices 
of representation” (Gilbert 1995: 342), since it highlights Milla’s inadequacy to comprehend 
the dance as an illustration of Agaat’s potent resistance. Swept away by an imagination she 
believes is “too fertile for [her] own good” (2006: 151), Milla comes closest to the 
implications of the dance when she imagines that Agaat is “separating the divisions of the 
night. Or dividing something within herself. Root cluster” (2006: 151). As a cultural hybrid 
with no claim to a single and fully established culture, Agaat creates a double identity, in 
which her subjectivity is split between her autonomous personality and that imposed upon 
her by Milla. However, the matriarch can never know how accurate she is in imagining that 
her servant is “dividing something within herself” (2006: 151) or separating the “[r]oot 
cluster” (2006: 151) of her identity. She simply dismisses this idea as utterly [f]ar-fetched” 
(2006: 151), instead considering the only “simple explanation” (2006: 151) that Agaat is 
“working herself up to running away” (2006: 151).    
 
5.3 The shaman as psychoanalyst and psychopomp: Agaat’s role in Milla’s death  
 
As a shaman-figure, Agaat acts as Milla’s psychoanalyst by helping her to take stock of, or 
archive, her life. As psychoanalyst “konfronteer [sy] nooit vir Milla met haarself, met haar 
eie idees, [of] met haar eie wêreld nie, maar hou gedurig Milla se woorde aan haar voor” 
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(Burger 2006: 191). By holding Milla accountable for her past actions, Agaat helps her to 
evaluate her life and attain the level of understanding, acceptance, and inner peace necessary 
for her to die. Claude Lévi-Strauss argues for the similarities between modern psychoanalysis 
and shamanism. The shaman plays the same dual role as the psychoanalyst – that of listener 
and orator. S/he establishes a direct relationship with the patient’s conscious and an indirect 
relationship with his/her unconscious. In both disciplines, the purpose is to “bring to a 
conscious level conflicts and resistances which have remained unconscious” (Lévi-Strauss in 
Narby and Huxley 2001: 109) in order to achieve healing. Thus, the shaman provides an 
individual with “a language, by means of which unexpressed, and otherwise inexpressible, 
psychic states can be (…) expressed” (Lévi-Strauss in Narby and Huxley 2001: 109), thereby 
attempting the resolution of conflicts. For this reason, the “shamanic cure lies on the 
borderline between our contemporary physical medicine and such psychological therapies as 
psychoanalysis” (Lévi-Strauss in Narby and Huxley 2001: 109).   
 
However, unlike the traditional psychoanalyst, Agaat transcends the role of listener and 
interpreter and becomes an active participant in the conflicts materializing from Milla’s 
unconscious. She helps the dying woman to explore the deepest recesses of her mind as she 
engages with her through the intimate language “of the nurse and the patient” (2006: 212). 
Like the subtle language of women this language is “impenetrable to men” (2006: 212), and 
unfathomable to Milla’s doctor, the “highly-educated physician” (2006: 212), Dr Leroux, 
whose name (possibly a metatextual reference to the author Etienne Leroux, known for his 
use of Jungian symbolism) is an indication of the author’s own use of embedded symbolism 
in the text. Despite the doctor’s insistence that Agaat is guilty of “imagining” (2006: 211) 
Milla’s needs and cannot possibly know what she is thinking, that she “can’t get into the 
ounooi’s head, no matter how much [she] want[s] to” (2006: 211), Milla is adamant that they 
are finely attuned to each other. To the dying woman’s mind, the two women share a 
consciousness and operate as each other’s alter ego. She wishes that Agaat would tell the 
intrusive doctor about “the subtle intentions [and] complicated messages” (2006: 211) which 
pass between them and that she would tell him that “our imagination is a shared one, [and 
that] we thought each other up” (2006: 211). So overwhelming is Agaat’s desire to probe the 
dying woman’s psyche that Milla believes Agaat is frustrated that she cannot have 
unqualified access to her thoughts. Milla believes, “It maddens her. That she can’t meet my 
every need, that she doesn’t know everything I think, thát frustrates her beyond all measure” 
(2006: 56). She imagines that “what sticks in your [Agaat’s] gullet is (…) that you no longer  
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know who I am, and that I’ve changed, that I’m still, every day that I lie here, changing” 
(2006: 83).  
 
The interaction between Milla and Agaat is a quest for personal truth and resolution. Thus, 
the characters’ interactions symbolically mimic the larger-scale workings of the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission in South Africa. This private TRC is one in which Milla (the 
perpetrator) confesses her transgressions, acknowledges her guilt and asks the forgiveness of 
Agaat (the victim) who can grant or withheld absolution at her discretion. Through Agaat’s 
intervention, which compels Milla to confront the past, the matriarch experiences a strong 
desire to repent for her transgressions against Agaat. Milla has the overwhelming need to 
apologize to “my little Agaat, my child that I pushed away from me, my child that I forsook 
after I’d appropriated her, that I caught without capturing her, that I locked up before I’d 
unlocked her!” (2006: 540). The white woman seeks to be forgiven for her role in having 
Agaat “taken away and taken in and then cast out again” (2006: 215), and feels guilty that she 
cannot find a way to “reward her for daring to come this far with me here on 
Grootmoedersdrift” (2006: 215). Milla’s admission of her guilt and her recognition of the 
necessity to diffuse the tension between herself and Agaat if she is to attain peace, guide the 
contrite and penitent moments of Milla’s narrative as a whole. She realises, “It would be fatal 
not to seek reconciliation. And yóú were the one most deeply in the wrong; yóú had most to 
be forgiven for” (2006: 552).  Her guilt is not limited to only one event, but to a series of 
transgressions of varying degrees. However, Milla is dismayed by the inadequacy of an 
apology made “[n]ow that it’s too late” (2006: 219). She longs to tell Agaat that she loves 
her, but can do so only in “a fantasy of my own death” (2006: 540) so that she experiences an 
“inexpressible regret” (2006: 540) at this bizarre turn of events. It is very ironic that “now 
that language has forsaken [her] and one eye has fallen shut and the other stares 
unblinkingly” (2006: 541), she should “find this longing in my heart to console [Agaat] in 
anticipation, for the hereafter” (2006: 541).  
 
Due to its “conceptual dependence on remorse, [forgiveness] must be an intensely personal, 
even a private matter” (Holiday 1998: 44). Thus, contrition is a private matter, since various 
degrees of intimacy enter into locutions such as the expressions of remorse and forgiveness. 
The sincerity of an expression of remorse is conditional upon a close relationship between the 
confessor and the person to whom the confession is directed, one in which it is possible to 
interpret with sensitivity the “nuances of [a person’s] speech and the behaviour that 
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accompanies it” (Holiday 1998: 53). Communicating via a subtle language of eye signals and 
a form of telepathy, Milla and Agaat are in an almost ideal position to embark on the process 
of reconciliation. What is more, Agaat is in a privileged position in that she is able to impose 
her own meaning unto the dying woman’s expressions. The nurse interprets Milla’s coded 
language “through the eyes, [and] by inferences, [so that] misunderstandings are easy” (2006: 
517). Consequently, she can obstruct or assist Milla’s attempts at expressing her remorse 
about the past.  
 
Since, as Anthony Holiday reminds us, “remorse is itself a form of memory, which consists in 
our being haunted by the distinctive presence of whomever it is we have wronged” (1998: 
44), Milla’s attempts to express her remorse are underpinned by the presence of Agaat, acting 
as psychiatrist, inquisitor, and judge. Agaat becomes the final judge of the sincerity of the 
matriarch’s remorse. For one, she does not tolerate a display of tears, as they do not convince 
her of Milla’s regret. Milla knows that Agaat is “indifferent to my tears” (2006: 65), though 
she is convinced that she “would be able to taste, connoisseur that she is: [t]he taste of guilt, 
(…) in my tears, and craving, and confusion” (2006: 65). Rather than acknowledging the 
dying woman’s attempt at an expression of guilt or an apology by “improvising with [her]” 
(2006: 65) and interpreting her tears, as she interprets all her other means of communication, 
Agaat is deliberately obtuse in an determined refusal to accept the white woman’s dramatic 
show of repentance.  Consequently, Milla does not hold out much hope that Agaat will 
forgive her, believing that her memory is too “relentless” (2006: 64) to allow this. Milla is 
convinced that Agaat can feel nothing but anger and resentment towards her. This is evident 
when she interprets her nurse’s vigorous cleaning of the inside of her mouth as a curse: 
“Agaat curses me in the mouth with her thumb and index finger. Bugger you! I feel against 
my palate, bugger you and your mother. I didn’t ask to be here!” (2006: 63). While Louise 
Viljoen claims that Milla and Agaat succeed in coping with their respective pain, guilt, 
revenge, and bitterness “voordat hulle versoening bereik met Milla se sterfte” (2008: 1), 
ultimately the prospect of reconciliation between the two women remains problematic and 
relies on the interpretation of the reader, as Milla is an untrustworthy narrator.  
 
Agaat also acts as Milla’s psychopomp. When the matriarch becomes bedridden, the other 
woman acts as her “sterwensbegeleider” (Kannemeyer 2004: 635) and nurses her to her 
death. As a death-guide or psychopomp, Agaat oversees the transition of Milla’s soul from 
life to a possible after-life realm.  
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References to psychopomps are widespread in mythological tales, religious texts, and the 
testimony of individuals.  Derived from the Greek psychopompos, literally meaning the 
‘guide of souls’, a psychopomp is a guide whose primary function is to escort newly 
deceased souls to the afterlife. These beings may include gods, spirits, angels, or friendly 
animals. Famous psychopomps include the Greek god Hermes, the Egyptian jackal-headed 
god Anubis, the Archangel Michael, and the female Valkyries of Teutonic legend. Depending 
on an individual’s religious persuasions, psychopomps can also include figures such as Jesus, 
a Saint, or Buddha (Strong 2008: 1). These archetypal escorts are of great comfort to the 
dying. They confirm the existence of an afterlife, and the presence of a compassionate being 
waiting to assist the dying individual through the rigours of spiritual transition. In Jungian 
psychology, the psychopomp is a mediator between the unconscious and conscious realms. It 
is symbolically personified in dreams as a wise man (or woman), or sometimes as a helpful 
animal (Strong 2008: 1).  
 
The psychopomp’s role is not to judge the deceased, but to provide safe passage to an 
afterlife realm. Such a being can also offer assistance to those struggling to cross over into 
death. For this reason, in many cultures, shamans fulfill the role of psychopomps, as they are 
instrumental in aiding the dying individual’s spirit to detach from the constraints of the 
physical body. The shaman is “the primary investigator of the domain of death; (…) she/he 
explores the routes of travel to non-ordinary ‘reality’ and often accompanies souls of the dead 
to an after-life domain” (Krippner 2008: 4).  It is this individual’s task to assure “the soul of 
its survival once the physical body had served its purpose” (Krippner 2008: 6). The shaman’s 
role as psychopomp extends beyond accompanying the soul of the dead to include providing 
assistance at birth and introducing the newborn’s soul to the world. 
 
As an individual endowed with shamanic abilities, Agaat is ideally suited to the role of 
psychopomp. Agaat’s association with mirrors, in addition to indicating her role as a 
preserver of information, or a living archive, is also central to her role as psychopomp. 
Mirrors symbolically denote the mobility of the soul and serve as a mythic ‘door’ through 
which the soul may free itself in ‘passing’ from the realm of the living to the dead (1971: 
211). 
 
Psychopomps have not lost their relevance in modern society. In western civilization, a 
peaceful death is not always possible. The modern medical system is geared to life-extension, 
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mostly by artificial means. When prolonged, such life-saving measures detract from an 
individual’s tranquil death. A renewed interest in the psychopomp in psychology and the 
related discipline of thanatology has seen its definition expanded. In modern society, the term 
includes all persons working to achieve a tranquil and mediated end-of-life experience for 
others, including hospice workers, nurses and counselors. This accounts for the contemporary 
title of “midwife to the dying”, which is another form of psychopomp work.  
 
Our modern society is a death-avoidant one. Death remains a feared, unspoken of, and 
misunderstood subject in modern society. It is what Elizabeth Kübler-Ross calls a “dreaded 
and unspeakable issue to be avoided by every means possible” (1986: 5). In contrast to this 
modern trend, death occupies a central position in Van Niekerk’s novel; Milla’s death is the 
certainty towards which all action progresses. In truth, she has already died before the novel 
commences, and the storyline is framed within her son’s retrospective narrative. Hence, 
Willie Burger argues that the novel may be read as “ŉ poging om die dood te verken” (2006: 
179). In Agaat, death is explored through the intimate and complex relationship between 
Milla and Agaat.  
 
As psychopomp, Agaat’s focus is on easing the matriarch’s protracted death, and leading her 
into the realm of the dead. The dying woman understands that her nurse wants to help her 
“[t]hrough the eye of the needle (…) [t]hat’s really all, I can see it now. And bring me back” 
(2006: 191). She recognises Agaat’s function as a mediator of her death and cannot but 
applaud her efficiency. She realises that, “[d]eath is her [Agaat’]s objective. She has prepared 
it excellently. I couldn’t have done it better myself” (2006: 17). Agaat provides Milla with 
the home-based palliative care she requires. Since hospitals are “practically and 
philosophically oriented to the cure of disease” (Dubois 1980: 16), it has few resources to 
provide adequate care for terminally ill persons, especially where this involves attention to an 
individual’s emotional and psychological wellbeing. Home-based palliative care thus seeks to 
counter the over-medicalisation and institutionalisation (Riper 2008: 2) which has 
increasingly come to characterise the modern dying practice.  
 
Indeed, Milla has refused hospital treatment, since she believes she is not purely a medical 
subject, to be kept in a sterile room like “a rabbit in a cage” (2006: 43).  She is adamant that 
“I want to stay here, with Agaat, in my place that I know” (2006: 41). With Agaat’s help, 
Milla concedes that hers will be “the best-managed death in history” (2006: 17).  
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By preparing her for death physically and emotionally, Agaat is “the commander of [Milla’s] 
possibilities” (2006: 55). The dying woman feels that “[l]ife flows through me as if through a 
transfusion rigged up between her and me. She monitors the rate of flow” (2006: 129). 
Indeed, nearly all Milla’s experiences are “granted” (2006: 129) her at her servant’s 
discretion: the enjoyment of her garden is allowed her only when Agaat sees fit, while 
“[h]unger is imagined for [her]” (2006: 129) when the servant entices her with appetizing 
food. Agaat even brings the dying woman a praying mantis on a sprig of rambling rose. The 
insect is the “most exemplary motionless creature she (Agaat) could think of” (2006: 162) 
and is meant to bring the dying woman a sense of serenity. Milla is overcome with wonder at 
the “[l]ittle hands folded in prayer. The green membranous wings like coat-tails draped over 
the abdomen, the triangular head with the bulbous eyes” (2006: 162). 
 
Agaat is also the manager of Milla’s physical and mental vigour. She endeavours to revitalize 
Milla and to show her that there is still life in her by finding ever more creative ways of 
revitalizing her, so that even the obtuse Dr Leroux must acknowledge that “that woman 
[Agaat] walks the extra mile for you” (2006: 165). One such activity involves sharpening a 
large knife just above the tip of the dying woman’s nose. Milla is delighted by this gesture 
and recognises it as an attempt at enlivening her: “Oh, Agaat, what else will you still think up 
for me? Sharpening knives over the tip of my comatose nose” (2006: 578). She takes pleasure 
in this dangerous of game and realises that the threat is meant to spark life in her: “If the rod 
were to slip! If the knife were to skip! If the blade were to snap! The meaning of danger! 
Life-threatening! Yes, that’s how you do it! Remind me that I still exist!” (2006: 579). 
Gradually, Milla comes to believe that Agaat’s project is to ignite an appreciation of life in 
her and to have Milla discover new aspects of her being during this final phase. Milla 
articulates this as Agaat’s desire “[t]o make of nothing an all. That was what Agaat made of 
me. The lamer, the more nothing I became, the more she put into me. I never had any 
defence. It was her initiative. To make me a lucky packet of myself” (2006: 239).  
 
As Milla’s deterioration increases, she notices that Agaat begins “touching [her] more often 
with the weak hand, a sweep of the knuckles, or a fluttering of the four gathered fingers, a 
weightless shell-shaped palm resting on [her] stomach for a moment” (2006: 184). At times, 
this gesture mocks Milla’s infirmity and serves as “fuel (…) to carry on nursing [Milla] every 
day” (2006: 236). When the servant exposes her weak arm at the dying woman, it is a gesture 
that signifies a near complete reversal in power between the two women, made all the more 
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explicit in that Agaat tells the dying woman, “Soon (…), soon I’ll lift you with my little 
finger” (2006: 86). However, it is also a way in which Agaat expresses her sympathy with 
Milla’s plight, as well as an indication of her sadness. Indeed, Agaat is profoundly affected by 
Milla’s slow death, who despite her cruelty remains her “Même (…) [her] only mother” 
(2006: 633). Indeed, the dying woman is perceptive of the other’s moods and observes that, 
“Agaat is sad. I know it, I can feel it” (2006: 208). 
 
As psychopomp, Agaat’s presence at Milla’s death, as described by the woman’s garbled 
stream of consciousness, is of great importance. In the final moments of life, Agaat eases 
Milla through the transition from life to death by easing the collapse of her bodily processes. 
In her last moments of semi-consciousness, Milla is aware of the coloured woman’s 
presence, and wonders, 
in what body am I sustained as in a crib? tilted as in a cradle? who breathes beneath  
me as if I’m lying on a living bedstead my pulse ignited with another pulse my breath  
to the rhythm of another my insight capsulated in sturdy scaffolds my sentences  
erected on other sentences like walls built on a rock? (2006: 673).  
 
Agaat not only supports Milla in the last anguished moments of her death, but her strong bond 
with her adoptive mother also enables her to ‘share’ Milla’s final thoughts on a profound 
spiritual level, since the two women engage in a final imagined dialogue in which Milla asks 
Agaat to confirm her presence. The nurse escorts Milla into death until she feels she can 
“venture it on my own” (2006: 673). However, while Agaat can ease Milla unto death 
(compare Virgil as guide to Dante), she cannot accompany her in the actual transition process, 
much like Virgil had to leave Dante at the wall of fire in front of paradise.  Milla’s anguish at 
her nearing death and Agaat’s inability to assist or accompany her on this final journey 
resonates with a scene depicted in Schoeman’s ŉ Ander land (1984) [Another country 1991]. 
The dying protagonist, Versluis, is informed that in many Eastern religions, dying is regarded 
as a moment of intense, but short-lived, panic. It is believed that “with death the soul leaves 
the body through the mouth, and at that point there is an instant of terror and anguish when it 
has to pass through the constriction of the throat (…). One second of unthinkable fear that we 
have to endure alone, in which no-one can stand by us, and then we are released into infinity” 
(Schoeman 1991: 223). Equipped with Agaat’s love and support, hand in hand with her 
adopted child, Milla’s anguish is somewhat lessened and she gains some courage to venture 
out alone on the journey of death. The butterfly symbolism, which appears here as Milla’s 
sensation that Agaat “parts [her] shoulders like wings” (2006: 673), signifies a last fluttering 
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of life before the soul takes flight from the confines of the physical body to the spiritual 
realm.   
 
5.4 The outside room: a site for subversive expression 
 
Agaat occupies two distinct places in the De Wet home. Initially, as a small child, she 
occupies a remote room in the farmhouse. Later, she is moved to a separate room in the back 
yard. Since ‘place’ is not a neutral term, but is used to denote ‘space’, that is, a physical or 
geographical location to which meaning has been ascribed, the places occupied by Agaat are 
of utmost importance. Indeed, ‘place’ comes into being through procedures of naming, myth 
making and story-telling as well as through cultural processes of imagining, seeing, 
historicising and remembering (Darian-Smith, Gunner and Nuttall 1996: 3). It is also within 
“the parameters of place and its separateness that the process of subjectivity can be 
conducted” (Ashcroft et al 1995: 392). Due to their remoteness, the rooms inhabited by Agaat 
are places of freedom from the dominant status quo, while the activities she pursues here play 
a vital role in the construction of her autonomous identity.  
 
As child, Agaat is initially housed in the De Wet’s home, in “the back room” (2006: 470) at 
the end of the hallway, there where “the ceiling became lower, at the end of the passage, there 
where the light cast only a dim glow” (2006: 534). The room has “[n]o window [and a] door 
[that] can be locked” (2006: 470). The door is also fitted with a copper letter-slot, which 
enables Milla to spy on the little girl and to monitor what she does at all times. While the 
room implies the prospect of the little girl becoming part of the family, it is an isolated place 
situated at the very periphery of the family home. The room is also a laboratory of sorts where 
Milla keeps the child in isolation and is able to monitor her progress and development under 
her care. For this reason, the matriarch’s earliest diary entries resemble a medical record or 
chart of Agaat’s progress, with entries ranging from improvements in her physical health to 
her toilet training, eating, emotional development, play, and speech. However, the trauma 
enacted in this place remains in the atmosphere of the room, which falls into disuse after 
Agaat is shunted from the home, so that “[n]obody ever ventured there any more” (2006: 
534). However, the room confronts Milla every time she goes to the bathroom, which is just 
to the right. In the last years of her mobility, when she struggles to walk with a walking 
frame, the locked door at the end of the passage is a particularly unpleasant symbol of her past 
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actions, made all the worse by her increasing dependence on Agaat. By her own admission, 
the sight of the offending letter slot “worked on me like a ray of fire. It motivated my lame 
body. Eventually I hád to turn my head away” (2006: 534). 
 
While housed in the family home, Agaat’s room is a place for the enactment of her unique 
cultural habits. For one, the child engages in a soothing game with her stick, wheel, and 
moleskin (2006: 477). She uses the items in a pastime in which she presses the moleskin in 
her neck and then proceeds to make “three(…) small revolutions (…) with the little wheel” 
(2006: 477) on the floor. This activity appears to be a kind of ritual and has implications for 
Agaat’s possible San heritage. According to Jean Clottes and David Lewis-Williams, sensory 
experiences, especially tactile ones, are important aspects of shamanic art and trance.  Among 
the San, touching is very important as it reinforces a link between the individual and the 
cosmos (1996: 34), thereby bringing the individual closer to not only to the physical world, 
but also to the potency of the spirit world behind it. Agaat’s game is therefore more than a 
mere pastime, or a favoured childhood game that brings her comfort and reminds her of 
home, since it signals the child’s deep connection with the material and spiritual worlds.  
 
The young Agaat also plays shadow-puppets in her room against the light of the candle. 
While she will not use her weak hand when playing the game with Milla, she does so in the 
privacy of her room at night. Here, she uses her weak hand to make “the snout, ears, and tail” 
(2006: 518) of the shadow-animals and her strong hand to shape the “neck of the buck [or] the 
head of the horse” (2006: 518). The act of casting shadows on the wall is a variation on the 
pictorial rock art form and powerfully invokes the animal sketches made by the San, thus 
affirming Agaat’s cultural inheritance. In addition, the transgressive element of the shadow 
play is suggested in that the child’s activities are accompanied by whispered narrative that 
Milla cannot make out. It is a “rustling of little sentences, almost voiced, [a] repetition of the 
same word or phrases” (2006: 518) reminiscent of the incantatory chants used by shamans to 
achieve altered states of consciousness or trance.                
 
Agaat’s alternative spirituality is further suggested in that she turns her room into a museum 
of natural objects collected on her numerous excursions with Milla. The room eventually 
“smells like a witchdoctor’s shop” (2006: 626) and prompts the workers to say that she was 
“born with the caul” (2006: 626). The items collected in the room denote Agaat’s powerful 
identification with the potency of the natural environment and suggest that she has the ability 
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to access this power and harness it to supernatural effect. Rather than being mere “innocent 
little playthings” (2006: 634) as Milla sees them, these items have a transgressive potential 
recognised by Jak, which prompts him to destroy the display. 
 
Once relegated to the position of servant, Agaat is consigned to a servant’s room, or 
buitekamer, as it is known in Afrikaans, which traditionally refers to a room that is separate 
from the house or has only an outside door. Van Niekerk defines the buitekamer as inclusive 
of three distinct spaces: “die agterste kamer in ŉ lang gang, ŉ aangeboude kamer met ŉ 
binnedeur sowel as ŉ buitedeur, of ŉ buitekamer, meestal in die agterplaas van ŉ huis, maar 
losstaande van die huis” (Van Niekerk 2008a: 3). According to this definition, Agaat’s first 
room in the homestead is also already an ‘outside room’. 
 
Agaat’s isolated living quarters are the space in which she enacts her autonomous identity and 
spiritual life and thus provides many clues regarding her subjectivity. Her activities link with 
Benita Parry’s views that servants’ insurgence often begins with an enactment of rebellion in 
their living quarters. It is a place where “defiance is not enacted [merely] in a small and 
circumscribed [physical] space appropriated with the lines of dominant code, but [becomes] a 
stance from which to (…) constitute a counter-discourse” (1995: 40). The room is important 
for the numerous activities taking place here, notably Agaat’s decoration of her fireplace and 
her furtive embroidery projects.  
 
Opposing Milla’s feeble attempts to create a homely environment, Agaat decorates her room 
in a highly unusual and ‘feral’ style. She embeds what Milla considers “strange things” 
(2006: 268) in the plaster of her fireplace, among them quartz pebbles, shells, sea urchins, a 
lynx skull, a hare’s-foot fern, a horseshoe and marbles. As Milla found Agaat in a hearth, the 
fireplace holds the closest identification with the coloured woman’s cultural origins. Hence, 
the matriarch aptly recognises the fireplace as the place where she Agaat employs her “half 
Romish & creepy” (2006: 268) decorations in order to recreate “her unkempt self (…) in low 
relief” (2006: 461). The fireplace houses Agaat’s “secret other self, [and her] concealed feral 
energy” (2006: 556), which is at complete odds with her role as compliant servant. 
Consequently, the fireplace, embedded with items of symbolic significance to Agaat, 
operates as a type of personal archive for her. The hearth is the “focuspunt voor een soort 
seance, een communie met andere geesten dan de geest van de geïnscribeerde macht” (Van 
Niekerk 2007: 9). The raw plaster of the fireplace resembles the cave walls or rock cliffs on 
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which indigenous people created art, in what remains humankind’s longest artistic tradition 
(Lewis-Williams and Dowson 1989: 23). It also reinforces Agaat’s suggested shamanic 
powers, as shamans in particular are known to have created rock paintings to record their 
experiences and practices (1989: 23). 
 
Agaat’s fireplace facilitates, as of old, the transference of knowledge and ancient wisdom. By 
the light of a “tremendous fire” (2006: 268) built in the newly decorated hearth, Agaat shows 
a baby Jakkie the embedded objects up close. She proceeds to sing to him in low key and 
Milla watches how he listens “[w]ide-eyed” (2006: 268). The two figures cut a magical 
image against the glow of the fire, Jakkie with a halo of light around his head and Agaat’s 
cap illuminated with the glow as if it would “burst into flame at any moment” (2006: 268), in 
a type of Medieval Madonna and Child image. It is suggested that the hearth serves as an 
accessible source of information about Agaat that is viewed by Jakkie, to whom Agaat most 
readily communicates information about herself.  
 
Agaat’s room is also significant for the embroidery projects she undertakes in it, as for the 
most part, she engages in stitchwork in the isolation of her living quarters, where she is free 
from Milla’s constant vigilance. Embroidery allows Agaat to create an own account of her 
life. The handicraft has many similarities to the writing process, or to the compilation of a 
record, or archive. Fascinated by the pictures that emerge from beneath her needle, Jakkie 
insists that Agaat explains to him how embroidery works. Her account is very significant. 
 You fetch it and stretch it and tie it together, (…) you prod it and prick it, you slip it  
 and snip it, you slide it in cotton-thread frames, you hold it and fold it, you pleat it and 
ply it, you bleach it and dye it and unravel again (…) you trace it and track it and fill  
it and span it and just see what’s come of the cloth, a story, a rhyme (Van Niekerk  
2006: 649).  
 
Agaat’s explanation of the embroidery process is useful to reveal the similarities between 
embroidery and the construction of a narrative. As regards the metafictional level of the 
novel, embroidery extends to a reflection on the novel, and on the writing process.  
 
Embroidery offers Agaat the opportunity to create a record of her autonomous and sovereign 
being. As an art form put on display, embroidery is not normally understood to contain a 
dissident or subversive discourse. Consequently, it is ideally suited to operate as a concealed 
and subversive form of self-expression. It is an activity through which Agaat can attain some 
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level of sovereignty and is a sign of her creative power. In her studious approach to 
stitchwork, Agaat is “bevrijd (…) van borduren als tradisie en vrouwelijke plicht, dat zij het 
maakt tot iets wat in zichzelf een ritmisch trance-inducerend genot verschaft” (Van Niekerk 
2008a: 10). Indeed, Milla notices that Agaat is very dedicated to embroidery and 
“anaesthetised herself with the work, for hours on end” (2006: 218). Her embroidered items 
have a representative quality and symbolic substance that belie its perceived frivolity.  
 
Agaat’s most important piece of embroidery is the shroud she fashions for Milla. Created 
from the Glenshee linen Milla takes from her mother’s trousseau and gives Agaat when they 
commence their embroidery lessons, the shroud is symbolically inscribed with the power of 
Milla’s long matrilineal heritage. Milla is thus buried with the confirmation of her place in the 
ranks of her matrilineal bloodline. This “fourth dress of woman” (2006: 584) depicts “all the 
scenes of Grootmoedersdrift” (2006: 584), yet has suggested transgressive potential in that 
Milla does not know what Agaat fashions from the linen until a short while before her death. 
Indeed, she has long anticipated that Agaat would use the precious linen to devious effect, 
citing that “[f]rom the moment that precious cloth left [her] two hands [she has] felt there is a 
snake in the grass” (2006: 173).  
 
The completed shroud is densely embroidered and Milla, whose eyes are drying out due to her 
illness by the time she gets to view it, cannot quite make out everything depicted there. It 
resembles sheet music, as there are so “many tiny details, in places it looks like a musical 
notation” (2006: 649). The shroud depicts a woman’s body “embroidered in the coffin 
position, the hands already folded on the chest” (2006: 650), with captions all around this 
central figure, as if from “a manual, a guide to dying, a do-it yourself book with illustrations” 
(2006: 650). It serves as a veritable archive of life on the farm, depicting “[t]he shearing, the 
calving, the way of the women, a heron against the sky, a blue emperor in the forest – 
everything from here to the Hottentots Holland, all the scenes of Grootmoedersdrift” (2006: 
584). This function of the shroud corresponds with Milla’s earlier explanations of the 
functions of Egyptian palls, which she tells Agaat were made “so the deceased should not feel 
alone & would arrive in the kingdom of heaven completely wrapped up in his culture & 
history & faith” (2006: 169). Milla’s shroud also serves such a purpose. 
 
Buried in the shroud that Agaat made, Milla dies with the coloured woman’s interpretation of 
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her life inscribed upon her body. What is more, Milla is also buried with an inscription of 
Agaat’s choice on her headstone (2006: 681). Hence, Milla is buried with Agaat’s appraisal 
and judgement of her life. Eventually the archive compiled of Milla’s life follows the course 
of all archives: it is buried and committed to a location from which it cannot stir up disorder 
in the present (Mbembe 2002: 22). Ultimately, archiving is “a kind of interment, laying 
something in a coffin” (Mbembe 2002: 22), if not to rest then at least to make it possible to 
exert an supreme authority over it and to tame the epistemic violence of which these ‘remains’ 
are capable in the future. However, sine the archive is also a revelation of its compiler; the 
shroud indicates Agaat’s processes of selection, valuation, inclusion, and exclusion in 
constructing this specific record of Milla’s life. By ensuring that nobody else is allowed to 
view Milla’s body before the burial (2006: 678). Agaat ensures that the material traces of the 
archive she has constructed escape the untoward interpretation of a third party. 
 
As a record of the history of Grootmoedersdrift, the shroud also indicates Agaat’s imminent 
inheritance of the farm. Milla originally gave the cloth to Agaat for the day when she would 
be an embroidery ‘master’ and can make good use of the cloth. Presenting the shroud to 
Milla, Agaat attributes an altogether different implication to the word ‘master’. She reminds 
Milla, “Do you remember the cloth? The Glenshee linen? For one day when I’m a master, you 
said” (2006: 585). From the servant’s pun, the pall comes to signal the dawn of Agaat’s role 
as mistress of Grootmoedersdrift, which is made possible by Milla’s death.  
 
The shroud’s final function is perhaps less apparent. It enables Agaat to perform the functions 
of the psychopomp, that is, to aid the dying woman’s transition from life to death. Upon 
completion of the shroud, Agaat feels compelled to “first put it on and go and lie in [Milla’s] 
grave with it” (2006: 584), in order to access its comfort and durability. She reassures Milla 
that she will sew her shut in the shroud as “[b]reastwork against the worms” (2006: 585), so 
that her body will be protected at least until her hair has grown out its last bit. Although 
morose, this scene depicts a moment of shared tenderness between the two women.  
 
Another important means of expression for Agaat is her white servant’s cap, which is “[f]ull  
of embroidery holes … [and] densely edged with shiny white thread” (2006: 55) in white on 
white embroidery. Her cap is a vital part of the servant’s uniform, and, aside from the 
crocheted jerseys that Agaat insists on wearing, is the only part of the uniform that she can 
alter. Smith notes that Agaat’s ever more theatrical uniform becomes “ŉ teken van haar 
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afsonderlikheid – ŉ soort apartheid” (Smith 2004: 12). As a signifier of her vocation as 
servant and her class and race-bound identity, Agaat’s cap conceals her ‘true’ or autonomous 
identity, symbolised by its covering her mass of hair that Milla believes would otherwise 
stand “like a conspiracy against everything in league with daylight and subordination” (2006: 
461). However, through embroidery, the coloured woman succeeds in appropriating this 
symbol of her oppression and transforming it into a powerful tool with which to express her 
autonomy and transgressive power. 
 
The significance of Agaat’s use of white on white embroidery, or shadow-work, lies in its use 
of texture rather than obvious adornment. This style presents an interesting feature of Agaat’s 
narrative. The coloured woman’s story is subtly communicated throughout the novel; it must 
be searched for among the layers of Milla’s focalisation, with which it merges (as white 
embroidery cotton merges with white cloth) to such an extent that it is not easily observed, 
though its presence is very real. Milla often squints at Agaat’s cap in an attempt to see the 
embroidered objects. She is annoyed that “[n]obody, nobody except Jakkie when he was 
small, was allowed to look at it straight on” (2006: 371). Indeed, Agaat’s embroidery became 
“ever more forbidden, that zone above [her] forehead” (2006: 371). Whenever Agaat caught 
Milla staring at the cap, she “made [her] feel as if [she] were peeking through a transparent 
blouse” (2006: 371), guilty of a serious invasion of the other’s privacy.  
 
Agaat’s cap, with its closely guarded patterns, is thus a variation on Milla’s diaries. It is 
Agaat’s alternative means of creating a ‘written’ record of her own life. The subtle 
embroidery technique makes Agaat’s cap a form of subversive self-expression in plain sight, 
which is ironically the safest place to preserve it. Consequently, her cap is a highly effective 
variation on an archive, as it contains information conserved in seemingly inviolate 
safekeeping.  
 
As the novel progresses, the embroidery on the cap becomes ever more dense and Jakkie 
claims that “every time he sees her [Agaat] the point of her cap is longer” (2006: 389). Soon 
Milla notices how “all the caps are indeed higher on top & more pointed & complétely filled 
with embroidery [,] complicated patterns overlocked at [the] top with little holes and scallops” 
(2006: 389). Thus, Agaat’s cap is the tableau on which she is continually ‘writing’ and 
‘rewriting’ her story into a dense palimpsest of embroidery. Significantly, Jakkie reveals that 
the cap contained “white sheep, white flowers, [and] mountains and trees” (2006: 683) when 
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he was a child, but Milla notices a different design altogether. Due to the concealed 
adornment on Agaat’s cap, it is not surprising that Milla regards Agaat as an ominous 
individual. The dying woman is dismayed by the shadows cast by the cap, which reminds her 
of “a horn (…) or (…) a shadow of an old stringy snakeskin, semi-transparent in spots with 
the elongated shadow-patterns of the weft visible here and there” (2006: 371). Since all 
primitive traditions prove that the horn is a symbol of strength and power (1971: 151), Agaat’ 
extended cap is a commanding statement of her authority.  
 
Milla’s only opportunity to study the cap closely is when she awakens to find her nurse 
sleeping at her feet. In the mid afternoon, sunlight reaches the cap “from the side, from behind 
and from the front. [Milla] can make out the embroidery distinctly. From the back, it is darkly 
lit in silhouette, and from the front etched in relief. Negative and positive simultaneously” 
(2006: 371). Milla discovers “a design of musical notation (…), notes and keys and staves” 
(2006: 372) and various depictions of wild animals, together with depictions of people with 
animal body parts, all of them playing musical instruments. According to Milla’s description, 
the “trumpet-player has a pig’s snout. And the beak of the harpist is that of a bat. A wolf, 
grinning, beats the tambourine. A baboon with balloon-cheeks blows the syrinx, a rat with 
tiny teeth hangs drooling over the lute” (2006: 372). The significance of the embroidery is 
suggested when Agaat wakes up to discover Milla staring intently at her cap. Immediately, 
“[e]mbarrassment steals over her face” (2006: 372), followed closely by “[d]efensiveness” 
(2006: 372) and anger that the dying woman “saw her like that” (2006: 372).   
 
Agaat’s embroidered animals resemble “spirit-animals, spirit-people, or completely 
transformed shamans” (Clottes and Lewis-Williams 1996: 34). These depictions, 
characteristic also of San art, depict stages in the merger of human and animal qualities as 
part of Shamanic altered consciousness and transformation. It is common to find rock 
paintings portraying “[p]ictures of human figures trunked and tusked, feathered and winged, 
or with the buttocks, bent tails and jaws of baboons” (Bennun 2004: 352), all of which reflect 
“a shamanic relationship with the animal from which each !gi:xa derives his potency” 
(Bennun 2004: 352). In a similar vein, Agaat’s embroidered animals depict the different 
phases in the shaman’s transformation. Illustrations of half-transformed human musician with 
animal body parts depict the initial phase of transformation, in which human and animal 
qualities co-exist and the shaman has not undergone a complete metamorphosis. In addition, 
her embroidery also includes illustrations of animals (depicting the shaman’s complete 
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anatomical transformation) partaking in human activities, such as a wolf beating a 
tambourine or a rat playing a lute. The musical theme of the embroidery also correlates with 
shamanic rituals, since trance-inducing music is considered instrumental in assisting the 
shaman to reach an altered state of consciousness and to achieve a complete transformation. 
In effect then, Agaat’s choice of images denote her powerful association with shamanism and 
her apparently innate knowledge of an ancient shamanic transition rite, although this appears 
to manifest from her subconscious in the guise of  appealing objects to embroider.  
 
5.5 The possibility of retrieving an own identity: Agaat without Milla  
 
In the preceding chapter, it was established that Agaat, while a subaltern, does have a ‘voice’ 
of her own, one that emerges from Milla’s leading account, despite the matriarch’s frequent 
inability to comprehend her servant’s communicative efforts. It was also determined that if 
Agaat’s narrative is to be recognised, close analysis of her chosen communication methods is 
required. 
 
It is thus necessary to establish whether Agaat succeeds in recovering an earlier cultural 
identity, although there is little to indicate that she is able to articulate and define such an 
identity. Philip John reads Milla’s muteness and death as a symbol of the white woman 
having lost her identity (where her death also symbolises the demise of a conservative 
Afrikaner identity), while Agaat is in the position of acquiring or recapturing an own identity 
(2008: 8). Shortly before Milla’s death, it is suggested that Agaat attempts to return to her 
earlier identity by retrieving her earlier cultural goods (contained in her buried suitcase) and 
presents these items to Milla, by placing the moleskin against her cheek and rolling the wheel 
attached to the stick “over the covers over the incline of (her) body” (2006: 648). Indeed, as 
the novel concludes with Jakkie’s memories, Agaat’s voice emerges from his recollection of 
her fairy tale, which is one of her most effective means of self-expression. The textual leeway 
permitted Agaat with this apparent ‘final word’ seems to imply that she has been concealing 
an alternative, subversive identity all her life (one that she has perhaps successfully relayed to 
Jakkie), to which she may revert, given her newfound freedom. Nevertheless, the implication 
that Agaat ‘speaks through’ Jakkie is insufficient to demonstrate her success at acquiring or 
recuperating an autonomous identity better suited to her future as landowner. Instead, the 
future success or failure of her attempts to attain or recover an own identity is suggested by 
her emotional condition at the novel’s end. Where she remains on Grootmoedersdrift after 
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Milla’s death, Agaat is without her ‘maker’, the person who gives meaning to her life (2006: 
236). She is a dejected and emotionally wounded individual, as symbolised by her deformed 
arm and without any association with those remaining on the farm under her care. Indeed, 
Jakkie’s assertion that Agaat is an Apartheid Cyborg, whose identity has been assembled 
within this system, indicates that Agaat remains a product of her socio-political environment. 
As Jakkie reveals, it will be near impossible for Agaat to escape from Milla’s extended 
indoctrination. In all probability, Agaat will preserve her acquired cultural heritage as a 
“shrine inviolate” (2006: 682) and will perpetuate Milla’s influence as if the dead woman 
were “keeping remote control [over her from] [s]ix feet under” (2006: 682). Relevant here is 
an intertextual reference to Eben Venter’s Horrelpoot (2006) [Trencherman (2008)], which 
offers an apocalyptic interpretation of South Africa’s socio-political landscape under a 
regime of ‘new’ landowners such as Agaat, who perpetuate and exaggerate the cycles of 
oppression.   
 
Ultimately, given her extensive transculturation under Milla’s tutelage, it is impossible for 
Agaat to recuperate an earlier, autonomous identity, the more since there is no textual 
evidence to suggest that she has defined the parameters of such an identity. However, the 
coloured woman’s future on Grootmoedersdrift signals the arrival of a New Afrikaner, one 
who epitomises the devastating and irreversible effects of past transgressions and represents 
hope for the future.   
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6. CONCLUSION 
 
This research focused on the significance of the archive (as relates to its features and 
operations) for fiction. It is centred on a study of the archival features of Marlene van 
Niekerk’s Agaat (2006). While the term archive operates in a specific context and has a 
relatively limited range of meanings in its customary usage, this study offered a conceptual 
and theoretical expansion of the archive. It demonstrated fiction’s potential to enhance the 
scope and application of the archive. Its point of departure is based in research on the 
archive’s value for literature by Carolyn Hamilton and others in Refiguring the Archive 
(2002).  
 
Theorists such as Sarah Nuttall (2002), Ronald Suresh Roberts (2002), and Allan Pasco 
(2004) agree that fiction has the ability to act as a valid archival source since it is capable of 
releasing different forms of information about the past than conventional records, making it a 
valuable supplement to official information sources. These scholars also conceive that in 
passing historical ‘fact’ through an author’s particular artistic vision and the realm of the 
imagination, fiction offers exciting possibilities for the expansion and redefinition, or the 
refiguring, of the archive.  
 
An initial reading of Agaat revealed the presence of various databases, or repositories, of 
information in the text, most of them celebrated resources, which grants the novel its striking 
similarity to an archive. The most important databases are those introduced by the mottos 
contained in the novel’s epigraphs, namely the FAK-Volksangbundel (1937), an embroidery 
book Borduur só (1966), and the Hulpboek vir boere in Suid-Afrika (1929). The author’s 
creative use of these texts brings renewal to somewhat archaic sources nearly forgotten in the 
21st
 
 century. Since Van Niekerk explores these texts in the milieu when they were most 
relevant, they are useful to depict the common values of apartheid South Africa. These 
repositories are all historically determined, and underpinned by shared ideologies that 
contributed to the development of Afrikaner nationalism and its state apparatus, apartheid. 
While these sources constitute individual archives in their own right, collectively they denote 
the greater cultural and historical milieu in which they operate.  
Having identified various individual archives, Agaat was identified as a larger, fictional  
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archive of sorts, in which these respective records are collated and presented to the reader. 
The novel was broadly classified as a cultural and historical archive. As a historical archive, 
the text (spanning the period from 1947 to 1996) documents and preserves a certain period in 
South African history, notably the era of apartheid and the dawn of democracy. Van Niekerk 
offers an allegory of a former South African era as reflected on small-scale by the experiences 
of an Afrikaner farming family and their coloured servant. As a cultural archive, the novel 
has Afrikaner culture as its focus and the author revisits a way of life that no longer exists, but 
has undergone significant socio-political transformation. The text also depicts indigenous 
South African cultures in its treatment of Agaat’s implied Khoi and/or San heritage. 
 
Owing to fiction’s ability to re-envision the archive, it is possible to read characters as living 
archives or repositories for the gathering and conservation of information relating to 
themselves, others, and the greater community to which they belong. In addition, characters’ 
methods of personal or creative expression, which function as sources of information that are 
accessible to others (such as Milla’s diaries and Agaat’s embroideries) were defined as 
personal archives, as they serve as enduring sites where the women can collate and preserve 
information about themselves. On a metafictional level, Marlene van Niekerk’s use of 
archival techniques in the novel, which emerges from her vigilant documentation of a bygone 
lifestyle and old traditions, also renders her an ‘archivist’ of sorts.  
 
Chapter 2 dealt with the cultural and historical facets of the novel. It demonstrated how 
Afrikaner culture and history is defined in the text, as well as the values associated with it. 
The author’s creative recuperation of Afrikaners’ heritage suggests that the hub of the culture 
resides mainly in three subject areas, namely traditional song, farming, and embroidery, as 
embodied by the three reference guides. These sources inform the reader of the richness of 
Afrikaner culture by recovering outdated information from obscurity and revisiting the 
customs and traditions Afrikaners still have at their disposal today. Underpinned by shared 
ideologies, theses sources are also useful to denote how Afrikaner culture was appropriated in 
support of a nationalist agenda.  
 
Agaat does not merely offer a nostalgic celebration of Afrikaner culture in its prime, but 
contributes to the global debate around the future of small communities and the lifespan of 
autochthonous cultures in the global economy, as well as a local debate on the future of 
Afrikaner culture in post-apartheid South Africa. While Milla’s death and Jakkie’s 
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emigration, together with Agaat’s inheritance of the farm, appears to disallow the Afrikaner a 
legitimate position in the new South Africa, Afrikaner culture is not depicted as being 
redundant or irrelevant, neither in the global sphere, nor in the present political milieu. 
Jakkie’s lasting nostalgia for the country of his birth contains his refusal to collapse under 
pressure from the global sphere and to assimilate with the ruling power bases. Thus, the 
novel’s implied ideological perspective is one that opposes the assimilation of autochthonous 
cultures (such as Afrikaner culture) into the greater power block. Milla’s death and her son’s 
emigration instead denote how Afrikaner culture has been stripped of its prior position of 
supremacy, which saw the culture become a hegemonic force unfavourably associated with an 
oppressive political system.  
 
With reference to the available identity options for Afrikaners as suggested in Agaat, the 
novel is particularly interesting. It posits the arrival of a transformed Afrikaner identity in the 
form of Agaat. Van Niekerk contributes to other contemporary literary assessments of the 
Afrikaner’s future, as have emerged in the post-apartheid South African literary canon. Upon 
inheriting Grootmoedersdrift, Agaat emerges as the symbolic New Afrikaner, an individual 
who has internalised the very best and worst the culture has to offer, and who might bring 
renewal to her inherited culture. Remaining on the farm, Agaat has the potential either to 
perpetuate institutionalised cycles of oppression, or to bring renewal and upliftment to those 
who remain under her care.  By symbolically including Agaat in Milla’s matrilineal lineage, 
the novel also depicts the joint history of white and coloured people on the African continent, 
and re-envisions the Afrikaner community as heterogeneous and inclusive of difference.  
 
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 were dedicated to the further expansion of the concept archive, and 
showed how it is possible to read characters as living repositories of their culture, as well as 
information relating to their own lives and that of others. It is especially their capacity to 
oversee the transfer of information from one party to another, which reinforces these 
individuals’ likeness to an archive.  
 
Chapter 3 focussed on the archival underpinnings of Milla’s multi-faced narrative. Her diaries 
in particular, offer commentary on the fraught nature of the record, particularly its threatened 
status as an institution. When read in relation to Agaat’s responses, the dying woman’s biased 
account reveals the processes of deliberate excision and excess that go into the making of 
records. Since Agaat’s history is based mainly in Milla’s subjective perspective, her narrative 
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reveals how archives have the capacity to shape and control society’s collective consciousness 
by shaping historiographic production and the creation of a dominant ‘Truth’. As the many 
inaccuracies, omissions, and distortions of Milla’s account are revealed to the reader, it 
becomes evident that no record is neutral, or innocent, but is rather a tainted body of 
knowledge.  
 
Chapter 4 focussed on Agaat’s role as a cultural archive, and a living record of information 
pertaining to Milla’s life. As a cultural archive, the coloured woman’s being and memory 
appears as a space for the preservation, reinterpretation, and dispersion of her acquired 
cultural traditions. Furthermore, the servant’s role as a living repository of information 
relating to her adoptive mother makes it possible for her to transfer such data to Milla’s son, 
Jakkie, who would otherwise not achieve insight into his mother’s life. Agaat’s position as 
subaltern does not render her a silent presence in the text. Instead, her various mimetic 
communication methods are an indication of her subtly ‘voiced’ oppression and insurrection, 
in addition to assisting her function as archive, since these communication methods allow for 
the transferral of information from Agaat to the characters around her, as well as to the 
implied reader.  
 
Chapter 5 was dedicated to approaching Agaat’s obscure and obscured cultural heritage. 
Using the genome archive, or the concept of genetic heritage, as a departure point it was 
shown that Agaat has access to an alternative cultural legacy, most likely with ties to the Khoi 
and/or San communities, though she may not be capable of articulating or evaluating this 
inheritance.  
 
Agaat’s unconventional modes of expression may be regarded as ways to express the 
dynamics of her autonomous and sovereign identity, albeit through means compromised by 
Milla’s authority. Such attempts can thus be viewed as ways of supplementing and amending 
the ‘official’ record of her life as composed by Milla. These mechanisms present alternative 
methods of recording information, which include a variety of performative and symbolic acts, 
such as Agaat’s unusual dances and spiritual practices, embroidery and the surviving 
remnants of the oral tradition as emerge from her fairy-tale. Furthermore, the emergence of 
Agaat’s autonomous narrative highlights that there is no ‘complete’ or ‘accurate’ archive, no 
single ‘truth’. Instead, her story reveals the existence of multiple, and often contradictory, 
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accounts of events, or manifold ‘truths’. Thus, the author attempts to ‘recuperate’ Agaat’s 
voice. On a wider symbolic level, by allowing the servant at least some level of autonomy, the 
text highlights some of the apartheid-fashioned gaps in social memory. 
 
However, when reading Agaat’s communicative methods as her endeavour to correct or 
annotate Milla’s dominant account, this study remained wary of the claim that one or other 
corrective intervention can ‘fill the gaps’ of the archive, or redress the forgetful collective 
consciousness. Indeed, the very idea of a discernible ‘gap’ has been problematised, since the 
archive is always but a sliver of history, and can have no claim to comprehensiveness. The 
record is always underpinned by an awareness of its own limitations, and of the processes of 
selection (both active and passive) that drive its compilation. The vast amount of information 
regarding Agaat’s subjectivity that Milla fails to recognise, or understand, is an indication of 
the numerous fields of experience that invariably escape the record’s attention. Agaat is thus 
as much concerned with those realms of experience that escape the preservation of archives, 
as it is with those that may be recuperated by fiction’s ability to creatively re-envision the 
record. The transformation of the archive has therefore moved from attempts to supplement it, 
towards renegotiating the means through which archives are produced, and hegemonic truths 
are constructed. Hence, the metafictional foundation of the novel is particularly important, 
especially as regards its depiction of the procedures of deliberate excision and excess 
directing the creation of records such as Milla’s diaries.  
 
Based on a study of Marlene van Niekerk’s Agaat, this study has shown how, using 
established theory on the form and workings of conventional records, the concept archive 
may be applied successfully to fiction. The research indicates that fiction is capable not only 
of mimicking the mechanisms of the archive, but also of expanding its range, since literature 
is uniquely equipped to uncover and document those territories of human existence that 
escape the archive’s attention.  
 
On a metaphorical level, the author demonstrates in Agaat the process of Aufarbeitung der 
Vergangenheit, or the procedure of coming to terms with and ‘mastering’ the past. The 
possibility of reconciliation and amending of past wrongs is suggested by the implied 
reconciliation between Milla and Agaat. The women’s conciliation is suggested by Agaat’s 
support of Milla on her deathbed and the dying woman’s epiphany regarding her irrefutable 
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bond with Agaat, as well as the symbolic termination of white supremacy and the return of 
farmland to coloured ownership. On another level, the novel depicts the lasting effects of 
trauma and the impossibility of achieving Aufarbeitung. Jakkie’s closing perspective voices 
the archive’s ultimate effect: an elegiac mourning for what is lost and can never be retrieved. 
The plaintive undercurrent of the text suggests that everything of value is ultimately 
defenceless against the passage of time.  
 
Yet Agaat is not merely a retrospective or nostalgic novel. In recalling the past amidst the 
emergence of a new social order, the text not only revives and records the social, political, and 
cultural dynamics of this period, but also traces how significantly these conditions have 
changed. By questioning the position and future of Afrikaner culture in post-apartheid South 
Africa, the text offers a post-colonial reworking, symbolically presented, of South Africa’s 
historical progression. The power relations between Milla (coloniser) and Agaat (colonised) 
are systematically inverted, possibly as a commentary on the transformation occurring on 
South Africa’s political landscape. The text posits the remnants of the once dominant 
Afrikaner culture, now devoid of its former authority and occupying a marginal position: both 
in post-apartheid South Africa and the global village. Viewed as a whole, Agaat is a symbolic, 
fictional archive in which the past is not only recorded, but also revisited and accessed, in 
view of the present. In this way, the text demonstrates the future-orientated nature of the 
archive and the effect of the past on the present. 
 
In Agaat, the intersection of art (traditionally anarchic, subversive) and archive (disciplinary, 
hegemonic) collapses the binary opposition between creativity and conservation. The text’s 
strong metafictional foundation also foregrounds the many similarities between artistic 
production and the making of ‘fact’ as contained in archives. In keeping with the 
transformation of archives (both in the global and local sphere), Agaat reveals the fraught 
nature of all records, which are beset with countless falsifications, distortions and omissions. 
 
Literature has always been at the forefront of challenging and subverting accepted norms. Its 
ability to re-envision the mechanisms of the archive, and to redefine what constitutes reliable 
sources of cultural or historical information, is characteristic of its important function in 
society. The success of Marlene van Niekerk’s Agaat demonstrates just how resourceful and 
productive fiction can be to challenge and reinterpret the institution of the archive.  
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Due to the focus area and limitations of this investigation, this study could not engage fully 
with a number of issues circumspectly examined here. The use of archival theory as a tool for 
literary analysis is relatively new in literature studies. Thus, there is considerable scope for a 
comprehensive analysis of Agaat’s position within the South African and global literary 
canon, especially as relates to other fictional works that display a similar archival slant, that 
is, works of fiction set in a past milieu, which are recognisably concerned with preserving this 
setting.  
 
Furthermore, there is scope for a comprehensive intertextual investigation of the novel. 
Within the canon of contemporary South African fiction alone, the novel has many 
intertextual parallels with Karel Schoeman’s Hierdie lewe (1993) [This Life, 2005], which 
portrays an old woman on her deathbed, recollecting and reconstructing her life in piecemeal 
fashion. The novel could be also be read as a response to J.M. Coetzee’s Disgrace (1999) in 
its scrutiny of post-apartheid concerns such as shifting power relations between white and 
black/coloured citizens, conflict over land ownership and the future of white farming 
ventures. Also relevant in a comparative literary framework is Eben Venter’ post-apocalyptic 
farm novel, Horrelpoot (2006) [Trencherman (2008)], with its dystopic portrayal of a country 
descending into social and political chaos following large-scale land restitution. In an 
international framework William Faulkner’s novel, As I Lay Dying (1922) is an early 
thematic intertext for its description of a woman on her deathbed, with the focus on the 
farming activities taking place around her. Another important intertext in Agaat is The 
Diving-bell and the Butterfly (2002), originally published as Le Scaphandre et le Papillion 
(1997), a memoir by Jean-Dominique Bauby, rendered speechless and immobile after a 
stroke. With the help of an amanuensis and an alphabet chart (which Milla also has at her 
disposal), Bauby dictates the entire book by blinking his left eye, desorbing his emotions in 
the short period before his death. An intertextual examination of the novel would be helpful 
in investigating the limits of human communication.  
 
Another avenue for research is a psychoanalytical study of the novel. Milla’s focalization, 
which is presented as her inner monologue, in addition to Jakkie’s inner monologue and 
Agaat’s performative communication methods, provide good material to explore the 
workings of individuals’ psyches. The novel’s symbolic exploration of death through the 
intimate relationship between a dying woman and her ‘nurse’ also lends itself to an 
investigation of the intersection between psychoanalysis and literature.  
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